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FOREWORD
This final report is submitted in accordance with the
requirements of the Statement of Work for Contract NAS8-26266,
and documents the work accomplished during the contract period
i July 1970 through i June 1972. This study was performed for
the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and was administered
technically by Mr. Raymond Spink of the Science and Engineering
Directorate, Astronautics Laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
In the investigatior_ of str,_cture-propulsion system coupled
longitudinal oscillations (POGO), the relationship between the
structural and feed system natural frequencies is of major importance.
The structural frequencies can be adequately defined by existing
analytical techniques. The feed system frequencies are usually
very dependent upon the compressibility (compliance) of cavitation
bubbles that exist to some extent in all operating turbopumps. The
lack of an accurate analytical prediction method for determining
cavitation compliance has delayed the completion of POGO stability
analyses until after turbopumps have been built and tested,
This document includes: a complete review of cavitation
mechanisms; development of a turbopump cavitation compl_ance model;
an accumulation and analysis of all available cavitation compliance
test data; and a correlation of empirical-analytlcal results. The
analytical model is based on the analysis of flow relative to a set
of cascaded blades, having any described shape, and assumes phase
changes occur under conditions of isentropic equilibrium. The
model is restricted to incipient blade cavitation and does not
include the effects of blade tiD clearance or back flow.
Analytical cavitation comp]iance predictions for the J-2 LOX,
F-I LOX, H-I LOX and LR87 oxidizer turbopump inducers do not
compare favorably with test data. The model predicts much less
cavitation than is derived from the test data. This implies that
mechanisms other than blade cavitation contribute siBnificantly
to the total amount of turbopump cavitation. A current related
technology contract (NAS8-27731) is extending the empirical
evaluation of test data presented in this document.
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1. Introduction

i. INTRODUCTION
i.i Purpose - Longitudinal oscillation instabilities (POGO)
due to closed loop coupling between structural modes and pro-
pulsion feed system modes have been encountered on most liquid
propellant launch vehicles (Reference i). Experimental evalua-
tion of feed system dynamics in these vehicles has shown that
turbopump cavitation is usually the major source of feed system
compliance which, along with the effective fluid mass, determines
the feed system resonant frequencies. Compliance (C) is defined
as the rate of change of fluid mass (W) with respect to pressure
(P) for a constant volume; i.e.,
2
_W ib in. 2m or in. (I. i)
C =-
_P Ibf
Cavitation bubble compliance (Cb) is given by the rate of change
of the mass of propellant stored in the turbopump (Wp) with
respect to inlet pressure (P). Changes in W can be related to
s p
changes in cavitation vapor volume (Vv) by
._ P_Vvcb = _ - _--f- (1.2)
S S
where p is the liquid density and the mass of vapor is small
relative to the mass of liquid.* Some previous analytical and
semi-empirical attempts (Section 2.3) have been made, usually
using average geometry parameters and flow conditions through
the turbopump, to predict the amount of cavitation. Confidence
in these methods has never been sufficient to eliminate the
requirement to perform dynamic response tests on new turbopump
In some of the literature C b is defined as _gVv/_Ps which can be
related to the values presented in this report by multiplying by
the appropriate propellant density.
configuratio1_s. The lack of available l:est hardware during
design phases is one of the ma)or reasons that POGOsuppression
has been worked as a post flight effort ou ail past launch
vehicles. The technology effort documentedin this report is
aimed at producinp, increased confidence in pre-test PO(;Ostability
analysis on future launch vetlicle programs like the Space Shuttle
Vehicle. This study is closely related to three other current
Space Shuttle Technology prop,rams: contract NAS8-26250,
"Research on Cavitatin_ PumpInstabil_ties", _lydronautics
Incorporated: contract NAS8-25919,"Analysis of Propellant
Feedline Dynamics'_, South We_t Research Institute; and contract
NAS8-27731, "['_mpirical [_valuation of Pump Inlet Compliance",
Aerospace Corporation.
1.2 Objectives - The intent of this investigation is to
establish the relationships between turbopump inlet compliance
and the pump parameters and fluid properties that control or
define the compliance mechanism. The correlation is to be
established with an analytical and/or semi-empirical model
which is verified with exlstin_ test data. It is desired that
the correlations be formulated and presented such that the
frequency response characteristics of a cryogenic feed system
can be evaluated for a _iven vehicle configuration. It is
desired that the deviation in feed system resonant frequency
between analytical and empirical results not exceed +10%.
1.3 S¢o__- This study deals primaril?/ with the determina-
tion of turbopump cavitation compliance, the largest element
of uncertainty in dynamic modeling of feed systems. Feed system
models, incorporating cavitation compliance, are well under-
stood and range from very simple models (Paragraph 4.1.3) to
fairly complicated models (References 2 and 3). A general feed
system computer model was provided to NASAunder contract NAS8-
23511. Also, detailed feed system modeling is currently being
performed under contract NAS8-25919. For these reasons, no
complex feed system models are presented in this report.
1.3.1 Since cavitation compliance is required for determination
of feed system frequency response characteristics for use in
POGOstability analysis, only linear response characteristics
are of interest. Also, only the normal flight operating range
of a turbopump is considered. These two conditions permit the
analysis of turbopump cavitation to be restricted to the region
of incipient cavitation, and does not consider the region of
gross cavitation where turbopump operating performance is
significantly reduced. The analytical model developed deals
with thermal vapor cavitation between tile turbopump blades.
It does not include gaseouscavitation, or cavitation resulting
from back flow or blade tip clearance flow, although these
effects are discussed.
1.4 General Approach - The general approach tak+,n to meet'
tile study objectives within the scope specified was t,_:
a. Review all l[tarature relative to turbo_,amp
cavitation ;
b. I)evelop an analytical model to predict cavitation
compliance ;
c. Analyze all _w_ilable cavitation compli _nce test
data ;
d. Perform an evaluation of the test data;
e. Correla!e the analytical and test results.
The model development portion of this study is a continuation
of a portion of a general POGO technology contract conducted
for the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Lab (References 4 and 5).
The analytical cavitation model is a fluid dynamlc/thermodynamic
model which employs the compressible flow equations in finite
difference form and solves them iteratively. Isentropic con-
ditions of thermodynamic equilibrium between the vapor (cavita-
tion) and liquid phases are assumed. The solution yields the
amount of vapor at manyRrid points in a turbopump stream-
sheet of revolution (an annulus between two blades). A com-
bination of several streamsheets at different blade radii
gives the total turbopump cavitation, which whenrelated to
a change in inlet pressure, results in cavitation compliance.
This approach accounts for varying conditions of fluid flow
and blade geometry throughout the turbopump.
2. Review of Cavitation
Mechanism

2. REVIEW OF CAVITATION >%CIIANISM
2.1 Turbopump Operation - Turbopumps used in present rocket
propulsion systems are generally of the mixed flow design. The
pump fluid while in the impeller has, in addition to angular
velocities, both axial and radial velocity components as opposed
to the predominantly radial velocities associated with centri-
fugal water pumps. In most cases, the turbopump will have an
inducer section upstream of the main impeller tl_at improves
fluid angle of attack and increases the pressure' at the inlet
to the impeller. This allows further reduction in NPSH before
blade stall and a loss in head rise (pressure increase from
inlet to discharge) occurs. In some configurations, the impeller
and inducer are of one piece construction, tile inducer blades
transitioning into impeller blades with additional impeller
blades starting at some distance into the turbopump. The pres-
sure rise through the inducer makes it probable that the majority
of the turbopump cavitation occurs in tl_e inducer. This is
because the average pressure at the impell_,r inlet is generally
too high for any local blade surface pressure to be reduced to
the vapor pressure.
2.1.1 Shrouded blades of proper design, operating at the
design point and free of vapor represent an analytical idealiza-
tion in that channel type flow exists between the blades. Most
turbopumps, however, are not designed with completely shrouded
blades, and the channel flow idealization cannot be realized.
In this situation, the flow picture is complicated by a tip
clearance flow between the moving blades and the stationary
shroud. The tip clearance flow, which is from the pressure
side of a blade to the suction side, often induces a vortex
6blades are improi;,rfv d_;ign,,,I _r ar_ b,-inA _;,,,rat,_d off the
d, _[g,_, conditi_p,:, _ _q,._ci-'il. ic,! _l_-;._f :_: ,cavity may b_ _
blad_ loading edges_ _c,, qu_te _d_ar'p. A!tIl,_u_b the impeller will
still I,urnp fluS_ ".:it}_ :tn a;;_oc/:_ted pre,;,-:',>'_ri_; , it i:_ -_.ccom-
p]ish_,d at a red_c_-d ;,fficiency.
2.1.2 The cc,>pl_:-:ity or tt,- il.ow _;;r,,:_t nn i_creases witl_
the app_,-_rance of v_,nr i_ha_;c,_, tf th_ '_, i,,c_tv gradients _re
not large and t!_r !nd_c'_.r bl_id._,:< haw, !,_r,.:_, :a,l[[ of cmwature
associat(,d with tl,,. [_ading _dF,<' region, t}_,. vanor t)has(,s, which
consist of dis.<<_lv.d ¼as cominR Otlt a[! ,-_nlution and/or a change
in phase of thu pump fluid, will _ppcar a:" a ,v,,!<ion of bubbles
moving with th,, f]ui_i. On the other hand, fl a liquid-filled
separation cavity _.:.:ists beret{, the, appearance, _f vapor, the
cavity may fil. 1 w;tt_ va.por wh(m i.t evol.w,s and expand with
further r,.ductl,m in e;ucti,,_ t,_:.;ttrt, 2:u,:1, c_vit[cs that
originate near the' l<_ading edge of the, blade may roattach on
the downstream qidu ot thu b]ad_, or, if s_',..'_.r_!y low pressures
exist, extend down,atrc.am into the discharg,, portion of. tb.c pump.
Although separaticm cav!ti_,,-; r,_;,>., not exis; !,,,for_, the appearance
of vapor, the den.,;_ty c},an_._, and di:-:turbm_,_,.s a.<soeiated w_th
th, evolution of w_p;_r may ip_luce s_,parati,_n of the boundary
layer and create a cavity. ]in both types ,)f two-phase flow,
the variations of density add considerabl< complexity to the
analysis problem.
2.2 Source_ of Cavitation - Cavities: may e×ist in the
turbopump liquid prop_,llant du(, to the p;-,-:;,,nc,., of either vapor
b_tbbles producc_l by liquid boiling, hcr<,aft(,_" referred to as
thermal cavitation; ,.,r contaminant ga_ 1;ubblo_, l_,'reaftor referred
to as gaseous cavi tilt [,,n.
2.2.1 'li'_(,rmal Cavitation - Thermal cavitation results
_h,n tht, ambient pressure' drops be, low the saturation pressure,
or the, fluid t_ml>_ratur_, risers above the saturation temp_,rature.
Pressure' chang_,s may be associated with quasi-steady fluid
motion, transi('nt i luid motion, or acoustic excitation. Tem-
p_,rature chai_ges can result from heat transfer across the
boundaries of the system, fluid motion, and phase changes of
th_ _ fluid (lat_,nt h_,at of vaporization and condensation). For
an isentropic procL_s, a change in pressure produces a phase
cllange, whic]l rt_;uits in a cl_ange in fluid temperature, whic[_
in turn t_,nds to impede the phase change. With sufficient time,
th_,rmodynamic equilibrium is reached and there exists a given
amount of vapor for a given pressure. For bubble growth and
decay under c_md_tions of non-thermodynamic equilibrium, the'
mathematics d_ fining the rate of change of bubble size are
given iu Appendix A.
2.2.2 Gaseous Cavitation - Gaseous cavitation can occur
from the following sources:
a. Dissolved gases coming out of solution;
b. Undissolved gases mixed with the propellant;
c. Chemical reaction (corrosion) between the pro-
pellant and the turbopump.
Substantial concentrations of both dissolved and undissolved
Ior_ ign gases, suc[l as atmospheric air or blanket gases used
to hold the fluid under pressure before entrance to the pump,
may also be present in propellants which have been stored for
either long periods of time or under very low gravity conditions.
Changes in the ratio of dissolved to undissolved gas can result
from changes in fluid velocity, acoustic excitation_ or heat
transfer. Undissolwd gas may a l.so exist as a result of a Gas
Bubbling POGO Suppres,_[on l)evic( (Ref(,renc_,s 6 and 7). The
problem of corrosion is not normally encountered Jn cur_-_nt
propulsion systems. Even if storage and utilization of pro-
pellants are controlled so that an insJgni/ica_t amount of
gaseous cavitation occurs, small amounts r_f dissolved gases may
be instrumental in the initial formation _f a tilermal cavitation
vapor bubble (Paragraph 2.3.2).
2.3 Previous Cavitation Analyses - Analysis of turbopump
cavitation compliance was initiated with a r_v_ew of existing
knowledge on cavitation. Discussion of this review and the
conclusions derived follow.
2.3.1 Turbopump vs Other Types of Cavitation - Considerable
investigation has been performed in the fi¢_]d of cavitation.
Areas that 11avp rec_,iw_d th_ mo_t _tt_nti,-_n l_av,_ been pump
cavitation, hydrofoil and hydrodynamic propeller cavitation,
cavitation on such underwater vehicles as submarines and torpedos,
and cavitation induced by sound waves. The majority of investiga-
tions associated with pumps haw, b,_c,n exp_rim_,nt_l or s_miempirical
with the objective of preventing c;_v_ tat [on _lamag,: by determination
of incipient cavitation condition_ (E_.i.'erc, nc_.s 8 _Id 9). Investi-
gations of hydrofoils, propellers, and under_,¢at_r vehicJes have
been aimed at predicting lift and (!rag coeffic_ _,_ts and reducing
noise associated wit[_ cavitation bubble coll_p_,. Ultrasonic
cavitation research has been directed primarily toward assessing
sound energy and frequency roquir¢,ments to induc, cavitation, and
examining the attenuation and distortion of sound waves caused
by the cavitation bubbles.
92.3.2 Nucleation - If gas-filled voids exist in a fluid
(References i0 and ii), changes in the concentration of dissolved
gases and changes in phase within the fluid will take place at
the boundary of the voids as well as at the fluid surface. The
presence of voids in a fluid is suggested by the cohesive strength
of water. Predictions of cohesive strengtb based on breaking the
van der Waals intermolecular bonds exceed experimental observations
by several orders of magnitude. The source of this large discre-
pancy is attributed to the presence of contaminants in the water
that form voids of nuclei on the order of 10 -5 to 10 -2 cm in
diameter. Since it is known that large amounts of air can be
dissolved in water, it is hypothesized that the voids of nuclei
are filled with contaminant gases such as air or mixtures of gas
and fluid vapor. This hypothesis only partially explains tile
observed fracture strength of water. A nucleus containing con-
taminant gas and vapor will be in static equilibrium in tile fluid
if
where
P + Pc - P= = 2_/R (2.1)v
P = vapor pressure
v
PG = sum of partial pressures of contaminant gases
P= = ambient pressure
= surface tension constant
R = radius of nucleus
If the nucleus contains only vapor and its radius is given by
Equation (2.1), it is in a condition of unstable equilibrium and
will either grow or collapse upon being disturbed.
-5 -2
2.3.2.1 Gas-filled nuclei on the order of i0 to i0 cm
in diameter present in an undersaturated or saturated solution of
10
water (saturation Ln t:!_s context r,i,,T_ _.,-,tll_. conc_nl:r:ttion o_i
the radius of _h_' nuclei qnci ti_, clis,,:_{_, ,i _ i_ conc, n_ration.
The dissolving process is assisted by i:!_{ _ >url-:_ce, tension fort, ,
2a/R. k nucl(tT:; ,>i t'_)is siz.,, iJ! pr_,s:_,_t in :l ._;tl!,{,_-_,;at_urat,,,t
solution of wat,_,r, grows by diffusion ,I t:a:; ;nto the, mtci.>u:_ md
floats to the snrface of tt_o water w}_,r, {t: <_c_3p_,s. Th(, rat_ of
rise of a rluc]_,u_,', of lO "5 cm in di I_Jet, _ {> v, rv ,,_low and may tak¢_
several hundr_,d t_ours to c':;cai,_' fr_m tl,, 1 iq_,i,I. W:tter that !_:_s
been allowed to s,:t ;t long titre, still I _ii.._; t,_ dc.mon,_;t_:nte the,
expected cohesiw strength. A mccbani _;n_ {)r r,lechani sins, thcr,,-
fore, that prew,nCs the diffusion of _z_:¢ (nlt {if the nuclei and/or
prewmts nuclc,[ fir_m_ rising to th{, :_uri_c,, _,,_ ti,e fluid must b_
acting. Two !_ypot':;_scs adv:_n]c,ld a_7_: :
a. Surface films compos_,d or: al_,,o_, or _tl_er contaminants
form ;_round the nuclei and act ;_s barriers to thee
diffTusi_m '_r'_c<'s:c, ;
b. Tht nt, clci are hc, ld in surface c_-acks of the fluid
contain,,_- or on dust _>articlcs ,_uspc,nd_,d in tt_e fluid.
The first hypotb_,sis has b_,en d_.monstrat_,_i by gernd (Reference 12)
in experiments wt,_,rc tl_e coi_,sivc, str_mg,[:i_ of various fluids has
been manipulated by control of tbc, alg;_, c,mt_q_t. Roscnberg
(Reference 13) has sl_own analytically a_,l _,xp_,_-imentally that
the walls of the fluid containers can h_v_ cr_cks in which nuclei
can be attached in a stable condition. Jn ti_,, same work, it was
shown that dust pareiclcs or colloidal matt_,r in the fluid can
have cracks upon which the nuclei can be stabilized. An aspect
of Rosenberg's inw, stigation that will r:quir_ furtht, r attention
is the observed dilierence in susceptibiJity of various liquids
to contamination by dust.
ii
2.3.2.2 The nuclei are the focal points that govern changes
in dissolved gas concentration and changes in phase (Reference 14).
Regarding changes in phases, nucleation action occurs not only for
the growth of vapor bubbles, but also for their collapse. The
presence of contaminant dust particles in the bubble and on its
surface serve as nuclei upon which additional condensation can
take place.
2.3.2.3 The preceding discussion shows that cavitation in
a turbopumpwill depend on the number of nuclei present in the
fluid, their size, and conditions that will affect their dynamic
behavior. It is important, therefore, that methods be developed
for assessing the effects of fluid characteristics on nucleation.
2.3.3 Diffusion - A decrease in the concentration of dis-
solved gas in the pump fluid will result from diffusion of dis-
solved gas into nuclei present in the fluid. If the diffusion
process continues, the nuclei will grow into gas bubbles and the
phenomenon of gaseous cavitation will be observed. The diffusion
process in a pump can be driven by changes in either pressure or
temperature. Once the temperature and pressure conditions have
been altered to a condition that favors diffusion of gas out of
the cavitation bubble, the bubble will decrease in size. Although
conditions return to those existing at inception of bubble growth,
the contracting bubble may reach an equilibrium volume substan-
tially greater than that of the original nucleus. This phenomenon
is demonstrated by tests of the cohesive strength of water. Water
that has been subjected to gaseous cavitation has a fracture strength
considerably less than it had before cavitation. This results from
the presence of nuclei after cavitation that are larger than those
that existed before cavitation. Plesset and Epstein (Reference 15),
12
ignoring the effects of the motion of the bubble boundary on the
concentration gradient in the liquid, have derived the equation
governing the diffusion of gas into and out of a static bubble.
Their results, if applied directly to turbopumps, show that the
characteristic time for bubble growth is too large to cause
cavitation. Thc_boundary conditions for the dc:,rivation, however,
differ considerably from those that will exist in a turbopump.
The effects of bubble boundary motion and turbulence on the gaseous
concentration gradient serve to accelerate the bubble growth.
Future work, therefore, should incorpor_itc_ these effects into a
more accurate description of the diffusion process.
2.3.4 Acoustic Cavitation - As previously stated, chan_es
in the ratio of dissolved to undissolved _as in a fluid can occur
due to acoustic excitation. The generation of sound in a fluid
results in an oscillatory pressure throughout the fluid. The
pressure disturbances in turn result in an oscillation of the
boundary of nuclei in the fluid. With a fluid saturated or
supersaturated with dissolved gas, the nuciei may grow into gas
bubbles given the proper amplitude and frequency of acoustic
excitation. The growth is achieved througl_ th_ _ rectified dif-
fusion of gas into the bubble. During th_ low-p_-essure or
expansion phase of bubble oscillation, ¢onclitions result in
diffusion of gas into the bubble. During compression of the
bubble, gas diffuses out; however, due to the large time surface
area associated w_th the bubble expansion, a net inflow of gas
occurs. Because of the extreme noises associated with rocket
engines, this type of cavitation should not be ignored when
analyzing rocket turbopumps.
13
2.3.5 Thermodynamics - The cavitation problem requires
consideration of many thermodynamic effects. Literature on the
subject of thermal cavitation may be divided into two areas.
The first of these deals with the effect of heat transfer on
cavitation bubble growth. The nonsteady heat diffusion problem
with moving boundaries has been solved by Plesset and Zwick
(Reference 16). The same authors have combined the results of
the heat diffusion problem with the equations of motion for
bubble growth to obtain a solution for the case of constant
ambient pressure (Reference 17). Skinner and Bankoff (Reference
18) as well as Forster and Zuber (Reference 19) have taken slightly
different approaches and obtained similar results. The bubble
growth problem with variable ambient pressure and inclusion of
terms containing P is still unsolved.
V
2.3.5.1 Other investigators such as Stepanoff (References
20 and 21) and Jakobsen (Reference 22), rather than examine
thermal cavitation on a microscopic basis, choose to derive
semiempirical macroscopic descriptions. The results of this
approach suffer from inability to correlate a particular value
of pump head dropoff with volume of vapor present over a wide
range of operating conditions. Furthermore, the results cannot
justifiably be used to predict the vapor volume, because a number
of assumptions and empirical factors do not accurately describe
the vapor formation process.
2.3.5.2 Future work on thermal cavitation should take two
directions. The first, referred to as the equilibrium approach,
should examine the thermal cavitation phenomenon assuming thermal
equilibrium phase changes. For pumps that have gradual changes
in pressure through the system and low fluid velocities, the
I4
eouilibrium appr,.,ae}: >,.'v giv( ,.ntic<.ly _;:_! i:,[:_,'t(_rv r_.;_lt:_:
a_d, t!lcreby, l_,"£at-, r!,, I1", _I lc_Y ;1 m_ctf', Jr?-,ic 'XLlli?illdLio'.3.
Tile ,qc:cop, d method __;!_ol:ld b,, _. micro,.sc,l>!_ : _'_i_n_ti,,q ,_- cavi-
tation in whic}_ l_rg_ !w_,ss;ure gradients nnd vc,IocitJ_,s produce
metast:tb]o chang, s; ,_i ,_,t_a_;,_. I;or c_yog,,n _ (]ui:{,_., tl_, , ff(,c't_,
of h(_at transf(,r "_cross the boundarir,,: of tt;, _;y:-:t:c,m M_ould b,
included in both tutti.otis of analysi,_;. The, tl, ,rmodgnamie ,_ro-
pcrties of the fluid >'ho__,ld b,_. (,xnmip,._i r-i ,:,:,1,,/ t,_ (l:,t,,rmfm,
whether certain c!_aract_.r[s! it:-; {,imr,litv ,_t crw_i, l i(:'at, tt_,,
solution of the t:b(,rm;_l cavitat]ou _,q,_at i_ms.
2.3.6 Fluid N,c'll,.m[cs - Like thcrm_<lyn_mics, tll<,r_, are
many branches of [lui_i mechani<_ _tra,.,,a :-_n !,,r ,::-:_,mfnat_m of
turbol)um P cavit_tior,. 'l't_c f]._w of ]iqui,1 i.:i_l.-t_tt;,1_ a turbopuml0
to the inception of c_tvitation can bc e>:cimir._.d witt_ the incom-
pressible flow equatf<)n:_. ]n tTt_{ , pLlPlrl, CtlV[tati<)n may appear
in a number of '- "-'. Tf _ : .' : ,r '_ {' im._)(,llc, r
blades are very _harp, a s_paration cavity may b_, attac!_od to
the suctLon si.de of tl_,, blade. Depending,, _,P Ch_, fluid velocity,
pressure, and boun,iary lay(,r conditions, l.]_, c_vity may c].os_ _ on
the downstream suctio_ _id_ o[7 Ii_<, blad(, (,_ may {-xt(,nd tl_rougl_
the pump in a condition ]<no_..,n ,_s sui:(:'rc;.,vttatr,_n. Examinations
of separation cavitic.:; as related to turb,)!_ump ,'avitation have
r - _- 23been made by Stripling and Acosta (k_r_,:-: .'lnd 24) This
method predicts the g{'ometry of the cavity ui_ to the point of
maximum height based on flui,I momentum con<ida,rations; I_owevcr,
the reattachment or cavity closure conditions r,,main arbitrary.
The work of Wade (Reference 25) applies to the conditions of
cavities closing on th,, blade. The most r<,ccnt nnd most elegant
application of t:hc, Stripling and Acosta mcti_<_d i._ tl_at dcvelop_,d
by Davis, Coons and _ci_ecr (Ref,,rence 26). Tl,i_ _i,plicat;on
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couples the Stripling-Acosta model to a two dimensional impeller
flow field including boundary layer displacement effects. The
primary objective of this model was to predict blade loading under
cavitating conditions. Comparing its results with test data
showedthat it accomplished this purpose very well. Its use for
predicting cavitation compliance is muchmore questionable due to
a greater sensitivity to the assumedclosure conditions. After
documentation of the Stripling and Acosta work, different inves-
tigators have claimed that various pieces of experimental data
(mostly photographic data, e.g., Reference 32) support either
the separation cavity theory or the thermal equilibrium mixed
flow concept. Our own review of this data suggests that it is
inconclusive for the most part in offering substantial supporting
evidence for either theory.
2.3.6.1 Unfortunately, the assumptions for the mathematical
models, such as a blade leading edge radius of curvature equal to
zero are seldom if ever physically realizable. If the blade is
very thick and has a large leading edge radius of curvature, the
flow mayremain attached, and cavitation will appear as a mixture
of vapor bubbles and liquid that demonstrates compressible flow
characteristics. In this type of cavitation, the growth and
collapse of vapor bubbles require fluid-mechanic examination.
Plesset (References 17, 27 and 28) has examined the growth
phenomenaunder conditions of constant ambient pressure and
bubble vapor density. Both Gilmore (Reference 29) and Hunter
(Reference 30) have taken into account compressibility and shock
effects encountered during bubble collapse.
2.3.6.2 The effect of gas bubbles on the sonic velocity in
a fluid represents another area that has received attention in
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cavitation investigations. Figure 2.1 shows tile variation in
sonic velocity as a function of gas content for a mixtur_ of
water and air. It is seen that the sonic velocity can drop to
a very low value that may result in sonic choking in the turbo-
pump. Ghahremani (Reference 31) u,_;es th_ work of Jakobsen
(Reference 22) and assumes that fully choked flow exists; at h_:ad
breakdown (no pressure rise through the turbopump). Somewhat
arbitrary assumptions, requiring empirical correlation, are then
made to relate the fully choked condition_; to norma] operating
conditions of unchoked or partially choked flow. The Ghahremani
approach is unique in that the theory includes the effects of
blade tip clearance backflow which, according to his results,
produce more cavitation than occurs on the blade suction surface.
2.3.6.3 Attention in future fluid-mt_chanic investigations
of cavitation should be g_ven to determination of the conditions
necessary for and which influence the g_,o_try of _;oparation
cavities; and dew_lopment of the flow equ,qtions for a vapor-
liquid mixture in a turbopump. Incorporated into these equations
should be the effects of bubble growth and collapse on the sur-
rounding fluid. Also, the approac]_ r(,lat_,d to sonic choking at
head breakdown should be refined_
2.4 A General Cavitation Analysis From the preceding
review of existing investigations of cavitation, _t is possible
to construct a plan for solution to the general cavitation com-
pliance problem. This plan, which itemizes the various areas of
investigation and integrates these areas into a completely general
analysis, is outlined in the following paragraphs. The analytical
investigations conducted during this program were restricted to
fluid-mechanics with thermodynamic cavitation, which occurs on an
equilibrium basis.
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2.4.1
a.
b.
C.
Nucleation
Number of nuclei;
Size distribution of nuclei;
Conditions in fluid or vapor that affect the dynamic
behavior of nuclei.
2.4.2 Acoustic Cavitation
a. Identification of sound sources;
b. Assessment of power and frequency characteristics
of each source;
c. Wave transmission in the fluid mechanic system.
Diffusion
Identification of dissolved gas species and assess-
ment of their relative concentrations;
b. Evaluation of diffusion rates into nuclei or out of
gas bubbles under both laminar and turbulent flow
conditions;
c. Determine effects of contaminants on diffusion rates.
Thermodynamics
Examination of thermal cavitation on a microscopic
or dynamic basis;
b. Examination of thermal cavitation on a thermal
equilibrium basis;
c. Thermodynamic properties of fluids;
d. Heat transfer across system boundaries.
2.4.5
a.
b.
Fluid _chanics
Hydrodynamics of turbomachinery without cavitation;
Hydrodynamics of turbomachinery with cavitation, but
without separation cavities;
c. Bubble hydrodynamics;
d. Hydrodynamics of turbomachinery with separation
cavities attached to blades;
e. Compressibility effects in fluid including shock
phenomena;
f. Effects of tip clearance flow and backflow.
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Figure 2.1 Variation of Isothermal Velocity of Sound in
'Water Containing Air Bubbles
3. Turbopump Cavitation
Model
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3. TURBOPt_IP CAVITATION MODEL
3.1 Model Requirements As outlined in Section 2.4, a
complete analysis of turbopump cavitation compliance will require
a complex model of the turbopump based upon the physical equations
describing the fluid mechanic and thermodynamic phenomena occuring
in the pump. The purpose of this program was to develop such a
model; but, on a very fundamental basis, in order to evaluate the
validity of such a model and identify the associated programming
and numerical analysis problems. If the feasibility and engin-
eering usefulness of a basic program could be demonstrated the
more complex effects of fluid viscosity, gas diffusion, and non °
equilibrium thermodynamics could be added to the program with
considerably more confidence of success.
3.1.1 A prime objective of the cavitation compliance model
development was to derive mathematical descriptions that could be
related directly to the physical situation in a turbopump. Semi-
empirical approaches were discarded because of their inability to
account for all the different design considerations. This is
particularly true considering the lack of any empirical data
which relates changes in cavitation compliance to changes in
specific turbopump geometry parameters. The required mathematical
descriptions, which are consistent with the objectives and scope
of this study, are:
a. Basic turbopump flow equations into which two-phase
flow phenomena can be incorporated and which could
later be expanded to include more complex flow
situations;
b. A thermal cavitation model which is independent of
time and conditions of nucleation and which can be
2O
e.
combinc:d with the flow equations to giw_ a descrip-
tion of turbopump cavitatfo_ compliance;
A finite diff,:_rence iteration algorithm which allows,
solution of the flow and cavitation equations for
any given blade geometry and flow conditions.
3.2 Model Assumptions - The ass tlmpt[ons made in the develop-
ment of the turbopump model pertain to tt_ _ cavitation process, the
fluid-mechanics, and the turbopump co,nf]_:uration. I'_<,assumptions
were required J.n order to obtain a solution for cavitation com-
pliance within the scope of this study. T]_, first two assumptions
related to the cavitation process determine, th._, basic approach of
the analytical effort.
3.2.1 Channel Flow - The fundamental] assumption of the
turbopump model is that channel flow exists approximately between
the pump inducer and impeller blade_. 1'I_i_ ;_ssum_tion can be u_ed
to separate the three-dimensional flow problc,m_ into two-dim_,nsional
problems. The first problem is tl_at of d_ fining the flow stream-
lines in the meridi_na[ plane. T}_is can b_ accoraplish_,d by tIlr_
method described in Appendix A, or by a mot,, approximate method
wherein the streamlines and associated str_,amtubL widt}. (b in
Figure 3.2) is r_lated to t}.c inducer or i_[_cll_r hub and shroud
geometry by a suitable function. Witt_ a m(:'idienal plane descrip-
tion of the. streamlines, one can proe_,d _¢it!_ t!_ dcw, lopment: of
the blade to bladr flow equation_ along a suriac_ generated by
rotating a meridional plane str(amlJne about tl_, impeller axis.
This development is presented b(low fn S(,ction 3.3.
3.2.2 Thermal and Velocity Equilibrium - The liquid-vapor
phase cban_¢ is assum_,d to occ_r under isentcopic conditions of
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thermodynamic equilibrium with both phases in velocity equili-
brium. An equation that deals with nonequilibrJum changes of
phase (vapor bubble growth) for a single bubble is presented
in Appendix B. This derivation includes the effects of heat
transfer at the bubble wall, varying ambient pressure, and
variable density of the vapor within the bubble. Unfortunately,
a complete solution to the resulting integro-diff_rcntial equa-
tion was not obtained. Solutions were found in the literature
for simplified versions of the equation; howevc_r, tile solutions
sacrificed the inertial effects to gain a description of the
thermodynamic effects or vice versa. The assumed condition of
equilibrium applies to the bubble growth and decay both as the
fluid passes through the turbopump encountering different local
pressures, and as the local pressures change as a result of
changes in the turbopump inlet pressure. Some test results
(Reference 4) at very low static inlet pressure (6 to I0 psi)
and large pressure oscillation amplitudes (i0 to 20 psi peak
to peak) indicate that the cavitation process is not in c,quili-
brium, and that the amount of compliance is a function of the
frequency of the pressure oscillations. The c_xtrapolation of
this data to small amplitudes and flight pressures is not
possible. Since this model is more concerned with cavitation
compliance (rate of change of cavitation with respect to pres-
sure) than with the amount of cavitation, the equilibrium
assumption should be more valid because the period of pressure
oscillation is greater than the average bubble life (Paragraph
3.2.5).
3.2.3 Tip Clearance and Backflow An additional restric-
tion which is implied by the channel flow assumption is that
there is no tip clearance flow or backflow within the pump.
fhe model only ( mput..'sc}_vitatiou as a r<s,_!i ,,_ chan_leJt]ow
between cascaded i)la_!_t and does not co_s_{!_r cavitation which
may o_.-cur from eiti_ ]_I,_,{( I<i_) clearance if.,<: or from backf]ow
into the suction !int (backflow _s produced by t:Jp clearance
flow). Those oth{.r soiLrccs may have a s[gr_i]icatlt effect <.;hen
considering unshrouded blades. Based (m ;_l-t_ilvsis, Ghahremani
(Reference 3t) th<orizes that tip flow cavitation is much
larger than blad,, c,:_jcation. The o_ly t_5;ts concerned with
tip clearance flow _,vaiuat,_d th ,_t;t:cct <,r_ i,,(_r!ormanc<' for a
gas meoium (Re f,_ r_'pc, 33) instead oJ a 12quid, and kor a varia-
tion in the_. axial clearance of [hc imp<l[,:t Lip (Reference 34)
instead of a radial clearance el the inducer tip. A test pro-
gram to investigate tbc effect of Lip c]ear:mc{ Flow and back-
flow would be vttv b<nafici;11 io tile, t_ad,,,_t_t.,t,_,Ii{_g o[ the com-
plete turbopump car tation process.
/.2.4 ]m:ii) i_qlt CavitatS<_:, - ]t_,. _,,_odt,[ is developed for
conditions ot incipi_>t cavitation only. Tllis restriction is
necessary because' _,. d_ep cavitation local fluid velocities may
approach the local speed of sound, whereupon the finite differ-
once solution scheme b_comes inval _d. Sin(t. turl_q)umps do not
usual}\, operate' in tl_(' F<_gJ_}n ,_f de<.;) eavlia[i{)ll, this is not
considered to be a ,qt,,-,,r{restriction.
3.2.5 Stc, adv I:'[ow- Since eaviCatio_ compliance is related
to an oscillatory change in inlet pressure, unsteady flow condi-
tions are implied. However, since the period c)f oscillation is
typically 50 times gr,_atcr than the time r,,qt_ired ior a fluid
element to pass through the cavitation region, it is valid to
assume quasi-steady tiow; J.e., cavitation compliance can be
obtained from a steady state solution a[ di _fer_,nt turbopump
inlet pressures.
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3.2.6 Inviscid Flow - A further assumption which must be
us_,d is that the flow is inviscid. A solution of the complete
viscous flow equations would compound the overall computational
problems and is not warranted until the usefulness of the basic
inviscid approach is demonstrated.
3.2.7 Separation Cavities - The computer model of turbo-
pump cavitation was developed on the basis that no separation
cavities were present in the blade system. This restriction
is actually necessary only when the vapor phase is present in
the pump. Solutions can be obtained with separation cavities
for incompressible or non-cavitating flow; however, diverging
solutions appear whenever two phase flow is encountered.
3.2.8 Identical Blades - The final assumption of the
model development requires that all blades within the pump
inducer or impeller are identical. This restriction was
necessary in order to simplify the computer programming and
to meet core limitations on the computer. In most pumps, the
inducer section where most cavitation occurs is made up of
identical blades. In the impeller section, however, partial
blades are quite often placed between the main blades. The
capability of treating non-identical blade systems can be added
to the program, but would require an overlay technique and,
consequently, some re-programming.
3.3 Equation Development - The development of the non-
separated, thermal equilibrium cavitation flow equations for a
blade-to-blade analysis are discussed below along with the pump
blade coordinate transformations used to simplify the numerical
solutions. Figure A.I shows the coordinate system used for
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derivation of the flow equations. TI,e coordinate system is
rotating about th_ Z axis with angular w locity _. Tl_e velo-
cities shown, therefore, are relative to th_ pump blades. The
equation development derives two basic equations: a fluid flow
equation, and an energy equation. Tb(, flow equation is derived
from potential theory utilizing a contin,_ity qu;_tion and the
condition of irrotational flow. The energy equat'[on is derived
by relating the fluid energy to the inl_t energy and the work
done by the turbopump. Changes in t!_,rmal _u_(,r_y are obtained
from the assumed condition of thermal equ_ librium. The final
form of the two equations is written in t_rms of the stream
function, _, and the density p.
3.3.1
in the meridional plane (Appendix A), a streamline and its
associated streamtube can be defined as shown graphically in
Figure 3.1. Rotation of the streamtub_ _ abo,,t th( imp_ller
axis results in a streamtube of revolution whil( a stream
surface is generated by the meridional s:tr_amlinc. Witi_
reference to Figure 3.2, which shows a s_'gm_'nt of the stream-
tube, the flow continuity equat_<vn i_g derivod as follow,;.
Using the segment of the streamtub_ as a control volume, the
conservation of mass is expr, ss_(! by
where W is the flowrate.
Flow Equation - From ,_ solution to the flow proble]_
d
w
= dt (W) = 0 (3 i)
d
dt" (W) is the time rate of change of
the weight of fluid in the control volume, which is zero for
steady flow. In the M direction,
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• [ 1Win - Wout = (pV M b) r d0 - pV M b + (pV M b) dr (r + dr) d_
= -[PVMb dr de + _(PVMb)dr r d_ + _(pVblb)dr 2 de] (3.2)
In the R direction,
• [ , ]W - W = pV 6 b dr pV R + (pV e)dR b drin out sin _ sin
l
= - _ \sin _/ de dr
(3.3)
Using the above relationship, Equation (3.1) becomes:
pV M b dr dR + _r (PVM b) dr r de + _ (pV M b)dr2d0
-- dr dR= 0+ sin (_ (3.4)
r
-- and taking the limit as dr and
Dividing through by r dR b sin _'
dR approach zero, Equation (3.4) becomes
(pV M b r) + sin (3.5)
A stream function _ that satisfies Equation (3.5) is then
defined by
_$ = pV M b r (3.6)
_ pV R b
_r - sin
(3.7)
With the further assumptions that the fluid Js inviscid and
that its absolute motion is irrotational, another equation for
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fluid motion can be _I_rivt,do For ab_;oL_lt_ [rrotationa[ flow
ilL,' circul_iti<m, [-, _-<mld ti,e fluid :;, _:m, nt (Figur: _.3) must
b_ ::c, ro.
If F = O, th_ n dF = 0, or
= r., -}- r
l)iffurentiating:
dr
_V_) iWH 1
2r_,, + V0 + c 3r _)0 s£n o_ - 0
At this point-, a tran.qfor:::::lion of tI_, l,u::q)blade coordinates
facilitates programming of th,' problem :or co,>puter solution.
The transformation wi]l dcp,'n,.1 on t!:,. bJl,!, :;I_ap,.. }iowvvcr,
the obj,'ct_w' o[ tile transf:_:rmaciol_ [:, t, str:tightcn the blade
such that tl:,., lcacling cdgu b<.comc_ tt_, >a:..in!um of ti_<' blade
angular coc'rdinatc_ and ti__. tra] ]ing ,dZ_, t!:(, minimum. For an
inducer a transformation such as dE = dZ and dF = dO may be th<
most appropriate. For an i:npcller having I,_garit!_mic spiral
blades, the Following transformation is most convenient.
o E -
sin a r
dE = dO
(_ .8)
{3.9)
(_.:o)
(3. II
Carrying ti:e :'quation dew, lopment through:), using thi_q ].ast
transformation, Equation (3.9) becomvs
1
2 r., + VO + ---sit: o_ (3. £2
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Combining Equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.12) results in
sin _ _]_ i _P _ sin_ _
2to, sins + +
_br _E 2rb _E _E bpr _E
i _2#
+
1 _b _ 1 _2_
? _E _E pbr pbrb-p r _E 2 _F 2
+ = 0
02rb 3F _F
which in turn reduces to
2r2,,_bp sin_ + _ _ (_np) + _-_ _ (_nb) E2 F2
a
From t!,e meridional plane solution a relationship between _,
b, and r can be defined. Equation (3.10) can then be integrated
to glvc E as a function of r with the condition that E = 0 at
r = r t. Also, from Equation (3.11) F = _. The relationship
between the stream surface on which E and F lie and the r,#,Z
coordinate system is shown for the general case in Figure 3.4.
In the E,F plane, the pump blades are as shown in Figure 3.5.
With a relationship between fluid density, stream function, and
known inlet conditions, Equation (3.14) can be solved numeri-
cally in the E,F plane and the results transformed back to the
r,#,Z physical plane.
(3.13)
(3.14)
3.3.2 Energy Equation - The completion of the solution to
Equation (3.14) depends on a relationship between the fluid
density, fJ, the streamfunction, _, and known pump inlet con-
ditions. The energy equation for a steady flow fluid system
_uch as a turbopump is given by
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V ,2
h +--=h
2g o
U
+W (:_. 1.5)
where
h
V'
h
O
U
W
= static enthalpy/Ib
= absolute fluid velocity
= total enthalpy/ib at the pump inlet
= work done on the fluid per potmd Of !l_,id/unit time
Equation (3.15) expressed in terms of componcnts of tlle absolute
velocity is
_g ,,r + + V = ho + W
U
But the rate of work addition between a station, u, upstream
(where all flow properties are known) an,_]the station being
considered is equal to the rate of change in moment of angular
momentum between the stations or
[{ I ( )]W -- + V0 ru= g r r_, - ru., + V@u
The quantity r (r (. + V@ ) is commonly referred to as thepUmPu u
prewhirl, which is either specified for the problem or is
obtained from a viscous flow solution to the upstream flow
problem. If it is assumed that the flow in the impeller
undergoes isentropic chanzes of state and that for cavitation
conditions the vapor and liquid phases are in thermal and
velocity equilibrium, a relationship between pressure and
average fluid density, p, can be obtained from a state diagram
for the working fluid. Referring to Figure 3.6, which repre-
sents a temperature-entropy diagram for a typical pump fluid,
(3.16)
(3.!7)
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the isentropic compression process might be represented by the
vertical line CAB. Assuming the inlet properties of ti_e fluid
correspond to Point A, the fluid experiences a decreasing
pressure as it enters the pump and ultimately reaciles conditions
corresponding to Point B in the vicinity of tile blade leading
edge. Cavitation is fully developed at this point. Downstream
of the blade leading edge region, the work input to the pump
goes into compressing the fluid that exists from the pump having
properties corresponding to Point C. Using oxygen as the pump
fluid and assuming that the flow process in the pump is isentropic
and that velocity and thermal equilibrium exist throughout, the
variation of density with pressure is shown in Figure 3.7. The
data of the figure is based on a saturation t_,mperature corres-
ponding to 15 psia. The data from which the curve was derived
were taken from Reference 35. Similar relationships can be
obtained for different saturation temperatures as well as dif-
ferent fluids. Combining Equations (3.16), (3.17), and relating
h to P/p yields
h (P/p) - (_r)2 + i (V22g _gg + V M2)= CONST (3.18)
where CONST = inlet energy conditions. Upon application of
Equation (3.6), (3.7), (3.10) and (3.11), Equation (3.18) is
transformed to its final form
(3.19)
3.4 Solution Technique - In order to define the turbopump
cavitation flow field, Equations (3.14) and (3.19) must be
solved throughout the field between two blades of the pump and
for a number of streamtubes selected from the meridional plane.
3O
The results are tl_e¢_inte_4rated throuRh, ut t},e pumpto obtain
the total caviratlon c_,mpliance. The so]utJ¢_n of Equations
(3,14) and (_.19) is accomplished in a fznit_:_ difference form
on the CDC 600_7_ series computer. The problem is initiated by
transforming t_e pumD blades from the p}_ysical plane (Figure 3.4)
to the E, F plane (Figure 3.5) throug}l i,_luations (3.10) and (_.II).
Next, a gridwork is established between the blades as shown in
Figure 3.5. I':quatiorLs (3.14) and (3.19) ar_ written in finite
difference form at each grid point and a relaxation method of
solution employed. Solution of tl_e p_r_'_;lem is accomplished by
specifying the upstream and downstream boundary conditions,
assuming values of $ at each grid point within the boundaries,
and checked to see if Equations (3.]4) and (3.19) are satisfied
at each point. If it is net, the left hand side of Equation
(3.14) will be equal to a residual R. Then, values of $ at each
grid point are systematically adjusted until the residuals are
reduced to an acceptable level. (_nce 12h_f; condition is reached,
a solution is achieved. This initial solution may not corres-
pond to the correct angular velocity on the upstream t_oundary.
A scheme is included in the program for adjusting the upstream
boundary and reapplying the relaxation solution until the
correct value of angular velocity is o}_t_ined. A complete dis-
cussion of the relaxation method of solvln>_ systems of partial
differential equations is Riven in Reference 36. The equations
and solution technique described above have been developed into
a computer program known as the turbopump cavitation flow pro-
gram. User instructions for the computer model are given in
Appendix D, and program listings are given in Appendix E. The
analysis of the computer results required te obtain the cavi-
tation compliance of the total turbopump i_; _Jven in Section
5.1.
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3.5 Model Applications - In addition to cavitation com-
pliance, the turbopump model is capable of generating other
information which is of interest in the analysis of turbo-
pump response and the design of turbopump blades. Turbopump
discharge dynamic pressure gain can be determined as a function
of inlet pressure (pump gain, _Pd/_Ps), exit flow (pump resistance,
_Pd/_wd), and blade speed (speed gain, _Pd/_N). These parameters
are also important in POGO stability analysis. Unlike cavitation
compliance, there are currently methods available for estimating
these parameters; however, the use of a cavitating turbopump
model may result in a significant improvement. This model can
also be used for design analysis of turbopump blades. This
could include blade pressure loading, and the influence of blade
shape on cavitation, separation, etc.
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4. EMPIRICAL CAVITATION DATA
4.1 Test Data Analysis
4.1.1
are :
a.
b•
C •
Objectives The objectives of the test data analysis
Determine the true cavitation compliance from
all available test data on as man>, different
turbopump configurations as possible;
Considering turbopump and propellant parameters
_ich influence cavitation, attempt to present
all the test data in a nondimensional correlated
form;
Provide test results of specific turbopump con-
figurations for verification of the analytical
model•
Completion of the first objective will provide all currently
available turbopump cavitation data in a single document.
An empirical evaluation of the data, in terms of nondimensional
parameters, is a parallel approach to the purely analytical
turbopump cavitation model. The pump configurations selected
for verification of the analytical model should meet the
following requirements:
a. Accurate determination of cavitation compliance
from test data;
b. Controlled and known test conditions;
c. The turbopump should be typical of those of
interest in POGO analysis;
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d , TIIL _u_b)[)uJ!? s{_u_Ld be con;_L_ !_L with th_
Considering tiles,., <_equJrements, the J-2 L(JX and F-I LOX Lurbo-
pu:_)ps were ol-i_ina! [,_ selected for mod_l _,<_ificat:ion, in
addition, tile i[-[ ;_OX and LR87 oxidizLi !XL_'_q)Swere selected
for less detailed :_t_LdT. These se]_u<'tioL_s w_r,:: based on both
compatibilLty _rith thv aual),Licai _,d_i _L,:-I c_,_tid_.nce iu
existing test data, a:_ (lisu_s,,_-,:l ii_ [}_. i._ilot.,i_ig se(:ti,)ns.
4.1.2 DaLa Sources - 'labi.c 4.i s}_o_,Js ail the diifL_rent
turbopump conf:igurat _)ns for whi¢'h cavitation data is known
to exist. In all of these cases, _:a\.,_ta[J_)_.,uata was derived
from tests whose _ _!,j,_cti'_s .,;(:_ to dttc:tmirl_ the natural
frequencies of th_ propulsio[_ feed s_ste_: io_ use in POGO
analysis. Although Lurbopump cavitation _sually has an im-
portant influence t,n feed svs_:t_ fr(qv,_n_,), t,,_sting and data
reduction was c,.nlv von(:_..rned with d(_tcrmining an equivai__,nt
cavitation <'o_L_p[ian_. For determJnatio_ <_f fred sysLen,
frequency it was not required to separat(: t:h_ true cavitation
compliance fro,_ other sources of _u,:,c]_an[__,I compliance in the
vicinity of tlk_ turbojets:rip.
TaSle 4.1 Ti_rbopump Con: _gurations
Vehicle S taiiiL _ Ox id izer Fue 1
Saturn S- _l-i, [{-l LOX RP- l
Saturn S- l C F- i LOX RP- I
Saturn S-I]/S-- IVB 3-2 I,OX LH 2
Titan i LR87 .,2(4_') Aerozine 50*
Ti t:an ] I LR91 :_204 Aerozine 50*
Thor I _.'_- 3 I OX RP- 1
* 507_ Hydraz/n_ and 50_'( LID>IH
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T_st data F_l_ted to this study comesfrom one of the following
S o_i ["C _'.S :
a. System tests _¢ith flowing propellant and an
operating turbopump;
b. Feed system tests with non-flow propellant in
the absence of an operating turbopump;
c. Feed line component tests on segments whose
compliance can [lot be accurately calculated;
d. Flight data.
Ah_ost all of the available ground system test data is pulsed;
i.e., the system response is measured relative to some known
forcing function. The only test results which include the
effects of turbopump cavitation are the flow system tests and
the flight data. l'hese test results required separation of
the cavitation effects from other compliance effects. Some
flow system tests haw_ flight feed systems while others have
facility feed systems; and some have hot firing engines while
others are "bobtailed" (turbopump is driven in normal mode of
operation but propellants are not mixed and burned in the main
thrust chamber).
4.1.3 Determination of Cavitation Compliance From Natural
Frequency - Cavitation compliance cannot be measured directly
during a turbopump test and must be determined through use of
analysis. A typical procedure for this determination is as
follows:
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a. Run a flow systems test;
b. Assumean analytical mode[ of the test configuration;
c. Calculate, estimate, or determine from separate
tests all model inputs except cavitation compliance;
d. Determine value of cavitation compliance for which
model best fits test data.
Since cavitation compliance has its strongest influence
on feed system natural frequency (as opposed to gain, damping,
etc.) the above procedure is normally reduced to a correlation
between test and analytical natural frequencies. These fre-
quencies are a function of the inertance and compliance of
the total system. For those unfamiliar with these hydraulic
terms an analogy with a spring mass system is given in Figure
4.1. Inertance can be accurately calculated from the geometry
of the feed line. The system compliance includes the distri-
buted compressibility of the fluid and the radial flexibility
of the suction line, axial flexibility due to a feed line area
change, local flexibility of a line joint or bellows, and the
compressibility of the cavitation vapor bubbles in the turbo-
pump. Only the combined effect of all the system compliances
can be determined from a dynamic systems test; thus, the line
and fluid compliance must be knownb_fore cavitation compliance
can be accurately determined. The distributed fluid and line
compliance can be calculated fairly accurately. Local flexi-
bilities can be determined from analysis, componenttests, and/
or system tests without the turbopump operating. Suction line
bellows are local flexibilities which often represent a signi-
ficant portion of the feed system compliance but cannot be
determined accurately due to insufficient test data and a lack
of analytical methods. A current technology contract (NAS8-25919)
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should result in improved analytical methods for determination
of all suction line elements. The exact equations relating
cavitation compliance to natural frequency are a function of
the analytical model used. The more representative the model
the more accurate the derived cavitation compliance. Two
computer programs which were developed for Titan and Saturn V
POGOanalysis were modified for general test analysis in this
study. These programs consist of: i) a modal analysis program
(Reference 37) for determination of natural frequencies for any
distribution of line inertance and compliance; and 2) a transfer
function program (unpublished) which utilizes the modal data to
generate the transfer function of suction pressure per excita-
tion as a function of excitation frequency. For a lightly
dampedsystem with negligible feed line and fluid compliance
the cavitation bubble compliance, Cb, can be approximated by
cb = I/(Z_12) (4._)
where I is the feed system inertance and ml is the first natural
frequency of the feed system. For a uniformly distributed
suction line and fluid compliance, which yields an open-closed
organ pipe frequency (_o), and a lumped duct compliance near
the pump inlet (Cd) , the cavitation bubble compliance can be
approximated by
Cb = 1 _2 [ (_'I/ _0)2- 1 ] - C d (4.2)
I---J1 L J(_l/2 _ o )z- l
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4.1.% l]eterm±nation o! _<at_lral FrueutzliUc/{ From Test Data
A fairly stand;_rd r, rc,cedurc' for det_rn:h_in;: c,-'ed system
natura,, fr(:quc,'!(, From t<'.st data ]s as L,Jil,,,.-s:
a. Co:?fizure a tesk set up which resembles the
ilia<hi t(:,_d s','st<:m as cresol as possi.b[e ;
b. E:,:cit_, t:h_' feed system dynamic response with a
mea,';,4T_._d J:orcinb_ function] ,
C . Gc.q_:_st,.i_ 2rerluenc 5 domain I._,_r_ trbation transfer
function fampl:it_Jdc ,ratio and l;hase) of response
per ,.,:-:cit_.tion fr_m th,.. m<,a.<_r2d re.suits ;
d. Natural irequ<nc 3 occurs near frequency of
maximum amplitude ratio and ,},qo_,, shift of 90 °
For most ot th, tt.:;k tt suits &k_lv:<ed i_,.tcJn, the excitation
has been some t>pc ,;_ near sinu:;oidal waw pulsing of suction
fIowrate. In this case the pulsur frequent', i_as been changed
in steps (or in very stow ramp) and the rt.su[ting pressure
oscillations r,_cord,'d a< each krequeLlcy i".crement. Titis,
together with the mc.asz.rwd excitati_m, v]',,ida a perturbative
transfer function of turbopu:::p inlet l)r<'s>:vrrc per excitation.
Another type of excitation which has been :;uv:cessfuily used
(Reference 38) is tb<. random m_ise associatL!d with tile engine
combustion pr,_ccss. In this case auto- and/or cross-spectral
analysis is r, quired to (ietcrminv' the frequ<_nc <, domain response
of the system. In r:;v_st feed system configurations tile first
natural frequency i:{ very near tile fr_ quc_ic'., at ,.Jhich tile
amplitude ratio is ma:,imum simultaneous v.:it:h a phase shift of
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90 ° for an appropriate feed system transfer function. In POGO
analysis the' most _mportant transfer function is turbopump
iT_let pressure oscillation per turbopump acceleration perturba-
tion (C_Ps/c_gp). Any transfer function which has the same
natural frequency as _Ps / _gp is an appropriate transfer func-
tion. Pulser acceleration and flow acceleration are legitimate
c,z_citations whereas transfer functions with respect to pulser
pressure can yield significant errors in natural frequency.
This effect is shown in the analysis of the J-2 test results.
If additional information besides natural frequency (e.g. static
gain and damping) are desired from the test results, it is
required that a b'est fit between an analytical and test trans-
fer function be obtained.
4.1.4.1 Test Frequency Correction - In reviewing test data
two possible situations _ere recognized which could cause small
c_rrors in the test results. First is the determination of the
system natural frequency from a transfer function of suction
pressure per pulser pressure (_Ps/_Pp) in lieu of suction
pressure per pulser flow (_P /_W ). Second is the presence of
s p
facility lines _lich do not exist in the flight configuration.
Both of these conditions existed on the S-II LOX line tests and
each represents an error in frequency determination of about
5% in opposite directions. The effect of using the _Ps/_Pp
transfer function is shown in Appendix C for a simplified
system and results in a frequency which is 5% too high. The
S-II LOX line test set up had a facility line running from
the sump to the facility tank. This line was isolated from
the suction line by a large accumulator at the sump; however,
the residual effect of the facility line yields a system
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natural frequency which is 5%too low. A model of the test and
flight configuration is sho_ in Figure 4.2. A comparison of
the _P /_P transfer function for the test s_t up with the
s p
correct _Ps/_gp transfer function for the flight configuration
is sho_n in Figure 4.3. Neither of the two _Jossible discre-
pancies are known to exist in any other test data.
4.1.5 Test Results - No attempt has been made to duplicate
previous analysis of pertinent test resu]ts. Howev_, in many
cases the analysis had to be extended in order to separate
cavitation compliance from other sources oJ! compliance. Also,
in several instances independent tests on the same configura-
tion produced conflicting results. In these cases, if a review
of both results could not favor one over the other, the discre-
pancy was carried through the analysis and yields a tolerance
on the results. Cavitation compliance is a function of many
propellant and turbopump parameters; how_v_E, for _ given con-
figuration at a fixed operating point the only significant para-
meter which undergoes a planned variation during tests is turbo-
pump inlet static pressure (Ps). Thus, the cavitation results
presented in the following paragraphs ace give[_ as either a
function of P or a non-dimensional form of P defined by
s s
P P
K = s v (4.3)
2
1/2 P V
r
where K = cavitation index
P = propellant vapor pressure
v
P = propellant mass density
V = inducer relative tip velocity
r
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This is a convenient parameter since it has been found that
for most turbopump configurations cavitation co_,p_iaJlce is a
linear function of a constant raised to a power which is pro-
portional to K, i.e., a straight line on semi-log graph paper.
Whenever the scatter in the test data a11o_s, this functional
relationship will be observed in the presentation of tlk'
following test data. The data necessary for calculation of
cavitation index is presented in Table 4.2.
4.1.5.1 F-I LOX Cavitation Compliance - the F-I LOX turbopump
was tested with a S-IC outboard feed line and an outboard
Arrowhead PVC (Pressure-Volume Compensator) duct. The feed
line properties were taken from Reference 39. A LOX compress-
ibility of .135 x 106 psi (T = -296°F) was calculated from
velocity of sound data given in Reference 40. The compliance
of the main line area change (above the prevalve) was investi-
gated and found to be negligible. The PVC compliance was cal-
culated from component test by Aerro_ead, >_FC and Boeing;
and from non-flow system dynamic tests by MSFC and Boeing.
These data were then used in a model in which cavitation com-
pliance was varied to match Bobtail (Reference 41) and Single
Engine (Reference 4_ tests results.
4.1.5.1.1 F-I LOX PVC Component Test Results - The total PVC
compliance, Cpvc, includes the combined effect of the fluid
compressibility and radial expansion (Cf) and axial flexibility
of the upper and lower annulus area (Cx).
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:: <1W <_
.... = = ,{p\', = (: +' (4.4)
;. 1% "........... i;
___'2 d P
,)
where C = _'A dX = p A-/K (4.5)
x ,!p
I: ......
dP dP
?
Cf was cal(:ulat_,d t{_ hc .(}I[ in aud is [n(:iud_d as part of the
di,_tribuLcd cn,:p)ia_nce of th, _ i_,,{ _,_,.: _ndcl. ihe results of
the componellt t_st arc s_mmmriz, d in 'iabi_ 4.3, and discussed
below. Figures ,_'i.4 and 4.5 c:<_,utaiu uu!)_li,li._hud results,
suppiicd h_ bll_i.-t' _)_ PVC con;p(mcnt tu.*;ts run by Aerrowhead.
From Figure 4.4 tot,ui PVC compliance can bc calculated from
dV/dP; however, th!s result is ('_r:_[d(ra! ]" t:,-_, large compared
w_th el! other dal _. This ca_ _,!_J), b_. u:-!,iain(,d by the pr(-
sence of air i_ th_ s)_:tum. "I'._o oi>:-:urvat i_,_t_ can stil[ bc
made from thc,_: r, ,_,u!ts. 1 ) d\'/dP appcar._; to be nonlinear
with r_,_spuct to pruss_;r_ , and 2) dV,/dP :is uppr)>zimately the
same whether or not the' FVC c'nds are restrained (this agrees
with an analysis el the areas and spring rates). A mar('
r_ ]iablu estim,-;t,,. ,.,i P'.,'t', compliance can I.. ;add u_ing Fquation
(4.5) and th," ic:,_Li_,'. <51v,,n in Figtlr_ '_._,. This _csult is
independent _L ti_, a,_,,t;_t o_: trapped air {x_ th,' system.
Component tests run at >ISFC (Referene_ _. 43) _ave a value of
dX/dP of .0056 ('2 × .0(}28 for both thee upi,_,_, - and lower annulus)
for an Aerroxd_uad inb,,ard PVC], and .007 fc.r i'{exonics outboard
PVC. 'lilt' results wcr_: very' linear over thu prt_>sur(_ range
ot 40 to [3U psig. I'll(' corrcspunding vain, s or: C are .060
2 ×
and .075 in rusp<.ctJvcly. An cquival_mt !VC :_pring rate of
K = 34250 lb/Jn was d(:t(_rmin('d from Bo_,in/ c_m_ponent tests on
a Aerrowhead outboarc: PVC; (R< fc_cnc_ 39), am'i ti_is ,:.,as also
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fairly linear over the pressure range of 50 to 125 psia. This
?
yi_:_Ids (_'_q_lation 4.5) a C value of .081 in- An analysis of
X
tl:,., f]_exibi]ity of supporting structure used in the Boeing
water tests (Ref_rencc 39) showed that for the PVC installed
i_) ti_ line C coulcI increase to .096 in 2" however it could
X
n_,vet- decrc, ase b_'low .081 (a completely rigid mounting of the
upper spool and lower flange). Component tests (AX/-_P) show
that the outboard Aerrowhead and Flexonics PVC's have approx-
imately the same compliance while inboard Aerrowhead PVC has
about 25% less compliance.
4.1.5.1.2 F-I LOX PVC Systems Test Results - Analytical feed
system natural frequencies as a function of the sum of the
cavitation bubble compliance (Cb) and the PVC annulus compli-
ance (C) are given in Figure 4.6. Since these two compliances
are located fair]y close together, the frequencies are practi-
ca]ly independent of the distribution between C b and C x. The
second resonance of a pressure/pulser flow transfer func[ion
is sho_ to be a function of the location of the pulser line.
Figure 4.7 gives MSFC dynamic test data with the turbopump
isolated from the feedline. Some non-flow tests were run with
a Flexonics outboard PVC and some with an Aerrowhead PVC;
however, since thc_ component tests indicate they have essentially
the same compliance no attempt was made to differentiate between
the two. A similar method of obtaining C from the Boeing Water
X
2
Tests (Reference39) yielded a C of .125 in at 80 psia and .086
X
at 140 psia. This compliance is high enough to suspect that
there may be some air trapped in the system, which is always
a possibility in non-flow tests.
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4.1.5.1.3 F-I LOX Cavitation Compliance Figure 4.8 shows
>LSFC dynamic test results (References 41 and 42) with the
turbopump running. Also shown is the sum of the cavitation
and PVC annulus compliance, C b and Cx, required to make the
analytical results match the test results. The resulting
cavitation compliance is shown in Figure 4.9 fc_r two different
C functions. One is the maximum C variation as derived from
x x
a best fit of the _ISFC non-flow tests (Figure 4.7). This
variation is much more than can be justified by any component
tests, and also results in a cavitation compliance w_lich shows
less variation with pressure than is expected. Th_ other C
x
function used is a constant value of .081 in-, as derived from
some of the component tests. Since some of the component tests
indicate some variation in C with pressure, a constant value
x
is probably conservative. The true cavitation compliance should
lie between the limits shown in Figure 4.9.
4.1.5.2 F-I Fuel Cavitation Compliance The Rockotdyne
evaluation of fuel pump inlet compliance (Reference44) from
the F-I Bobtail Test results (Reference 41)are presented Jn
Figure 4.10. Also sho_ are cavit_ation data d_,_r_ved from feed
system frequencies obtained from the F-I Bobta_l tests and the
S-IC Single Engine Test (Reference 42). The results of this
analysis yield higher values of pump inlet compliance than were
obtained by Rocketdyne. The variation in test frequency data
presented in Figure 4.11 accounts for the lower values of pump
inlet compliance analytically derived from the S-IC Single
Engine Tests. The only differences between the Bobtail and Single
Engine Test are that the Bobtail Test configuration had an out-
board PVC and used discharge pulsing, whereas the Single Engine
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Test configuration had an inboard PVCand used suction pulsing.
Discharge pulsing should yil, ld the sameres_'[ts as su_tion
pulsing; however, obtaining good reliable feed system _requen-
ties by discharge pulsing usually presents severe data reduc-
tion problems. The differences in results are larger than the
anticipated differences due to changing PVCducts. It was
concluded that the S-IC Engine Test data wasmore reliable
because it i_as derived from suction line pulsing, it is more
recent data, and it showedless scatter. Since compliamce d_,-
rived from the S-IC Engine Test is less than that deriw'd
from the F-I Bobtail Tests it should contain less PVCduct
compliance. Since no PVCduct compliance was available it is
assumedthat turbopump inlet compliance derived from the
F-I Engine Tests is equal to cavitation compliance.
4.1.5.3 J-2 LOX Cavitation Compliance - Dynamic test data
exists for four different J-2 LOX feed systems. They arc the
S-If inboard test facility feted system, the S-If outboard test
facility feed system, the S-IVB test faci]ity feed system, and
the Rocketdyne turbopump test facility feed system. 'l]lese
tests were run for a range of turbopump inlet pressures and
three different PU (propellant utikization) settings. As
expected, the feed system natura_ frequencies (and thus turbo-
pump cavitation) varied greatly with inlet pressure; however,
the effect of PU setting was within the scatter of the data.
Thus, for a given inlet pressure, reduced test results from
all the different J-2 LOX feed systems should yield the same
cavitation compliance. Two independent detailed analyses of
test results have been performed. Brown Engineering analyzed
the results of the S-II and S-IVB feed system tests (Reference
45) and Rocketdync analyzed their test facility results
5O
(Relk:ccncL,s 46,.,:_d _7). Boi!: ar_alv.sc:; '/i_ 1,: .:_ppro:-:imat,._l)' the
:::a::_,, pw..::-,,,i..T r.. _ • c.,;:. _ 5: ,.;.,e,: }-_.i':, { _., cc;:rgnon *:ecd systems.
Tt::,-; {> ::_o,¢_ ;t_ F:i_,,:,,, 4. ,2 i,?v the : I : .., < _';-_VB _.light
feed systc::s (,.:bSc!_ 5s s¢:_cwhat differ::,nt than the trst fa(-ilit:,,
feed sy.':-:tcmsi. 4v,;,,._i Enf.Joc<,ring &ss_,,,:i a singh: con,pIiance
turl)optm_p _:_(i_ ]_ u-l_c, rcas Rocketdync. dec iv<'d a tt, rhopump ftow
i:::pv..danc_>trac. sfv_ {lll[ction, G(S), fr_<:: th_:fr t_:st data which
implies a <i,_::l c,.,_pl lance g,_rb,_pu::u) ::_,_iL . Fc.r the same test
resu]_.s (J .(,. , tb< >:;'.n,_. p*cd,_r_J:_.e_t,' }=,.,! >-.'.:qtom frequenc)) the
two tiiii7 r(:,t [.,. _!>,p,::_:p ::eodci:: ,.,ill 7i,'iO ,2:Lfcrcnt values of
CaVi L:tL [Ort e_::l[,1 i:lllC:'.
4. I .5. "_,. 1 J-2 LOX Duct (letup! 1:::,co .... ,.,"1.'¢o of importance is
the amot, nt ,! iI :id and duct c_,mliancc i,rest'nt in the suction
line. T!tc Br<J,..-_i::gi::oerin_ 7 _:_:_,,.':-'{,_;_;oriv" a lumped com-
pliance f:om _ivl-_;_,.:ui.c t,.'sts '_ ._:,_,_ t_e suction line isolated
fro::, the' p:'.=:i_. _',,c _tdx:_ _, _.n t,t,. oti),-,: baud, aouplcd their
test d,.,r:, v_.,:' t:_ri,,>::r,,p i:_p,-._{a::ce _guucCi_;n. t:q flight suctloi]
line models and ;:_:d,od suction line compliance until the
at:alytica[ fr_qu_::cics agFccd v..ith flight: observed resonances.
'L'httst: r,_s,:tl:-: <:r, c,,vp,lrc-J :;_ ':abJ,:+ /,.,'. :;_,:t in both cases
represent cqttivnl,._t l_ml,C,.: ,?alu,.:._ at_ ¢, near, the turbopump
inlet. " ; "
_ot,_ ol tJ:'_;e approaches arc vc:i:l and should yield
approximat_ lv the sa:_:,, m,sults_ ,..,,....... ::t:_: differences sho_m
repres_:ut a v_.ry _.i_::ificant portion of the total feed system
co:rip liance.
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4.l.5.3.2 J-2 [,OX Turbo]_ Model 'file single compliance model
(sv{ _ Figure /!.]3a) us<:d in the Brown Engineering analysis has
a #low impedaL_vc giv<._ _y
P
G(S)l = o = R
W
O p L +CR S+I
K
P P
(4.7)
]n this case th( _ resistance, R, and inertance, L, were calcu-
lat(_d; and th_ pump gain, Kp, and the cavitation compliance,
C, ,w(_r<_d(_rivcd from test data. This impedance function and
brown _nginc, vring duct compliance shown in Table 4.4 yield
cavitation comp]iances shown in Figure 4.14.
The Rockctdyn,, analysis fit an impedance function to test
The form rc'quired to give good correlation is givendata.
by
P
GiS)2" = __° =
W
O
K S J2_2
(4.8)
Ouc possible physical representation which gives this type of
response is given in Figure 4.13b. In terms of the physical
parameters, the impc, dance functions become
G(S) =
2
P
O =
W
O
[( ) (L+RIR2R2)]LC2R2 S 2 + S + 1R R
P P \Kp
]
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Equating coefficients of Equa_ior_s (4.t{) and (4.9) will yield
the phvsicai._ _.od,_l....._,aramctcrs in t_-,_m_ _,l. {h.,. :=r,,,-,.__._,_.....nd.
damping parameters. Table %.5 zivcs !.hese r<_su]ts for the
latest frequency and damping data given iu Reference A7. In
this model, C I is the main inlet c:_vita_ion compliance. It is
the most important turbopump parameter i.n deter:mining the
predominate feed syst__m frequency and !s independent of pump
gain (K). To illustrate the eff_ct oI! the., _t]_.i_r tl,.rbopump
P
parameters consider the case where the i_'I_{.dInce. b<.,¢ond tb,.
cavitation compliance is very high. Th_._n both of the abow,'
turbopump models approach an impedanc_ _ function given by
O(S) 3 : !_
CS
) • .where C is the cavitation compliance. Using kockctdvne feed
system frequencies (Figure 4.12) and duct compliances (Table
4.4) cavitation compliances for both G(S) 2 and G(S) 3 arc sho_¢n
in Figure 4.15. Although G(S)3 is not a good pump model, the
effect of different turbopump models is i l]<tstrated.
4.1.5.3.3 J-2 LOX Test Cavitation Compliance The difference
in the Brown Engineering and th{_ ffo<'kctd_m_ derived ca_,Jtation
compliance can be attributed to differcntl _uction duct compli-
ances and different pump impedance functions. 'Pncre Js con-
siderable test data which indicates that a double compliance
model, G(S)2 , is a better representation ol the turbopump than
a single compliance model, G(S) I. From this point of view
the Rocketdyne data should be more accurate; however, the
Brown Engineering analysis is a more conventional approach
which has been used on several other turbopump configurations.
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For purposes of this study, both of these results (as shown in
Figure 4.16) are considered to be equally valid. It is thus
assumed that the true inlet cavitation compliance can be any-
where between these limits.
4.1.5.3.4 S-II Flight Data - AS-509 S-II Stage flight data
(Reference 48) were reviewed and the observed LOX feed system
oscillations compared with test results. Two things were
evident from the flight data. First, the observed S-f1 out-
board feed system contourgram frequency was higher than antici-
pated; and, second, there was an observed frequency change at
engine mixture ratio (E)N) shift. Prior to E_N shift, the
observed outboard frequency was approximately 33% higher than
the predicted value which was based on S-II "bobtail" and
J-2 test results for inlet NPSH in the vicinity of 60 ft.
Furthermore, if the 65 to 75 Hz inboard suction pressure oscil-
lation, observed during and after accumulator fill, represents
a response of the second inboard line ("short stack") mode,
this result is approximately 28% higher than would be analyt-
ically predicted. The following theories have been advanced
by different Saturn V POGO analysts as to the reason for thesu
apparent frequency discrepancies:
a, The observed oscillation is not a natural
frequency of the feed system but a i/3 sub-
harmonic of a 90 Hz turbopump self-induced
oscillation;
):l-
i).
, °
]'h(' t r_, _ _:t_!S. , _' _ unr_'s', !,_ _t: b. ow;',, r, if it is due to
both [h(' 5-._1 :i_!b_,:_rd and ,,,.tb,._ard i_cd _':',_.¢:tc_s imply that C b
iS at [<,isk 7(!_! io.,1 I[!:u_ pr,.'_iictcc[ lr_,l , !._;t data. 'this
_est rcs,_its. ]_ _.t;_, later [_t,]:t[on ,.,fS-If b,_rn, the engine
ll_i_<turc r_! i{, (i.]Nl',_c]_ank,_.0 _r,_l h.5 t,_ '_._. This results in
1 prc,!fc [.d ",_' _'_ ;:_, _ IJ_ ifi _ ( ,_' i * fc ' ':it (<5) <)f 10_]{,. A
rcducud ! t.,v, c_ :tiLi_t_t r,'su]ts in t}n, turbopump inlet flow
entering the i_i_i_,c_; i_jadL:s ,,+i[h a larger angi_: of attack.
'fhis should pr_duc.., incr<_ascd cavitation co_p[iance and result
in a Ion+or G_! s_;_,l_ l_qu(_cy. J he _h:_ ,vcd flight results
_:,or,o iust Lh, _pp_-i, . k';i',._ t hv X:4t_ cha._Ltd from 5.5 to /4.8
t ht' 5-11 ot[tl)t>,:t_,t !_)> _,_nt_,urgram i rcqu, ncv tli)peared to increase
[rou_ 2(). t,, ]J_. [Ix. [_[_,..r<'a._,m [o;- ti_.Js <..u_tradiction is unknown.
4.1.5.4 J-2 Fu_'l Cavttlation Compliance Turbopump cavitation
co_up[ia_,._.,._I,_.' I;i_. -?_ a._:iaJ flow fuc[ pu_p is shown in Figure
4.I7. Tills data ;_ :[ 'r_w_d from a [-'.ocketd<n_ single compti-
ancc maC)_ ID,,)(I(!] ([_<' _ rO1]CO 4(_). _i]-lCe tilt :_, • tests were run at
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a Rocketdynu test facility it is assumed that rigid suction
lines w_r,, u_ect, and th_s the results do not contain any pump
Jntet duct cc_mpliancu. An analytical model of the S-iI out-
board feed system was used to determine J-2 fuel pump inlet
c_,q_liance f_-,_m a frequency data point (9.5 H ) supplied by
Z
MSFC for Saturn POGO analysis. Although present available
data on fuel bellows compliance is incomplete, a value of
2
.004 in was assumed after a review of the J-2 oxidizer con-
fig_iration and inlet duct compliance test values. The result-
ing pump inlvt compliance derived from this datum falls within
the scatter of pump compliance data derived by Rocketdyne as
sho_m in Figure 4.17.
4.1.5.5 ll-i LOX and Fuel Cavitation Compliance Brown
Engineering and Rockctdyne derived values of pump inlet
complJance_ (Refertmce 49) based on S-IB Bobtail Tests (Reference
50) are shmcn in Figure 4.18, 'flle mathematical models differed
only in thu suction line representation while turbopump and
discharge line representation were comparable. The character-
istic resonant frequencies derived from the test data by
Brown Engineering and Rocketdyne also differed since the method
employed by each in the interpretation of the test data varied.
Both suction line and discharge line pulsing data were available.
The use o[ spectral analysis of the test results by Broxen
Engineering has shown that discharge line pulsing did not
give the correct characteristic frequencies (Reference 51).
Lack of data points for the fuel pump inlet compliance in the
Bro_,m l_ngineering analysis is due to the inability of their
data reduction procedure to always determine values of feed
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s\,stem frequ_mci:'s. Sinc,:_ qo,:,!_:,-!d,,,n_, did _t _m(licate th_s to
be a problem, _!_,'ir p,:oc,.d;_rt, ,,.,._. ,..__:<_,.i_ c,,1 -_,.,r,: r, ', _:,.l,ie apd
will be used ,_,:<c !us iv,,lv _n _ll_:-: ,_,_al,,',:i._:. 'li]_, _h)btai] test cop_-
figuration does not have any suctl,m ]irmt' !_(,_ l o,_,s located at th_
pump inlet. _it'_cc' there ar,.:: sma!! ] ira: b:_ll_v:s located at:
several poi_,ts in the, fuel and oxi,{-]z,,r lJn, s, it is assumed
that their comp]i:mc<, is a_:counted for i_ ;h_' distributc_d com-
pliance of th,.' _;_.,<'tion ]im,s. 'fhus. t,,r th,., H-1 ft,_d systems,
the derived pump inlet compliance _;1_,,<_ti_ !.ig_tre 4. [8 is
assumed to result _'xclusivelv from !:._lrbop,__p cavTtation.
4.1.5.6 FIB-3 LOX and Fuc, 1 Cavitation Co,mplianc(, >%-3
cavitation compliance_ data was obta_n<_d fr,.,m an Aerospace
Corporation _,vat,.:at_m of [e_d ._vst<:::_ _r, <ILlt-'IlCiC$ OD Lilt! THOR
vehicle (Reference 52). These data arc. ,_;,hown in Figure 4.19 as
a function of cavitation j.li4tn. (K). TI,_:, are presented in this
report for refc_rence only, as ),fl{-3 tk_r[?optt_:][_ g__,<_metry and
operating param_,tcrs v.;(.renot ava_ !ab!e _, l_,,'cmJt evaluation
of the data.
4.1.5,7 LR87 and Ll<91 Oxidiz,.,r a_d _t;<,t C,'-vitation Compliance -
Cavitation compliance of the' ]Ztatt 5L-:_r,_' I and i] turbo, pumps is
shown in Figure 4.20. This da_a ,..,as ,.Mt,.'rr_dn<'d by combined
Martin Marietta Corporation am! A,._ros.oac<. (;orp_ration anal,?sis
of pulsed and/or non-pulsed hot firing ,n zinc tests, bobtailed
turbopump tests, suction line non-flow tests, and flight data.
The final results have evolved ow:r sevorc_l cvatuations
(particularly in [he case of the LR87 data) and no concise
documentation <_xists. The Martin results, presented here,
agree closeIy (c:<c<T[ for a density scale t-act;_r) with the
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Aerospace results given in Reference 31. The LR87 oxidizer
feed system contains the largest amount of non-cavitation
compliance. In this case the suction line distributed com-
pliance was calculated and compared with non-flow test results
(unpublished results of Martin Marietta Corporation tests). These
results indicated that the line bellows located near the pump
inlet contain very little compliance. This is assumed to be
true for the other Titan lines which use similar line bellows.
4.1.6 General Test Data Assessment - The preceding cavitation
compliance test data generally have large uncertainties associ-
ated with the results. In most cases this can be related to the
fact that the objective of these tests was to determine feed
system frequency, not cavitation compliance. In sew_ral cases the
results even show large dispersions in feed system frequency for
a given test series and unexplained disagreement between results
of different tests of the same feed system. Assuming the feed
system frequency is accurately known the following error sourcus
exist for determining cavitation compliance.
a. Unknown feed line compliance;
b. Frequency insensitive to cavitation compliance,
conversely cavitation compliance is very sensitive
to frequency dispersions;
c. Unknown turbopump model (test data will not fit
a physical model).
In addition to dispersions in the results there are unknowns
associated with parameters which affect the amount of cavitation
which occurs. Some of these unknown factors are:
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," . |: ) !ll
_t , J,!!,tn!ii
LS ..lJvLr£but]on at ii_, turbopump _nlet;
"_'_[ _i_!Cl.: t ] <)W !!]Io _11 " ,_;L_..'gio[1 line ;
j :7_1 p!Z,. >V_/l I'} it: k>' 5.' i,.t. ;
_i absorb.,d gas in t'._ pt-op_'/lant,
......,-_c ,. !_r,,p,:.l]ant tempcra<,_r,: at tt_> turbopu:.np
I. b _iiv'_ t ,_i: Pll (Propc:l_an[ Uti_ kzation) rccirculat:ion
t tow.
ri'ho acc:_r_ulat .d u_ct ,_f al] t!w ,.m.kn,_.,qLs must be carefully,
Ct}llsJ{l{'t-, ] _,.'il,'! _ _i i_ [l!g_ [[_[C [!!<'IFiES v)£ _*i[[!(_l &tl empirical or
.:malytital pr, <iict ivan techniq,_u.
.2 EwpJ_rica! Data Evaluation
:_.2.1 ]nflue:,.t_.i] ParameLcrs - ]p ordc_ Io evaluate all the
d_.fffcl_.nt tllib,_i,um P cavitatj,_rl complianc_ test data one has to
po:_tulaL__: :_,; t.,, '.._,_,L arc tl,_ !uip,,rt_._:t v _r{ab[cs, and attempt
to gr_mp thc._, ]nko _:on-dimcnsiona[ parameLcrs which will yield
the' sam_ cavi t_:lt i_,,_ comp] ianc_ for al. 1 c>:Jsting turbopump con-
i7[ gurat ions:, i i th i s could bc accomp 1 i.shod with some degree
,>i succesa:;, ]L _,.:>ui_/ t.z,>vide ,:i mcthud _*c;: predicting the amount
ok ('dviCal:i_n c:cm,l_li_tucc theft '<iLl o,.:cur <)n a new turbopump
dc._ign. ]'b_ [:lI ll(_]l:lll][) opt'rating and g_,omctry parameters, and
proF,._l lant variai_i_'>_ which could aft<::ct the amount of turbo-
pump cavitat]_;,_ aa-_."
P = pump inlet static pressure
s
'(< = pr_,p,_Ilant f£ow rate
I[. : i[td_icv,t head rise
1
N = inclu<_ v speed
,_. = induc...r angle of attack
±
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i_. = uualbcr of inducer blades
1
D. = it_duceJ: tip diameter
D h = inducer hub diameter
_. = inducer tip radial clearance
1
P = prop_.,llant vapor pressure
V
P = propellant density
h = propellant latent heat of vaporization
The ideal method of assessing the effect of these variables is
to conduct cavitation tests where only one parameter is varied
at a time. The available test results are for different turbo-
pump configura[ions (all geometry parameters changed together),
each run with a single propellant, at normal operating conditions
(usually only inlet pressure is varied). This approach does not
give specific empirical dependence of cavitation compliance on
parameters other than P . The other parameters do vary for
s
different turbopump configurations, but the effects cannot be
s_,parated. Thus, only a qualitative empirical evaluation of
tl_e results can be performed. This is accomplished by comparing
non-dimensional cavitation compliance against non-dimensional
turbopump and propellant parameters.
4.2.2 Non-Dimensional Parameters - Ideally there exists a non-
dimensional combination of parameters which uniquely describes
a cavitation parameter as a function of operating and configura-
tion parameters for all conditions and configurations. The
most generally used non-dimensional cavitation parameter is
cavitation index, K (Equation 4.3), which combines Ps' Pv'
and V . The data required to compute cavitation index is
r
given in Table 4.2 for several turbopump configurations. All
of the available cavitation compliance data is shown in Figure
4.21 vs cavitation index. _en two sources of equally valid
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data exist _ a< avv r,?::_c _f the t_,,o ",*aluc-s wa:5 assu:v,._d fo, corn-
4 a+-',var±, ¢1.on is much t_o large to _,li?_ina{e, {.]lo need {.,r obtaining
(Tavitcttl[,,p. t.v _:;i_ ,7._,_ "I _}n a ! e.w :.,;. ]_,,i}t.,q ,' 7.,_{ _'_!rL:tLiOll. i.'l,__-{_,-
cav it:ation co>piia::c:o It. ) _.,,ith reepect Lo siz_ variable.s.
b
2
C, /n.D. vs K i_ >'h_',_qq in F_F,Jr, 4.22. T_:is _n gen,.:ral r_a_ro_'_
the band of data c::ccpt for _he LR-9I oxidi:<_,r data. 'I7t_,' _::.-
ducer [e_ading , d_,...,._ :.tni:i,_. _f <_t_*t,"-,_:.,., ,)-;:-;u>i;_ m_ .[nr°P_'ilant *,-_.....
swirl at ti_c pump i<,l.et, can bc calculat__d bv
where _i is ti_=_,Jr;el'_Lc<,rb[a(!c ang!c anu @ i.s [he L[ov¢ coeffic ent.
Con_paring t!_*-"v&]uts of n,. gi':pn in '['_.!,_t4.2 with th{: cavJta-
]
tiun data gJv_.i_ i_ i,ig_re 4.21 and 4.22 _,_i_<.._.,,:-,p,{_pc_rtic_,]ar
correl.ation. Tl_is may be part]v d_,_ t:; tl_<- fact that all _i7
the LR seric.s turbopumps have camb_:rvd indt_c_,rs w]_ic[) q_erate
at near zero [eadi_g _dge angl,_, of attacks. All ti_e o_h.._r
turbopumps have flat imluce_" i,}:._.d, s _i_i_-'. r,.q_-r_ a !cading
edge angle of attack to genwrate a prcssurv: ris,_. Thus, _
i
is no[ a good u:_ix, c. rsa} cavitatio>. ;_;_s_r,'m<:nt parameter.
A turbopump performa_'_ce param{:tcr, [.,u,.,_p specific speed (SS),
defined in non-dimensional for_:_ as
I
SS :- 8i36 _ h 0 _:.
l
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(Reference31), was considered as a means for correlating
cavitation compliance. Figure 4.23 shows non-di:::onsionai
2 9
cavitation compliance (related to inducer inlet area D i - Dh-)
as a function of I/SS. Comparison of Figures 4.22 and 4.23
shows that I/SS is not significantly better than K. Thor(}_-3)
data is not shown because the necessary geometry parameters were
not knm_. Information on other influential parameters given
in the preceding paragraph was not obtained for enough turbo-
pump configurations to permit non-dimensional evaluation of
their affect. However, it is doubtful if the existing spread
in data shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 can be significantly
reduced. Simple non-dimensional parameters cannot account for such
important affects as blade shape, flow separation, and propellant
phase change. The non-dimensional data presented here could be
used to predict an order of magnitude cavitation compliance on a
new turbopump configuration.
4.2.3 Effect of Inlet Pressure - It is of interest to note
what the functional relationship is between inlet pressure (P)
S
and cavitation compliance (Cb) as observed from the test data.
Assuming that
then
n
C b = Constant/P s
n _- -
e 8c b e _c bs = - (K + v/q)
Cb _Ps Cb _K
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where K = (P - P )/q
]
r
._[easuring avera>_e values of K, Cb, and /_Cb/ :_K from the test
results {Figure 4.°I'__ , values of "n" were calculated_ (see
Table 4.6). Tile results show that for tile Aerojet turbopumps,
"n" fall in the range of 2 to 4. For several other turbopumps,
"n" falls in the range of .5 to I° Due to scatter in the test
data, there is a [airly large tolerance associated with _Cb/ _K;
however, if the trend is correct, these results imply that
cavitation compliance, in different turbopumps, is proportional
to different powers of P . "this indicates that an analytical
s
derivation of c_vitation compliance, in terms of average flow
field parameters, L'annot yield good agreement with test results
for all configurations. Tile work of F. GhahremanJ (Reference 31)
indicates that ;,iade cavitation is inversely proportional to
2
Ps , while backfl{_: cavitation is inversely proportional to Ps 3.
For the Aerojet turbopumps, this formulation should show good
slope agreement (which it does) with test results: however, poor
(_lope agreem,,ent cou_,_ result for some of t}_e other pumps.
Current studies are i)e[ng performed under Contract NAS8-27731
to evaluate this approach with respect to additional turbopump
configurations (Reference 56).
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PVC Annulus Compliance (C _ in )
X
Test Conductor Source ['ress=80_sJ_aa
(Aerrowhead Inboard PVC)
Aerrowhead AX/AP .073
MSFC AX/AP .060
MSFC @ ,062
Press=140_
•046
.060
.O60
(Aerrowhead Outboard PVC)
Aerrowhead AX/AP .085 .060
Boeing AX/AP .081 .081
Boeing @ .096 .096
Boeing @ @ .125 .086
@ .068 .025MSFC
± x/_P .075 .o75
(Flexonics Outboard PVC)
MSFC
@
@
®
Match to no flow dynamic test results.
AX/AP results plus mounting flexibility.
Possibility of air in the system.
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Feed System
S-II Inboard
S-II Outboard
S-IVB
Table 4.4
J-2 LOX Suction Duct and Fluid Compliance
Compliance (in 2)
Brown Eng*
(Reference 45)
.0112
.0077
.0055
Located approximately I0" above turbopump inlet
Located at turbopump inlet
Rocketdyne**
(Reference 47)
.O031
.0055
.O015
J-2 LOX
Table 4.5
Physical Model Parameters For G(S) 2
NPSH Ps CI C2KP RI/K p R2/K p L/Kp
40 33.7 .0189 .0158 .418 3.47 .016
45 36.2 .0175 .0173 .371 3.18 .014
50 38.1 .0142 .0163 .376 3.29 .014
55 41.1 .O134 .O140 .346 3.22 .O14
60 43.6 .0123 .0119 .318 3.15 .015
65 46.0 .0102 .0112 .304 3.23 .014
70 48.4 .00813 .0105 .327 3.22 .014
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Table 4.6
Suction Pressure Power
Turbopump
Configuration
LR87Fuel
LR87Ox
LR91Ox
F-I Fuel
F-I Ox
J-2 Fuel
J-20x
H-I Fuel
H-I Ox
MB-3 Fuel
MB-30x
Average Test Parameters
c b k _Cb/_k e /q
v
• 019 .08 -.54 .004
• 014 .07 -,37 .018
027 .10 -.90 .035
.088 .06 -.94 .000
,095 .07 -.95 .013
.019 .036 -.40 .041
.011 .044 -,30 .035
•012 .26 -.023 .000
•014 .13 -.075 .039
.0023 .21 -.011 .000
•(127 .048 --.60 .02
n
2.37
2.33
4.44
.64
.83
1.62
2.10
.49
.92
1.01
1.50
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F
sprin_-mass system
(m S2 + dS + k) x = F
X
(2)
W = 0Ax
mg c PA
F = PA
(i)
P
• r • _ • -• _r _
fluid system
l)w=P(Is2 + Rs + (3)
Substitute (i) into (2) or (3) gives:
, A 2Inertance I = m/0 = i/Ag c
Resistance, R = d/0 A2
Compliance, C = 0A2/k
where A = line area,
= line length_
gc = gravitational constant,
c = fluid density.
Figure 4.1 Comparison of Spring-Mass and Fluid Systems
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Figure 4.10 F-1 Fuel Turbopump Cavitation Compliance
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5. EMPIRICAL - ANALYTICAL CORRELATION
5.1 Analytical Results -The turbopump cavitation model
described in Section T3. was used to analyze the .;-2 LOX, F-1
LOX, 11-i LOX, and LR87 oxidizer turbopumps. These four con-
figurations were selected because they are typical of those of
interest in the determination of cavitation compliance for POGO
analysis. Also, considerable test data exists for these con--
figurations and their geometry and operation are in reasonable
agreement with the assumptions of the analytical model. Be-
cause of the large pressure rise which occurs throuNh the in-
ducers (for example, i00 psi through the J-2 inducer and 300
psi through the F-I inducer) it is assumed that any mismatch
between the inducer exit flow and the impeller blades is not
sufficient to produce a significant amount of cavitation in
the impeller. For this reason only the inducers were analyzed.
5.1.1 Blade Section Analysis - The complete analysis of
an inducer requires that the computer model be run for different
streamsheets corresponding to different blade cross sections at
different inducer radii. These results are then interpolated
and integrated to yield the total cavitation compliance for all
the inducer blades from the hub to the tip. Initial analyse_
performed for the J-2 and F-I inducers employed the blade
sectional data as tabulated on the inducer design drawings
(Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively). This data defines the blade
geometry for a constant distance off the inducer hub, and is
normally only given for a few blade sections. The turbopump
cavitation compliance program was thus restricted by both the
limited amount of input data and the fact that the data supplied
for a given blade section was associated with a constant distance
off the inducer hub, and not a fixed percent of the distance
between the hub and the feedline wall. The results of these
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analyses indicated significantly different behavior of the
cavitation phenomenon between tile hub and blade tip, and did
not agree favorably with test data, Recent analyses performed
for all four inducers have utilized a different form of input
blade geometrical data. A computer program was written to
interpolate the supplied data and calculate blade geometrical
data for five blade sections located at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and
90% of the blade span. Details of this computer program are
given in Appendix F. This simulation improvement resulted in
an order of magnitude reduction in predicted cavitation.
5.1.1.1 Figures 5.5 through 5.8 show the blade sectional
data derived from the inducer design drawings (Figures 5.1
through 5.4) for the J-2 LOX, F-I LOX, H-I LOX, and LR87 oxidizer
turbopumps. It is noted that this data has been normalized to
the trailing edge. Figures 5.9 through 5.12 show the results
of interpolating this data to five blade sections, each at a
constant percent of blade span. As shown by these figures,
AZ/AO is constant and independent of r for the J-2, F-l, and
H-I inducers. These inducers are a constant pitch helical
screw design and are symmetrical about the chord. In contrast,
the LR87 inducer is a twisted flat plate cambered in the vicinity
of the leading edge.
5.1.2 Calculation Procedure - Because most of the inducers
analyzed exhibit a linear relationship between blade coordinates
Z and O, the most suitable transformation from the inducer
coordinates (r, O, Z) to the streamsheet coordinates (E, Z) is
simply
E = Z (5. i)
F = O (5.2)
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This transformation is used in lieu of the logarithmic spiral
transformation, Equations (3.10), which is more suitable for
the impeller portions of a turbopump. For channel flow the
streamsheet width varies as a function of Z and is defined by
b(Z) = b(Zo)(rt(Z) - rh(Z))/C (5.3)
where: r = the blade tip radius
t
r h = the hub radius
b(Z ) = selected streamsheet width at Z
o o
C = (rtrZo). - rh(ao))
The feedline axial velocity, U, can have any radial distri-
butlon provided that continuity is satisfied, i.e.,
r
2 ,,ej " t
r h
U r dr (5.4)
where f,Q is the inlet fluid density. For a uniform inlet fluid
velocity distribution the flow in a streamsheet annulus is
given by
Wss = 2 r r(Zo ) b(Zo)P_ U
(5.5)
For this analysis, a constant value of b(Z ) was used for all
o
streamsheets in each inducer, causing W to vary as a function
SS
of radius. Other local angles such as the blade angle, _, the
inlet flow angle, _, and the angle of attack relative to the
upstream undistrubed flow, _, are defined by
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fl = tan-i ( Ir nZ)no (5.6)
@ = tan-I ( Ir U)_., (5.7)
= _ - _,_ (5.8)
In the (E, F) coordinate system the blade angle is AZ/AO and
the flow angle is U/,, , both of which tend to be independent
of the radius or of which streamsheet is under consideration.
All of these parameters are given in Table 5.1. Each pump in-
ducer was analyzed for two inlet flow angles, U/,,, and a range
of inlet pressures, P , for the streamsheets described above.
s
Each calculation produced a description of the flow field in
the particular streamsheet in terms of the streamfunction, _,
pressure field, P, and the weight of propellant in the stream-
sheet W Figure 5 13 shows a computer output plot of the
' SS"
streamlines in a J-2 LOX inducer streamsheet which corresponds
to a 30% blade section. For the purpose of calculating cavi-
tation compliance the prime model output is Wss, which is
computed by
where
Wss = _ _'i Ai bl (5.9)
i
Pi = density of the two phase fluid at grid point i
A i = area between grid points
b i = streamsheet width at grid point i
From Equation (1.2) the cavitation compliance in a streamsheet
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between two blades is given by
_w (5.10)
C = ss
ss AP
s
An example of C derived from computer output is shown in
ss
Table 5.2. The total turbopump cavitation compliance for N
blades is given by
Cb = N
r
rh
_C dr (5.11)
ss
_r
where _C C (5.12)
SS SS
_r b
Since most of the cavitation occurs near the inlet; b = b(Z )
o
which was chosen to be the same at each radius section. Equation
(5.11) thus becomes
_ N frtCb b(Z ) C dr
o ss
rh
(5.13)
5.1.3 J-2 Results - Analytical values of W were obtained
ss
from the computer model for inlet pressures from 32 to 50 psia,
values of U/o, (inlet flow direction) of .33 and .20, and five
blade sections. The resulting streamsheet compliance is shown
in Figure 5.14 for five inlet pressures and the nominal flow
direction of U/ .... .33. These results are relatively well be-
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haved and exhibit the expected trend with variations in inlet
pressure. Also, tile variation along the blade appears to be
reasonable in vie_._of the following factor_
a. For constant streamsheet inlet thickness the tip
streamsbeet has a larger fluid flow (Equation 5.5);
b. The blades are thinner at the tip which results in
a sharper leading edge;
c, The blades are thinner at the tip which also results
in less venturi effect between the blades;
d. The an_le of attack at the tip is lower than at the
hub (Equations 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8).
The first two factors would tend to produce higher streamsheet
compliance at the tip than at the hub while the last two
factors have the opposite effect. The graphical integration
of these results (Figure 5.14), along with similar results for
an inlet flow direction of U/ .... .20, according to Equation
(5.13) give the fo]lowing, values of cavitation compliance.
U/,,, (in/tad) .33 .20 Inlet Press (psia)
Cavitation
__ in2
Compliance
.0044
.0033
.0023
.0012
.O0O5
.0063
,0053
,00_9
,0023
.0014
33.
36.
40.
44.
48.
5.1,3.1 The sensitivity to inlet flow direction requires
consideration of the factors involved. The actual analytical
inlet flow direction is determined from the slope of the com-
puted streamlines upstream of the blades. The upstream boundary
conditions are then automatically adjusted until the computed
slope matches the desired slope calculated with respect to the
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undisturbed flow. Computation of the potential flow solution
at different distances into the suction line (Figure 5.18)
si_owed that propo_ation of [)lade disturbances extend approxi-
mately one inch upstream. This was found to be true for all the
ir_ducers analyzed. The pressure field upstream of this point
remains essentially constant (+l psi). An additional error
source, not included in the model, is fluid prerotation produced
by fluid viscosity (FJgure 5.19). As stated previously, all
flow was assumed to be inviscid. An upper bound of viscous pro-
duced prerotation of 67_ of the turbopump speed ("Jr = 2/3_,,) was
assumed for analytical evaluation. This yielded a new inlet
flow direction of U/(_,,+,,_), or 60% of the nominal U/_,_ computed
without considering prerotation. This effect is not intended
to be representative of actual prerotation values, but is only
used to demonstrate the influence on cavitation results.
5.1.4 F-I Results - Analytical values of streamsheet
fluid weight W were obtained from the computer model for
' SS'
inlet pressures from 60 to 140 psia, U/_ values of .86 and .52,
and five blade sections. For the nominal value of inlet flow
direction (U/,._ = .86), computed without consideration for
viscous induced prerotatlon, the model predicted no cavitation
at any of the blade sections for the range of inlet pressures
considered. That is, the minimum pressure predicted by the
potential flow solution was always greater than the LOX vapor
pressure. Reducing the flow direction to 60% of nominal to
account for neglected prerotatlon resulted in small amounts
of blade cavitation for inlet pressures below 100 psia. As
shown in Figure 5.15 cavitation was observed at the 30%, 50%,
and 70% blade sections. Reasons for variations at different
blade sections are the same as discussed in Paragraph 5.1.3.
Initial predictions, based only on the two blade sections
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defined on the drawing (Figure 5.2), assumed that the amount
of cavitation increased toward the blade ;:_;_. '!'he_e results
indicate that was a bad assumption. Local conditions can
produce cavitation at a mid section, while for the same inlet
conditions none occurs at either the hub or the blade tip.
Applying Equation (5.13) to the results in Figure 5.15, and to
the computed results for U/_, = .86, gives the following values
of cavitation compliance,
U/,,, (in/rad) .86 .52
Cavitation _ in 2
Compliance
O
0
0
0
0
.0020
.0009
.0005
.0002
0
J
Inlet Press. (psia)l
65
75
85
95
105
5.1.5 H-I Results - Analytical values of streamsheet
fluid weight, W , were computed for inlet pressures from 40
ss
to 90 psia, U/o, values of .42 and .25, and five blade sections.
The results showed that essentially no cavitation was predicted
for the nominal flow direction of U/ .... .42, and very little
cavitation for the flow direction reduced to account for
possible viscous pre-rotation effects. Figure 5.16 shows the
minimum pressure obtained in the H-I LOX inducer which occurs
at a grid point near the blade leading edge of the 30% section.
For non-cavitating conditions the pressure increment between
the inlet static pressure and the minimum pressure grid point
is essentially constant for fixed flow conditions. This is
reasonable since compressibility effects should be minimal if
there is no cavitation vapor present. Figure 5.16 shows that
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cavitation starts at an inlet pressure of 46 psla for nominal
U/_,, and 59 psia for l..'/,._ reduced to 60% .of n,_rniT_.a._, ltowever,
even for pressures below these values, so few grid points
reach vapor pressure that no significant cavitation is pro-
duced, At blade sections otI_er than the 30% sections no cavi-
tation was predicted.
5.1.6 LR87 Oxidizer Results - The computer model generated
values of streamsheet fluid weiF, ht, W , for inlet pressures
KS
from 40 to 90 psia, U/_,, values of .32 (nominal) and .19, and
five blade sections. The results showed no measurable change
in W implying no blade cavitation. For the nominal inlet
SS
flow direction the potential flow solution predicts that the
minimum pressure grid point is only 17 psi below the inlet
pressure (Figure 5.17). This means that the inlet pressure
would have to be reduced to 31 psia before the minimum pressure
reaches the vapor pressure resulting in cavitation. This com-
puted pressure reduction from the inlet to the minimum pressure
point is considerably less for the LR87 than the other inducers,
These values, along with some of the influential parameters,
are shown in Table 5.3 for comparison. Not all of the para-
meters are in the right direction (lower angle of attack,
thinner blade, and lower dynamic pressure); however, the com-
bination could justify the smaller pressure increment for the
LR87. For the inlet flow direction reduced by 60% (U/_,_ = .19)
to simulate a worst case viscous pre-rotation, the minimum
pressure point is 36 psi lower than the inlet pressure
(Figure 5.17). In this case cavitation just begins for an in-
let pressure of 49 psia. For the lowest pressure case analyzed,
40 psia, no significant cavitation had developed.
i00
5.2 Comparison With Test Data - The first task performed in
the comparison of the analytical and test results was to compare the
predicted inducer pressure rise with available test data. Figure
5.20 shows J-2 LOX inducer head rise test data (Reference 53) using
water as the test fluid. This indicates a head rise of 172 ft (75
psi for water) for the nominal operating flow rate of 2540 gal/mln
(U/,,, - ,33 in/tad). Figure 5.21 shows the corresponding pressure
profiles predicted by the computer model at the 50% blade section
for an inlet pressure of i00 psla (230 ft NPSH). This shows a
predicted pressure rise of greater than 60 psi, and it could easily
be 75 psl depending on where the measurement is taken. The model
predicts slightly greater pressure rises at a hub blade section (10%)
and slightly less pressure rises at a tlp blade section (90%). In
the actual case, radial mixing will occur and tend to give a uniform
pressure rise (in the radial direction) through the inducer. Thus
the 50% blade section is felt to be most representative even though
the pressure measurement is assumed to be taken on the pump housing
nearest to a tip blade section. The J-2 LOX inducer head rise test
data was the only pressure data available for comparison with ana-
lytical predictions. This single point comparison tends to confirm
the overall accuracy of the potential flow equations used to compute
pressures through the inducer blades. Analytical-empirlcal corre-
lation of the cavitation compliance is obviously not as good as the
pressure correlation since little or no cavitation was predicted in
three out of the four inducers analyzed. On the other hand, test
data (Figure 4.21) indicates that a significant amount of cavitation
occurs in all turbopumps. Figures 5.22 and 5.23 present a comparison
between test data and the cavitation compliance predicted by the
analytical model for the J-2 and F-I LOX inducers, respectively.
Since no cavitation was predicted for either the H-I or LR87 inducers,
comparative plots are not presented. Plots of test data for these
inducers were presented in Figures 4.18 and 4.20, respectively.
i01
No model assumptions l_ave been identified which could account
for the lach of correlation observed. Peasonable variations in
_nlet flow c_irection to simulate viscous p_erotation tended to
improve predictions but failed to yield adequate correlation.
Also, since no cavitation was predicted in some inducers, the
analytical results can not be simp]y scaled to agree with test
data. The entire results of this analysis indicate that some
other mechanism besides blade cavitation contributes significantly
to total turbopump compliance. Other mechanisms presented
(Section 2.) as having potential significance are: blade tip
clearance flow, circulation flow within the turbopump, and
circulation flow back into the feedline.
5.2.1 Since the effect of cavitation compliance on feed
system natural frequency is of prime interest, it is important
to determine how uncertalntJes in one propagate into uncertain-
ties in the other. The first feed system natural frequency,
i, can be defined by
where
= I/_ 1+
F
1 _- (cb c2)
I = suction line fluid inertance
C b = cavitation compliance
C_ = equivalent total suction llne and fluid compliance
(except pump cavitation) related to the pump inlet.
Differentiating Equation (5.14) yields
d _ 1 Cb dCb
_1 = - 2(C_ + Cb) C---'b"
which shows that the percentage change in _i is at most 1/2
the percentage change in Cb, and may be much less if C_ is
large relative to C b. For the S-II/J-2 LOX feed system, C_
is .003 to .005 in.2 (Rocketdyne results, Table 4.4). Using
(5.14)
(5.15)
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these values of C_ and test values of Cb in Equation (5.15), it
may be concluded that for a maximum uncertainty of 10% in S-II
feed system natural frequency cavitation compliance must be known
to within 25%. A similar evaluation on the other systems of
concern results in the following required accuracies in cavi-
tation compliance for a 10% accuracy in frequency: 70% for
S-IC/F-I LOX; 25% for S-IB/H-I LOX; and 35% for Titan/LR87 Ox.
As previously stated, an objective of the cavitation model
development is that it be capable of predicting feed system
frequency to within a 10% accuracy. The results predicted by
the current model clearly do not meet this objective. Although
additional refinements and extensions to the existing model
framework could be recommended, it is felt that none of them
have a high probability of resulting in adequate correlation
with test data.
• t'
L _-"_
Table 5.1 Inducer Stream_heet Parameters
Inducer
No. of Blades
Flow Rate (W) lb/sec
Pump Speed (._) rad/sec
Inlet Velocity (U) in/sec
U/I, in
Chord AZ/A@ in
Inlet Thickness (b(Z)) in
O
Tip Radius (rt) in
Tip Blade Angle (fi) deg
Tip Flow Angle (@) deg
Tip Angle of Attack (_) deg
J-2 LOX F-I I,OX
3 3
386. 3765.
841. 5_ql.
275. 407.
.33 .86
.59 I •25
.323 .331
3.375 7.875
9.0 9.9
5.6 6.2
3.4 3.7
H-I LOX
4
514.
706.
294.
•42
•76
.317
3.80
11.3
6•3
5.0
Table 5.2 Streamsheet Cavitation Compliance
J-2 LOX Inducer, 50% Section, U/ .... .33
P
S
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
33
32
W AW AP C
SS SS SS
17938
17923
]7897
17855
17799
17761
.00015 4
•00026 4
.00042 4
•00056 4
•O0038 2
•00004
.00007
.00011
•00014
.O0019
LR-87OX
3
522.
874.
276.
.32
Fig. 5.12
•294
3.55
5.7
5.2
0.5
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"Fable 5 3 Factors Affecting Minimum Inducer Pressure
Inducer
J-2 LOX
F-I LOX
H-1 LOX
LR8 7 Ox
O
tip
(d ev,)
3.4
3.7
5.0
.5
15,1
9.4
14.5
8.9
Blade Thlckness (1)
(% of channel)
32
18
26
19
2
I/2pV r
(psi)
433.
1120.
388.
655.
p -p(2)
s mln
(psi)
(3)
59
3O
17
(I) At the 50% blade section
(2) Nominal inlet flow direction
(3) Pmin = vapor pressure
rI
I
I
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6. Conclusions and
Recommendations

6. CONCI,USIONb A?<i, _<]2(:{_!_112"<OA'I_,[}NS
the analysis of available test data, the turhopL_mp cavitation
model development, the analysing; of the mode] rt-sults, and the
correlation between te_t. d,_ta and mudel pr{-diction:_,
a. LarRe uncertai:_t:L,?s exJ_t In mr,{,t {-avitatic_n
comI_liance value_ derived from te_;t dat:_. 'F}_i_
is because tile objective of the tests t4as to de-
determine natural frequency, and cavitation com-
pliance must usually be derived from an assumed
relationship.
b. Cavitation compliance test results for all avail-
able turbopump configurations do not correlate with
any simple nondimensiona] eomI_Ination of turbopumps
and fluid parameters,
c. Compliance derived from a pltase chanze process is
a function of the local flow conditions and, unlike
compressibility of a zas, is not necessarily directly
proportional to the vapor volume.
d. The turbopump pressure field, deriw?d from a potential
solution, will not predict a ]arze enouRh blade sur-
face cavitation reFion to yield azr(-_emel_t with test
results.
e. Mechanisms other than blade cavitation contribute
the major amount of total turbopump compliance.
f. Turbopump I}uls_" tests, using accurate inlet and
outlet dynamic flow meters, should be conducted for
the purpose of investigating cavitation compliance.
These tests _;_o',_id va_'v the followink para_,_eters
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_4
one at a time: test fluid, dissolved gas,
operating conditions (pressure, speed, and flow),
tip c!earan(:e, natural frequency and oscillation
amplitude (effect of nonequillbrium phase changes),
etc .
Precise analytical simulation of the cavitation
process can not be obtained until a dedicated
test program (item f.) is performed.
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APPENDIX A
Equations of Motion in Impeller Meridional Plane
For a (r,@,z) coordinate system (Figure A.!}_ the eq_lutJo:J_
of relative motion for a turbopump impeller rotating with angular
velocity _,,about z (Reference _3) are:
_"_%tL. + V __! +r !,r
:Jr r ]!r
i} + V --+
r :*r
i ;.JP
r b_
r+v ---q_ _ ,
r , @ z ,z r
_T
i rd [
_ \ t.... -- ?
[ r / r 't! r t_ :[" 1
r ;"
V _\"
\
V<j uV V '_
+ V + R + 2'.cV /g bZ r r
I (r 22 }r "_r6_ +
r
r ,# ,Jz /J °g6
V SV V !_V _A' &
(_ z _ z z;:' -_ z + V ,---+ + V -- )r Or r Ji_ z oz
__ _ _z zz
=-_ (r<rz) + +- +r z agz
where ;_: V_ r is the centrifugal force, It givvs tlu:< efft:ctive
force in the r direction due _o fiuid motion [n tb_ c: dir_.ctLo_.
The term _: V V / r is the coriolis force. It is tIR_ efi:ec-
r e/
rive force in the @ direction when there is flow in both tht_ r
and O directions. For steady inviscid fiow in thu absence of
gravity equations (A.I) through (A.3) can be written
dV (V6; + <_Jr)2_ .JV V ._V ,V (V + ,_:,r) 2
___it_ = _ !,-___P= v __z_r+ r + V ___!
dt r © r ,r r ,t_ z ,z r-
(A. !.,
(A.£)
(A.3)
(A.4)
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(!V V \'
_f± _.....L_Z + L,V [ _P
-- %
V V _V iV V V
+ + V -- + --- + 2r-;V
r ,r r m_ z :z r r
(A.5)
dV :'V V _\7 .,V
z [ P _ z + _ z + V z
dt _, _z c _r r i_ z !z
(A.6)
I ](",. ,.:i :{ s a_,l,r,_:Li;,_,_/_: [y_ _ st rt'.a'Ya surface may be consEructed
half wa 2 between blades (Figure A.2). The stream surface S can
te described by
S = S(r, e, z) (A.7)
8_,]ving, tot <*,
,_ : _(_, _) (A.8)
lh _ sLat Jc i,r_'ssur_ in a turbopump is generally a function of r,
_. atld ,c :
P = P(r, u, z). (A.9)
P* = P(r, _) (r,z), z) (A.IO)
since ! oi_ th,.' surfac<: is specified by Equation(A.8). fhe rela-
i ion b_,tw,,_,n the' partial derivatives of static pressure in the
tl_l,, -dimensional ifcid tu that on the stream surface "S" is:
,P* OP OP :ii@
<_r Or c_ Jr
(A.].].)
:P* JP ,bP 5_
- + (A.I2)
Substituting Equations (A.II) and (A.12) into (A.4) and (A.6),
2
-- - : -- <- r :T- ' :
tit r _r or r _
(A._)
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dV VrV(_
-- + -- + 2uJV
dt r r
i )P
Pr _!t'
dV .
_-z - r _ •dt . r _
(A.14)
(A.i5)
Impeller Blades
Stream Sheet
Figure A.2 Axial View of Impeller
i ,JP
The circumferential 9ressure gradient --r_ can be eliminated from
Equations (A.13) and (A.15) by (A.14)
dV r (V@ + i_Jr))
dt r p L_r # rP_ --_ + --r + 20_
dV ,2
r V@
dt r ' ( )]p LOt i-_\ r it
where V_' = V@ + o,r and dr/dr = V r.
(A.16)
4 5
dV
Z
G L
1 , f''¢ : _: (i
-- v--- 4- _ -+- + \,L17) :: Z E '- ' */
dV
Z
dt
(_.i7)
If the flow is restricted to a streamline on the stream sheet
and the streamline is projected on the meridioP_al plane (Figures
A.3 and A.4), the tangent to the projected streamline at any point
makes an angle _ with the impeller axis.
Stream Sheet Streamline
Mer idional Plane
Stream Sheet
Figure A.3 Projection of Stream Sheet on Meridional Plane
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Figure A.5 Meridional Streamline
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'N',,.velc, c_tv ,zom_,onents V and V o[ the stream she_.:t streamline
F Z
I, ,; t::> ,, ,_ _.(:{ , ",, ',, iT} the ..,_:'r-id{.o,'n-9.] i_l. an_.: whcr_:
........ -' 'I[
V J = V 2 + V 2
_I r g
V = V s i.n _.(
V = V c 0 S z
Z |l]
(A.18)
(A.Zg)
(A.20)
dV dV
M d_
_i.n .,, + V_ =-cos o
dt dt M d[
(A.21)
dV d VHz dQ
dt - dt cos ,'_ - VN _ sin ,,:
', s r,_.ltt_d to th_ radius of curvature of the projected stream-
]_i:_.' by
dM = r d,L._
C
(A.22)
(A.23)
01
d_z
l d._ d t i dcz
r dM dM V dt
c -- M
¢It
d I; V M
dt r
C
Combining Equations (A.16) through (A.25),
dVM v>2I t{ :-'P*t cos _.::- --r sin ,:4 = --p - _Jz
C
+
d(rV[_l]
(A.24)
(_.25)
(A.26)
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% v,2 [dt sin , + N 0 I JP* rpj(J-- -- c o s ,l_ - _ +
r r _' _r :.Jr
C
dP* 2P* ir P* ,z
- +
dN )r JN : ,z N
I j
r
(A.27)
(A.a8)
Jr 2z
-- = cos ,, and -- = sin _,
,N _N
• dP* 2P* P'_':
• , -- : _ C OS ; -
dN !r z
Sill
d
where _-_ is the d_{rivative with respt:!ct to tl_t: i_orm,ul to tiT(:
streamline.
Multiplying Equation (A.26) by sina and substituting Equation
(A. 30)
?
dV M (V M sin _)=
-- sin (2 cos :_ - =
dt r
C
-- -- COS , + r p
J r I dt s in O
Multiplying Equation (A.27) by cos a
dV M
--sin o
dt
COS , +
,)
(v co. _ V'2
Fi -g--- COS a =
r r
c
-- -- COS U + --
i: 2r ,r r _t
Subtracting Equation (A.31) from (A.32)
2 2
V; . _'N' ( _ )(d{rV,'))
VM i !_P_ l \ d
cos ca = - -- + -- rp sin ,, r pjt_ cot; )
r r pr _r (It
C
From Figure A.3 the velocity along the stream sheet streamline V
is related to the projected velocity V M and the velocity Vd by
(a.a9)
(A. 3O )
(A.31)
(A.32)
(A.33)
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VM = V cos .s
(A.34)
V 9 = V sin :3 ,:,r V'c = V sin _ + <:r
,.,._3b
Equation (A.33) becomes
r r ;_
C
r p_i£ sin O - r p:'d cos (i) _ + ------ + 2< s:n
JZ ._r dI_I r
dr dr)
Multiplying Equation (A.4) by Vr= _, Equation (i.5) by V_ =r_-_,
dz
and Equation (A.6) by Vz= _ yields:
(A.36
V d ) ldV V + o_r
r r [ 5P
V --- _ _t
r dt r
(A.37)
2
VrV 8- i ,_PdVd + + -
V0 dt r 2_VrV0 , ,t
(A.38)
0 V
z I ,P
V
Z .Jr _, .t
(A.39)
Add.ing the above three equations,
2 2
dV V_ r
r r
V
r dt r
dV@ dV z
+ V8 _ + V z d t
(A.40)
V 2 = V 2 + - +
r V0
(A.:_:)
and
dV dV dV
dV2 2V ._.___r_r+ 2V -'--_ + 2Vd-"_ = r dt dt z dt
I dV 2 ? 3 dP
V t_-r = - -- --
2 dt r p dt
(A.42)
(A.43)
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Integrating Equations (A.42) and (A.43) along a streamline between
a sta_tion in the Fump inlet, i, and a point in the pump
! ( \:2-_ . V2)-i
r 2) f dP
- r. = -3 --
i @
(A.44)
But
' i" v 2 V 2V" = V' + +
U E Z
(A.45)
V ' = V + cot
sd
(A.46)
•". V I _
_ v ) 2 2
= V-t., + V-r + V-z + 2'wrV6_ + w r (A.47)
V '2 = V 2 + 2wrV@ + w 2r2 (A.48)
V' Z v 2 2: _'- + 2wrV' w r
u
(A.49)
and along a st,:<_a:>[i_e Bernoulli's equation is
p : p +! pV 2
t z (A.50)
It , = const: Equation (A.44) can be written
2_.rV _ 3P
_'_ i 2 _. t.
V ,:, r 1 i 3P
2 2 2 _ o
(A.51)
Taking the derivative of Equation (A.51) with respect to N
d
V d--_V- 2 d--r+ w (rV$)idE I,: r dN d-N
lOP
3 ti 3 _P
,3N p _N (A.52)
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Substituting Equation (A.52) into Equation (A.36)
L.
\ 7_:v ' _ :ib_, ,_l f) _i_ _
•t .... - - (:0_; _
r ,z
c
_3_j_co:6 , sin _: - -- cos ::,_ + ' + 2:_ s:in O
. _z Jr r
Equation (A.53) combined with hub and shroud boundary conditions,
inlet conditions, and the continuity equation in the form:
W _
Nb N1 O s
V r dO' dN
(A.53)
(A.54)
wiu'ro: _' = [oral pump flow rate
NI,N 2 : streamline numbers
'_ = @ on pressure surface of blade
_p
S
N
L
= _ on suction surface of adjacent blade
= ::umber of blades
provides a solution to the incompressible flow problem in the
meridional plane. The solution involves the numerical integra-
tion of Equations (A.53) and (A.54) from streamline to stream-
line in the meridional plane.
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APPENDIXB
Growth of a Thermal Cavitation Bubble
A thermal cavitation bubble appears in ._ t_rb_)[,ump when the
local static pressure drops below the vapor pres'.sure of the liq-
uid. The bubble growth begins either on a small gas nucleus
lodged in the walls of the fluid container, on dust aud colloidal
matter suspended in the media, or on a small bubble of contami-
nant gas free in thL_ L[uid. Bubble growth is du_, to _-ss_:ntially
three mechanisms. First, additiona] contaminant ga'; can diffuse
into the bubble; second the bubbl_, grows b_,causc of a decrease
in ambient pressure; and third, growth results froi_ a phase change
occurring at the bubble wall.
The initial nucleus is composed solely of contaminant gases
or a mixture of contaminant gas and liquid vapor. The effect of
the initial contaminant gas and the additi<ulaL contaminant gas
that diffuses into the nucleus during its growth is important
only during the initial stages of growth. Due to the large sur-
face tension force, the initial growth oL ti_c bubble is slow.
However, once the bubble radius has increa_d by an order of mag-
nitude, the presence of the contaminant gas_s i_; r_lativ_ly un-
important.
The flow of fluid surrounding a s_ng]{, bubble can bc treated
as incompressible and Jrrotational and_ hc'nc,.,, can be dc_]cribed
by a potential function, "i
,_r
where r is the radius from the center of the bubbl{- Lo any point
in the fluid and _ is the velocity of the liuid at that point.
The boundary conditions r = R at r = R, wht_r_ R is the bubble
radius, and _ = 0 at r : _o establish the potcutial function to be
R z . _.
r
(B.I)
(B.2)
Sine_e thw fluid is considered incompre'saibJ0: v;Jth ,4r,tvftc_-
t i.,nHJ <,_r,.c[s ncf_]J:,.'ih[e, !7};_ worb: :!¢no b', :_ .... ,t i::; '_._:,_ ! '_ -
pears only a_; .z cllauge in k_nctic ,._m{:rgy ol; tt;_. t i ;i,i :__-,_'_:::,.[_;
the bubbl_e. The increment of v:ork do,uc by the bubl_]c in _-:<p:_nd-
ing from R to R + _&R is
,)
,iW = 4Jl R'" ,:_
where
,5,t' = I' R - P
l-r] terms of thc_ rate of changu of work wi'.h r{espt:ct to R
dW ?
dR - (PR - Poo) 4::R-
The kinetic energy of the fluid betwL:cn R and r is
r
2 I 4nPlr2r2dr
KE = ½ my = ½
R
where PL is the mass density of the liquid.
But from Equation (B.2)
.... a2K."
i1:" 2
17.
(B.3)
(s.4)
(B.5)
(B.6
r
.. 2 I:  LR'  21d2
R
(B.7
or
letting r -.
KE = 2_PLR R _ R r (_.5)
]<_J_:= 2_:.] R3_ 2 (;_.9)
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The rate oi cha!LL;c ol kinetic energy with respect to R is :
:! (KE) = 2_, d (R3_Z)
Settin& Equation (B.4)_,qual to Equation (B.IO)
Bu L
d d t d [ d
c_R dR dt _ dt
PR - P
v • d t
• L 2R"R
Equation (B.12)Lilcrciorc, is the_ equation of motion governing
bubble growth. The same results can be obtained starting with
the Bernoulli equation
}) - p
_L
- _ r + --
The temperature at the bubble wall will be controlled by the
cwlporakion process. I ff it is assumed that the pressure in the
bubble is uniform and at the vapor pressure, P, of the liquid
V
corr,_st,on,ding to tb_ _ _,mpcrature at the bubble wall, then PR is
related uo P by:
V
P =P -2 !
R v R
where 7 is the surface tension of the fluid
) " _ _L Pv P - "_2 R'- R " _ R
[t the boiling curve of a fluid is linc-ar or nearly so over
the region Jn which bubble growth takes place, the saturation
pressure P can bt_ rt laL_.d to the saturation temperature T by
S S
(B.IO)
(B.Zl)
(S.la)
(B.13)
(B.I$)
(B.15)
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P .... A • T + B
_% ,':
(B.16)
,?
(B.17)
<.nc_ _ I i!, thte t]uid temperature a great distance from the
})o]0!,, _({ l' is t<h_ sntur,_tion t:-mp_roture corresponding to
i'
Equation (B.15) then becomes
2R:l'< dt " L o p,_ pL R
(B.18)
i12 it is assumed that the temperature a great distance from
[h_ bubbiu<, To, remains constant during bubble growth the quantity
['R f,:_tan be obtaim_d frota the solution to the problem of non-
_;t_cady }!_at di1[iusion with boundary motion of Plesset and Zwick
(Reference 16). The equations will not be derived here. However,
the final resu].ts can be expressed by the following equation:
T '[ :
R o
,)
I t a- (x)
0
(jT/Sr) r=R(x) dx
t
I R4 (y) d3
X
(B.19)
_,h_-r,, D is the thermal diffusivity of the fluid and the variable
y i_; associated witi_ a translation of the time axis. The deriv-
ative (/I'/ ,r) is the temperature gradient at the bubble wall.
Equation (B.18) is then
I t R2
[ d (3.2 A (_]2 (x) "(OT/Or)r=R(x)
';. dt R R ) = A---(l'o_)l Tp ) _:L \:_/ ½ dx - --2°
..... oIst yl "
(B.20)
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The teraperakure _;radient at the bubble wall can be obtained
from a mass and '.l<'at b._ !ant. ;:,: iL: ! tows . TiP i_JaL tra,l:-;_', r at t}l_J
bubble wall per up. it ,hue is:
\: r]r= R
(B.21)
where k is the thermal conductivity
This heat goes into vaporizing ]Jquid at a rat_
dmL i
dt L
(B.22)
where L is the latent heat of vaporizaLLon.
The rate at which liquid is evaporated i:_ tqual to t:he rate
of mass addition to the bubble:
dm dm
L v
dt d t (B.23)
where m = mass of vapor
v
but
m = (4/3):'R3_
V V
(B.24)
and
dm
v
dt d 3 (3R 2-(4/3):i _t(R _v)= (4/3):_ R i)v + R3:;v ) (B.25)
"'--2-- _r=_ v v
(B.26)
or
(T) L fi + LR .
--7 r=a = 7 % _ %
(B.27)
The growth of a vapor bubblu under conditions of variable ambient
pressure and variable vapor density is desccibed by, a solution to
Equations (B.20) and (B.27).
APPENI)[IX C
S[:_Oli ficd '£,.'st li'..'_",q ._;va;tc'm Transf,..r ]P_i:_(.'[ [:u_::{
A simplified analytical modcl of the S-If inboard LOX
suction line with the by-pa:-:s pulse;" l in_ is :_lJo_.Inin Figur<
C.I. Solution of these equations _ivc tllc followfn_ tran,_:f,,r
functions :
OPs
aWp
-I 1
_ _2 )i + 25 S + --v
(c.I.)
aPs _
aPp
(_lp/_ p)( i + 2 $171 + (c.2)
aP I
0Pp
8Ps 1 +
8P--7 2
(C. _)
where I = f/Agc
_,2 = 1/[C (I 1 + I2) ]
2
,, = 1/[c (Ilp + t2)]
2
= i/CI 2
i1 p = IlIp/(I 1 + Ip)
$ = i/2 o, (I I + 12) 0Ps
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,. OWd
_] = i/2'"I (11p + I2) aP--Es
O_'d
OPs
- engine flow transfer function
Th{, tcuc syst_,m transft,r function of suction pressure with
r_,_!,,,ct to pure I) ,uc<c, ieration i.s:
(:I + 12) p Agc(?l's 1
.... ( SS_) (C.4,
0%p I -! 2 _ - +
and, tI_(rcfor_., t],,. only t_st transfer function that has the
right dynamics (c_rr<ct natural frequency) is OPs/ aI_p. However,
sine<, i:ulser flow acceleration is not easy to measure accurately,
fr_,qm,ncy can ._iso I)c dctcrmin_.d from OPs/OPp if the proper cor-
rection _s aI,plicd. For the S-II inboard LOX line, the natural
resonance of tllc 0['s/aPp transfer function will be approximately
57 too !_igh. TI_J_, is independc, nt of where the line pressure is
mcasur_'d ,.xcept as: l:hc pressure transducer moves up the line an
anti-rcsonanc< will appro_Icb the resonance from above.
For otl,(,r test configurations, tl_e OPs/OPp transfer function
wi 11 giw, al)proximat_ly the correct natural frequency provided
tl_at tl_c puis<,r lin{_ inertanc{. (from the suction line to the
prc.ssure transducer) is large relatiw_ to the inertance in the
suction [in<, betw_:,_n the tank and pulser line.
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AFPt(NDIX D
The turbopnmp cavitation flov program }_as been written in
tile Fortran IV program languag,__ ior th,.. I:Dt',,I.!O sc,rJcs com-
puter. The pr,_gram is marie up el a lilalil]coi?tl_)] [ill_.;program
and seven subroutines, l'he main progra:,.L contr,_!s the sequence
of solution steps and the' adjt,.stm_mL of !_,_,In_i,lr),conditions
to meet proper inlet and e>:Jt ilow ¢o_iditi_,,._s.
The first _ubr_,_tine cmp]o',_d (Pt',i'ii',:_,_a.i:; !_ L}_,.,iuput
data, sets up t:hc grid system, m_d _s_ab] l.'_[_es i:'it lal .._sci-
mates of the streawfunction al each grid 1_,,i[_t. Subr_mti'n_.
RELAX is used next to solw' the fI_o_, an(, <_terz _, equations
throughout the field. This so[11tion is accomplished by app!y-
ing relaxation tec'hniques to a finite! dil[!h,rep.<c form of the
equations, the first series of rc]axati_,n so[<_tions Js done
with the density throughout the !-iu]d set _,qual to d..e liquid
density. This solution is referred to as the incompressible
or uncoupled solution. The relaxation solution is then con-
tinued with the completely coupi_d two phase flow equations.
Following this solution, boundary conditf,u_< arc check{,d,
adjusted, and the t-c_a>:ation solution repeated {',_ti] the pro-
per inlet and ,:xit cond;itions arc satisfied. ['be last_ oper-
ation of the program prepar<s amI prints: _._ t]_,._ (){_tl),_tdata.
Subroutine TABL is an intcrpotat:ior_ s_d)ro._t:fnc used bv
the main program and many of the subrnun[ incs. Subroutine
PREWRT prepares the output dala f<)r priz_ti_'.,, ,_h_Ic subroutipe
SETUP prepares the ,mtput d__,t_a co_: _omput,_'c pl_,tting. Sub-
routines hrRTOUT and PLOTT r,.'Sl-,,_ct iv, l;' {I_, ti_ _ 'riti,ig and
plotting of the output.
A flow diagram for the program is giv_'n in f'igure D.1.
With the exception of the plotting capab:il[ti._s, this program
should be compatible with any computer ,._[_ich has a FORTRAN [V
compiler. The plotting routines arc doCt_u,-nt_d in Reference
55. The routine ALTFILE is r_,quJrcd on the' CDC 6000 computer
so that the TAPE9 t,uffer area r[ta F also tu _ts_.d for TAPEIO
through TAPE99.
The problem sn]ution is initiated b,:/plotting the inducer
or impeller blade sections (Figures 5.3 ;i=_I 5.4) and the
relationship between dc,_sitv.. . and pr0<sur_._ h_r. cqui[ibrimn
phase changes (Figure 3.7). All input variables are defined
in tbc program listing of si_b_outiI_e P_:]I<R (Appvr_cljx J._. l!_p_t
dimensions and intemta] F_i:ogr._m variables aEc :_i_,,,,v;T- Figurt ,_,
D.2 through D.4.
Parts of a sample output from the turbopump cavitation f]o',.
program arc presented at the end of this AF.pendix. The firs:
data printed is the input data. Next is a tabulat Lun of t]n_
iterations required fo< solut[un along with th_ value of t!l,._
maximum residual (RESIM) throughout the field for ,'.ach it<ra-
tion. Following the last it.eration, _¢hicil corrtsponds to tile
uncoupled solution, the prt.'SSLtre ail<[ dc_isJEv is pYil1[ed _ut
at each grid point in the: svsl:em. Tb_ ne×_: it e_ to Iw prj_l_d
(volume) is the weight of propellant in the, str_,amsh_.t.t anaI>,zcd.
Finally, fo_- the uncoupled solution the values of the stL'(n_m-
function, _, theta,#, potential function,_._, circumfrentia!
velocity, V, and meridional velocity, U, are printed for in-
crements along the E axis. At this point the solution is con-
tinued on a coupled basis and the pressure data printed out
for each iteration. After the final iteration of the coupled
solution the pressure field, the weight of fluid in the stream-
sheet, and the streamfunction - velocity fields arc printed out.
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EP2 =
EP2 =
EP2 =
• 153 0
. 2430
,3300
. 4090
, 48W0
,5510
.6180
.6810
,7440
, 8050
, 8670
, 9280
• 9890
t, 0500
1, 1100
1.1710
1, 2310
t, 2910
1,3510
1, 410 0
1,4700
1, 5290
1, 5880
1,6470
I, 7050
1. 7640
1. 8220
1,8800
1* 9380
1, 9960
2, 0540
2, 1120
Z. 1690
2,227 0
2, 28/+0
2.3_10
2, 3980
2, 1,5_ 0
2, 5070
2, 5590
2,6100
2, 6560
2. 6990
2,7370
2,7720
2.80t0
2. 827 0
2. 8510
2,8710
2. 8880
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RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
RC =
,
.0920
.1540
o2170
.Z790
°3400
.HO00
.H620
.5220
.5820
.61,30
.7030
,7630
.8230
°8820
.9420
1.0010
1.0590
1o1180
1.1760
1.2350
1.2930
1.3500
1.H080
1,4650
1.5220
1.5790
1.6360
1.6930
1.7490
1.8050
1.8610
1.9170
1.97'30
2.0290
2.0840
2.1390
2.1940
2.2490
2.3020
2.3540
2.4080
2.H600
2.5110
2.5630
2.6 triO
2.6650
2.7180
2.7710
2.8260
2.8880
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC :
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC r=
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THE TC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC '=
THElrC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
THEIC =
THETC =
THETC =
THETC =
O,
.0937
. 187_,
.2812
.37_9
°4686
.562_
.6561
.7498
.8436
.9373
1.0310
1.1247
1.2184
1.3122
1.4059
1.4996
1.5934
1.6871
1.7808
t.8746
1.9683
2.0620
2.1557
2.2494
2.31,32
2._36_
2.5306
2,6244
2.Z181
2.8118
2.9056
2.9993
3.0930
3.1867
3.2804
3.3742
3.4679
3.5616
3.65Eh
3,7491
3,8428
3.9366
4°0303
4.1240
4.2177
4.3115
4.4052
4.4989
4.5926
4,6864
EC1 :
EC1 =
ECt =
_FC1 :
ECI =
EC1 =
EC1 =
EC1 =
ECt =
ECt :
EC1 =
ECl :
EC1 =
EC1 :
ECZ =
EC1 :
EC1 =
EC1 =
ECt =
ECt =
ECt =
ECt =
ECt =
EC1 =
ECt =
EC1 :
EC1 =
ECt =
ECt =
ECZ :
EC1 =
EC1 =
EC1 =
ECl :
ECt =
EC1 =
EC1 :
ECt =
EC1 =
EC1 =
ECt =
ECi =
EC1 =
ECt =
ECt =
EC1 =
EC1 =
EC1 =
ECt =
EC1 =
ECi =
.0920
. 15_0
,2J70
, 2190
,3400
._000
. 4620
. 5220
.5820
.6430
.7030
. 7630
.8230
.8820
,9420
1. 0010
1. 0590
1. 1180
1. 1760
1. 2350
1.29,]0
1.3500
1.4080
1. 4650
I. 5220
1. 5790
1. 6360
1.6930
1. 7490
1. 8050
t. 8610
t. 9170
1. 973 0
2. 0290
2. 0840
2.1390
2. 1940
2. 2490
2. 3020
Z. 35_0
2.4080
2. 4600
2.5110
2. 5630
2.6140
2.6650
2. 7180
2. 7710
2. 8260
2. 8880
R0
RD
R0
RD
R0
RD
RD
R0
RD
RD
RD
R_
R0
RO
RD
RD
Rn
R0
RD
RO
RD
R3
RD
RD
RD
R3
RD
RD
R_3
RD
R0
RD
RO
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
RD
R0
RO
R0
RD
R0
RO
RD
RD
R3
R0
R0
RD
=
==.
x
=
z
=
2.4920
2.h780
2.461,0
2.4500
2.43?0
2._230
2.4090
2.qJ950
2.3810
2,3670
2.3540
2.3400
2,3260
2.3120
2.2980
2.2850
2.2710
2,;_570
2°2430
2,2290
2,2150
2,Z020
2.1880
2,17h0
2,1600
2,1460
2.1330
2.1 190
2,1050
2.0910
2,0770
2,0630
2,0500
2,0 360
2,0220
2,0080
1.9940
1.9810
1,9670
1,9.530
1.9390
1,9250
1.9120
1.8980
1.8840
1,8700
1,8560
1.8420
1,8290
1.8150
1.8010
BD
BO
BD
8D
BO
BO
BD
BO
BD
BO
6D
80
BD
BO
BO
BO
BO
BO
BD
BO
BO
80
BO
BD
PD
BD
BO
BD
B3
BD
80
BD
B3
8D
BO
93
BO
80
BD
BO
BO
80
BO
BC)
BD
BD
BD
BO
80
BD
90
:=
.p
:¢
=¢
t=
z
It
:=
=:
l
t:
==
=¢
:¢
=¢
==
=¢
:=
==
:=
=¢
¢:
==
.1818
.1846
,1874
,1903
.1931
.1960
,,1988
,2017
°2045
,2074
,2102
,2130
.2159
,2187
,2216
,2244
.2273
.2301
.2329
.2358
.2386
,2415
.2=*(,3
,2h72
.2500
.2528
,2557
,2585
.2614
.2642
.2671
,2699
°2727
,2756
,2784
.2813
.2841
,2870
,2898
.2926
.2955
,2983
,3012
.30hO
.3069
.3097
,3126
,3154
,3182
.3211
.3239
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAO
SIAD
SIAD
SIA_
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIA_
SIAO
SIAD
SIA3
SIAD
SIAO
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIA3
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIA]
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAO
SlAD
SIAO
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAD
SIAO
SIAO
SIAD
SIAD
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
.1057
.1057
.1057
.1057
.105"r
.1057
.1057
.1057
.1057
,1057
.1057
.1057
.1057
o1057
,1057
,1057
.1057
,1057
,1057
,1057
,1057
.1057
.1057
,1057
.1057
.1057
,1057
,t057
,1057
,1057
.1057
,1057
.1057
.1057
.1057
,1057
,1057
.1057
.1057
.1057
.1057
,1057
,1057
.1057
.1057
,1057
,1057
.1057
,1057
.1057
,1057
EO
ED
EO
EO
EO
ED
ED
EO
ED
ED
ED
EO
EO
ED
EO
ED
ED
E_
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
EO
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
EO
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
EO
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
ED
=
=
=¢
=
=
l
=
16
-1,0830
-. 9533
-.8233
-.6933
°°5633
-.4333
-.3033
-.1733
-.0433
.0867
.2167
.3467
.4767
.6067
,7367
.8667
.9967
1,1270
1.2570
1. 3870
1.5170
1,6470
1,7770
1.9070
2. 0370
2.1670
2 • 297 0
2.4270
2.5570
2.6870
2o8170
2,947 0
3.0770
3,2070
3,337 0
3,4670
3,5970
3,7270
3.8570
3,9870
h, 1170
4,2470
4.3770
_,5070
_.6370
_,7670
I*, 8970
5. 0270
5,1570
5.2870
5,4170
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KKL " 2"7 ZNPUF = 0 BN
VTHIh =: J.000o3000 VNOEN
RHQT = ,0000 HT =
RHOT = ,0000 HT =
RHOT = *0000 HT =
RHOT = *0000 HT =
RHOT = ,0000 HT =
RHOT = *0001 HT =
RHOT = ,9001 HI =
RHOT = ,0002 HT =
RHOT = ,0003 HT =
RHOT = ,0005 HT =
RHOT = .0008 HT =
RHOT = ,0015 HT =
RHOT = .0032 HT =
RHOT = ,0J. 95 HT =
RHOT = ,0409 HI =
RHOT = .0_09 HT =
RHOT = ,0_09 HT =
RHOT = ,0_09 HT =
RHOT = ,0_09 HT =
RHOT = ,Of+Q9 HT =
RHOT = ,0_09 HT =
RHOT = ,0409 HT =
RHOT = °0/+09 HT =
RHOT = ,0k_09 HT =
RHOT = ,Ok09 HT =
RHOT = .0/409 HT =
RH(_T = ,0_09 HT =
0,
0,
0,
0.
0,
9.
0.
0.
9*
0°
0.
0.
0.
0*
0°
0,
0.
0.
0.
0.
0,
0.
0.
0,
0°
0.
0,
3o 0000
274,8000
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
PT
NW = 842.9000
PS = 15. 0000
= . 0150
= . 0300
= • 01_ 0
= , . 1320
= . 2650
= .4700
= • 8099
= 1, 3380
= 2, :1.029
= 3. 1900
= q° 70_,0
= 6.7339
= 9, 3930
= 12, 8129
: 17, 1260
= ZS* 0009
= 30. 9909
= 36, 0900
= 57. 0000
= 109, 0000
: 150, 0000
= 17'5. 0000
= 200. 0900
= 300.0000
: 500, 0000
= 7'00. 0000
= 1000. 0000
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BFG_N MAT N PRr_GRAM INCREMENT THET
STEP NO, ONE COMPLETE _NCREMENT E
IIERATION NUMBER = I RESIN
ITERATION NL_M_ER = 2 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 3 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 4 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 5 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 6 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = l RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = e RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = g RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER - 10 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 11 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 12 RESIM
VTHTA = 440,59
ITERATION NUMBER = 13 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 14 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 1E RESIN
VTHT2 = 477,00
ITERATION NUMBER = 16 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER : 17 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 18 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 19 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 20 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 21 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 22 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 23 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 24 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 25 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 26 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 27 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 28 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER - 29 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 30 RESIM
VTHT2 = 683,58
ITERATION NUMBER = 31 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 32 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 33 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 34 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 35 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 36 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 37 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 38 RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 39 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = WO RESIN
ITERATION NUMBER = 41 RESIM
ITERATION NUMBER = 42 RESIM
ITERATION hUMBER = 43 RESIN
A AND THEN E
AND THEN THETA
= 11.5183
= 2.67'13
= .961_
= .6371
= .4649
= .3882
= .3439
: .3052
= .2712
: .2h15
= 0215h
= .192_
= .2308
: ,2106
= .1729
= 1.9332
= 1,2643
: o8813
: ,6690
: .5466
: 0_789
: ,4181
: ,3659
= ,3219
: ,2852
: 02607
= ,2377
: 02166
: o1974
= o1801
: 1,_799
= ,9777
: .6876
= 05268
= 0k431
: ,3907
: ,3433
: .3025
= .2680
: .2_30
= ,2230
: ,ZOO3
= .1871
L68
p .-
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
p =
p =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
p =
P =
P =
P =
p =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
P =
p =
P =
P =
p =
P =
P =
P =
p =
P =
P =
P =
P =
ITERATION NUMBER
Lt,6675702E_01 IN =
-3,4023753E+ 02 IN =
-3,1_023753E+ 02 IN =
-3,4023753Et" 02 IN =
3,0468643E_01 IN =
3,0468643E+ 01 IN =
6,k769333E_ 01 IN =
E,lg1435gE_ 01 IN =
5.567439gE÷ Oi IN =
5,2196gB4E÷ 01 IN =
5,2196954Et 01 IN =
-3,6635503E_ 02 IN =
-3,6635503E"02 IN =
-3,6635503E+02 IN =
?, tB61888E_ 01 IN =
8.8397858E+0t IN =
?,2384835E_ 01 IN =
6, O701382E) 01 IN =
5,5440809E+ 01 IN =
5,5440809E* 01 IN =
"1. 0906847E+03 IN =
-1, 0906847E_ 03 IN =
-1o0906847E+ 03 IN =
1,4_66197E+01 IN =
1,4_66 lgFE_ O1 IN =
1,4466197E* 01 IN =
?,5372255E+ 01 IN =
6,T 070811E_ 01 IN =
5.8513096E+ 01 IN =
5,4855696E_ O1 IN =
5,_855696E_ 01 IN =
-1,3379538E÷ 03 IN =
-t, 3379538E+ 03 IN =
-1,3379538E÷ 03 IN =
-T,72?4892E_ 01 IN =
-7,727489ZE* Ol IN =
-7o727_892E+01 IN =
].2876837Ei- 01 IN =
3,2876837E+ Oi IN =
W,8862768E_ Ol IN =
h,8862.768Et 01 IN =
5, 041887gE+01 IN =
5,0983057Et 01 IN =
•5,0983057E+01 IN =
= 44
55 JC = 2 3 RHO =
50 JC = 2 l, RHO =
50 JC = Z4 RHO =
50 JC = 24 RHO =
_1 JC : 24 RH0 =
51 JC = 24 RHO =
52 JC = Z_ RH 0 =
53 JC = Z4 RHO =
51+ JC = 24 RHO =
55 JC = Z_ RHO =
55 JC = Z4 RHO =
50 JC = 25 RHO =
50 JC = 25 RHO =
50 JC = 25 RH 0 =
51 JC = 25 RHO =
52 JC = 25 RHO =
53 JC = 25 RHO =
51. dC = 25 RHO =
55 JC = 25 RHO =
55 JC = ?.5 RHO =
50 JC = Z6 RHO =
50 JC = 26 RHO =
50 JC = 26 RHO =
51 JC = 26 RHO =
51 JC = ZE RHO =
51 JC = 26 RHO =
52 JC = 26 RHO =
53 JC = 26 RHO =
54 JC = Z6 RHO =
55 JC = 26 RHO =
55 JC = 26 RHO =
50 JC = 27 RHO =
50 JC = Z7 RHO =
50 JC = 27 RHO =
5l JC = 27 PJ40 =
51 JC = 27 RHO =
51 JC = 27 RHO =
52 JC = 27 RHO =
52 JC = 27 RHO =
53 JC = 27 RHO =
53 JC = 27 RHO =
54 JC = 27 RHO =
55 JC = 27 RH 0 =
55 JC = 27 RHO =
RESIM = O.
4, 100 O000E-02
4, tO00000E-02
4. 1000000E-02
6, O0000GOE-06
4,.IO00000E-OZ
4, IO00000E-02
_. 1000000E-02
h. 10000COE-02
_. 1000000E-02
_, 1000000E-02
4,100 O000E-02
4. 100 O000E-O2
_,. IO00000E-OZ
6, O00OO00E-06
4, IOOOOOOE- 02
4, tOOOOOOE-02
_,. lO00000E-02
_. 10000 OOE-OZ
4, IO000GOE-02
_+, iO00000E-O2
_+, IOOOOOOE-OZ
_. lO00000E-O2
6, O000000E'06
to, 100 O000E-02
4,100 O000E- 02
Z, Z t56833E- 02
W, 1000000E-02
_+. lO00000E-02
4. 1000000E-02
_., 1000000E-02
4. 1000000E-02
_= 1000000E-02
_. 1000000E-02
6,0000000E-06
I+.1000000E-02
t_, 1000000E-02
6, O000000E-06
4, 1000000E-02
4, tOOOOOOE-O2
W, 1000000E-02
4. 1000000E-02
4. IO00000E-OZ
_. tOOOOOOE-O2
4. 10000 OOE-02
+++++++ VOLUME = t.55393E-Ot
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PEER - !<Lad ]nput
- Tcansformation
(;rid Set Uy
- initial Guc:ss
l
RICI,A.X- Uncoupled Iterative
Solution (Compute Pr,:ssure For
No Cavitation and Get DensJtv
From Figure _.7)
PR£ WIIT 1
WRTOUT
SETUP
PLOTT
Output
RELAX- Coupled IteraCivc
Solution
PRE WRT
WRTOUT
SETUP
PLOTT
Ou tp u t
Figure D.1 Turbopump Program Computation Sequence
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THJL
THESL
PEX
-Pressure
DELTA
DELTA
Cord
Suction
TH ETA
Figure D.2 THETA, E Dimensions
17[
IL
Pressure
Cord
I
Suction
I
i
I
liE
IILE
liB I
IN, II_-----_
JL
JLE
D
JPTE
JJ
Figure D.3 Grid Increment Number
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j.nm(Ii)f- T ,F'<._.
ISII(JJ) , __ ! - x(JJ)
ESLI TTIB -I£- _ dClMl t_
u(ll) " "_"N_
' -- SUCTION SURFACE
Figure D. 4
[I
Grid Increment For Extrapolation to Blade Surfaces
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APPENDIX E
Turbopump Program Listing
174
C
C
C
P_OGRAM HA1N ( T.NPUTp CUTPUTe TAPE5 = INPUTt TAFE6 = CUTPUTs,
TAPEqt FILMPL )
COMPRESSIBLE - I_COMPRESSIBLE FLOW TURBO PUMP PROGRAM
CO MMON
4_
Jl'
q.
ISIL(150), IPIB(150)_ W(IBO)p X(tSO), Y(150) _ Z(150),
JTHL(t50) _ JTHB(150) p PSI (lO0_IO0)
RS(IOO)_ RP(tOO)p ESI(IO0)_ RC(IOO)_
E0(150)_ RD(t50)t BD(150)_ SIAD(150)_ MNM_ IL_ JL_ IIB_
TIEr By DELTA_ RESIM_ OPSIPt KK_ DEX_ ACC_ JLE_ BNp
PSIPR_ RHO{tOO_IOO)p G_ WDOTt WHy KKL_ RHOIN_ POIN_ MOIN_
RCIN_ VTHINp VMOIN_ RS_ RR(t50)I BZ(tSO)9 SIA(t50) i RT_
INPUF j RRL _ITRIP_POEL _JOPL
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
ZERO OUT _RRAYS
ITRIP=O
DO %00 JJ = %_ 150
W( JJ) = O,
y(JJ) = O.
tOO CONTINUE
O0 t50 I_ = t_ 150
X(II) = O,
Z(II) = O.
t50 CONTINUE
O0 250 JJ = tt 100
00 200 II = 1, 100
PSI(II,JJ) = O.
ZOO CONTINUE
250 CONTINUE
CALL PEER TO READ INPUT DATA AND SET UP GRID
500
G = 386,_
CALL PEER
ER = PSIPR/ 70.
AC C : ER
OBTAIN FIRST RELAXATION
CALL REI,AX
399
l, O0
DE PSI =-P$ IPR15 O.
ILMI=IL-I
VTHTA=(PSI(ILMI,,tI-PSI (IL_t))IOELTA
VT HIA=VTHTAI (RMOI N'_BZ (IL) '_RR(IL))
WRITE (6 _399) WITHT A
FORMAT(IOX_ '_ VTHTA = '_ F10.2)
IF(ABS(VIHTA-WW).I-T.15.0) GO TO 900
JTB=JTHB( ILl
JTL=JTHL(IL)
JJ--O
DO BOO JN--JIB,JTL
JJ =JJ',-I
175
8OO
899
C
C
90 0
98 9
1000
PS I(IL _.JJ) =PSI (IL iJJ) ÷OEPSI
CONTINUE
CALL RELAX
IL MI=IL-t
VT HT2= (PSI (ILtdI p t)-PSI (IL _1) )/OELT A
VT._T;?=VIHT2/(RMOI N_ BZ (IL) "RR (IL))
WRITE(6_899) VTHT2
FORMAT(IOXp" VTHT2 = _pFIO,2)
DV THD= (VTHT2-VTHT A) IDEPSI
DE PSI = (WW- VT HT2) I OVTHO
VTHTA=VTHT2
GO TO _ O0
WRITE O_T FIRST RELAXATION
ITRIP:t
DO 1000 JDELP=I,JDPL
PO I_=PCIN-PDEL
WRITE (6,989) POIN
FOR_AT(tgXp _ PCIN =
CALL RELAX
CALL RREWRI
CALL WRTOUT
CONTINUE
GO TO 3 O0
ENO
"F10.3)
]76
C
C.
C.
C.
C
C.
C.
C.
C°
C.
C,
C.
C.
C
C
SUBROUTINE TAF_L ( AI_ BOt CI, [_b, N, J_ K )
MONO-VARIANT TABLE LOOK UP ROUTINE
EXTRAPOLATICN = LII_EAR BASED ON FIRST OR LAST TWO POINTS
INTERPOLATICN = LINEAR• QUADRATIC_ OR CUBIC
SUBROUTINE AIK;UHENTS
AI = GIVEk INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
BD = DESIREO DEPENDENT VARIABLE
C I = SET OF INOEPEN3ENT VARIABLES
OD = SET OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES
H = ORDER OF INTERPOLATION (I_2_3)
J = FIRST POINT IN TABLE (USUALLY [)
K = LAST POINT IN TABLE
OI MENSI ON CI(1) _ DO(1)
8001 FORMAT ( • UhSUCCESFUL TABLE LCCK UP 4 )
C
C, IS AI INSIOE RANGE OF TABLE
C
C
C.
C
C
C,
C
C
C,
C
IF ( AI .GT. CI(K) )
IF ( AI .LT. CI(J) )
GO TO 300
EXTRAPOLATE IF AI OUTSIDE TABLE RANGE
GO TO XO0
GO TO 200
100 BD = DD(K) • (DOIK) - DOIK-1) ) _ ( AI - CI(K) ) I (CIIK)
- CI (K-I) )
GO TO 1700
200 83 = JJ(J) + ( 3_(J•X) - 33(J) ) " ( AI - CIlJ) ) /
( CI (Jtt) - CIIJ) )
GO TO 1700
_OES AI = POINT IN TABLE
300 O0 _00 IN = Jr K
I : IN
IF ( ( ABS ( AI - CI(I) ) ) .LT, 0,00001 )
WOO CONTINUE
GC TO EO0
500 BD = DDII)
GO TO 1700
LOCATE POS,TTION IN TABLE
600 30 700 IO = Jp K
I = IO
IF ( CI(I) .GT° AI )
?00 CONTINUE
WRITE (668001)
CALL ExIT
800 GO TO ( 900_ 1000, 1300 ),
GO TO 800
GO TO 500
177
C. LINEAR INTERPOLATION
C
900 ¥1 = DO(I-I)
Y2 = OD (I)
Xi = CI (I-1)
X2 = CI (I)
DEX = x2 - X1
OY1 = Y2 " Y1
BD = Y1 * ( AI - Xl ) _ DY1 / DEX
GO TO 1700
C
C.
C
QUAORATIC INTERPOLATION
I000 IF ( I .EO. K ) GO TO 1100
YI = DO (I-i)
YZ = DO (I)
Y3 = OD(I÷1)
Xl = CI (I-I)
X2 = CI (I)
X3 = CI (I+ 1)
GO TO lZO0
1100 ¥1 = Z)_(I-2)
Y2 = DD (I'1)
Y3 = DO (1)
Xl = CI (I-2)
X2 = Cl (I-l)
X3 = CI (I)
1ZOO B1 = Y1 _ ( AI - X2 ) _ ( AI " X3 ) / ( ( Xl - X2 )
( Xl- X3 ) )
B2 = Y2 • ( AI - Xl ) 'J ( AI - X3 ) / ( ( X2 - Xl ) '_
'_ ( X2- X3 ) )
B3 = Y3 _ ( AZ - Xl ) '_ ( AI - X2 ) / ( ( X3 - Xl ) '_
( X3 - X2 ) )
B3 = BI ÷ B2 + B3
GO TO 1700
C
C,
C
CUBIC INTERPOLATION
1300 IF ( I .EQ. K )
IF ( ( I - 1 ) .EQo J )
Y1 = OD (I-Z)
Y2 = 30 (I-1)
Y3 = DO (I)
Y4 = DO (I*l)
Xl = CI (I-2)
X2 = CI (I'1)
X3 = CI (I)
XW = CI (Ii'l)
GO TO 1600
1400 Y1 = DO(I-3)
Y2 = CO (I-2)
Y3 " OO (I-i)
Y4 = 30(I)
Xi = CI (I'3)
C
GO TO 1(,00
GO TO 1500
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C
C
X2 = CI (I-2)
X3 : CI(I-I)
X_ : CI(I)
GC TO 1600
LSOD Y1
Y2
Y3
Vk
X1
X?
X3
XW,
= CO (I-1)
= OOil)
= 03 (l+l)
= DO (l_?)
= CI (I-I)
= CI (I)
= CI(I_1)
= CI (I•2)
1600 80
4_
1TO0 RE TURN
ENO
= Y[ • ( AI - X2 ) '_ ( A I - X3 ) _ ( AI - X4 ) I (
( X1 - X2 ) • ( X1 - X3 ) • ( X1 - X_ ) )
• Y2 • ( A I - X1 ) • ( AI - X3 ) " ( AI - X4 ) I (
( X2 - Xl ) • ( XZ - X3 ) '_ ( X2 - X_ ) )
•_ Y3 • ( AI - XI I _ ( AI - X2 ) _ ( AI - X4 ) I (
( X3 - Xt ) • ( X3 - XZ ) • ( X3 - X_, ) )
• Y4 • ( AI - X1 ) • ( AI - X2 ) • ( AI- X3 ) I (
( X(, - Xl ) _ ( X_- X2 ) • ( X_ - X3 ) )
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C
C.
C.
C.
C
C.
C,
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
S'J8ROUT IME P EE #,'
INPUT AND SETUP ROUT(hE
SETUP INCLUDES INITIALIZATION, TRANSFORMATION, GRID SET UP, AND
FIRST GUESS Al STREAM FUhCTION ANZ) 3ENSITY VALUES
INPUT [;EF INITI ON
N : NO. OF INPUT BLADE COOROINAIES (SUCIION SURFACE)
L = hO. OF INPUT BLADE COOROINATES (PRESSURE SURFACE)
K = NO. OF INPUT BLADE COORDINATES (CORD LINE)
NN = NOT USED
LL = NOT USED
MNM = NO. OF INPUT STREAM TUBE COORDINATES
C. B = ANGLE BETWEEN BLA_ES (PAD) = 6.Z8/BN
C. O = NO. OF F (THETA) GRID INCREMENTS FROM TRAILING TO
C. LEADING EDGE OF BLACE
C. RT = BLADE TIP RADIUS (IN)
C. EKC = LEN(;TH OF FLOW FIEL_ INFRONT AND BEI_INE BLADE (IN)
C. RP(I) = R OR Z COORDINATE OF PRESSURE SURFACE (I=[_L) (IN)
C. RS(I) = R OR Z COORDINAIE OF SUCIION SURFACE (I=I,N) tIN)
C. PC(I) = R OR Z COORDINATE OF CORD LINE (I=I,K) (IN)
C. THETS(I) = TMETA COOR3INATE OF SUCTION SURFACE (I=I_N) (DEG)
C. THETP(I) = THETA COORDINATE OF PRESSURE SURFACE (I=I,L) (DEG)
C. THETC(II = TMETA COORDINATE OF CORD LINE (I=IpK) (DEG]
C. RD(I) = RADIUS COORD. OF STREAM TUBE CENTER LINE[I=I_MNM) (II_)
C, BD(I) = WIDTH COORD, OF STREAM TUBE RADIAL OIR,(I=I_MNM)(Ih)
C, StAO(I) = SIN(A) COORD. OF STREAM TUBE CENTER LINE(I=IpMNH)(ND)
C. A = ANGLE BETWEEN IMPELLER CmL, AND STREAM TUBE C,
C, EO[I) = AXIAL COORD, OF STREAM TUBE CENTER LINE[I=I_MNM)(IN}
C. NOTE _ ALL BLADE ANO STREAM TUBE COORDINATE DATA STARTS AT
C, AT BLADE TRAILING EDGE AND GOES _VE IN UPSTREAM DIR.
C. KKL = NO. OF POINTS IN RHO-H-P TABLE
C. CONDITICNS OR INTERIOR POINTS DEPENDING ON FLAG (INPUF
C. INPUF = FLAG FOR OIFFERENT INLET AN_ EXIT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C. = 0 FOR STREAM LINES PARALLEL TO BLADE CORD LINE
C. = I EQUIVALENT TO 2 AT INLET AND 0 AT EXIT
C. = 2 INPUT STREAM FUNCTION AT ALL GRID POINTS
C. = 3 INPUT BOTTOM STREAM FUNCTION VALUE
C. = 4 EQUIVALENT TO
C. BN = NO. OF IMPELLER BLADES
C. WW = PUMP SPEED (RAD/SEC)
C. WDOT = FLOW RATE IN STREAM TUBE ANULUS [LB/SEC)
C, ROHIN = PROPELLANT DENSITY AT INLET (LB/IN''3)
C. PCIN = STATIC FRESSURE AT INLET (LB/IN_'2)
C. HOIN = ENTHALPY AT INLET [FTISEC)
C. VTHI_ = CIRCUMFERENTIAL FLUID VELOCITY AT INLET (IN/SEC)
C. VMOIN = PROPELLANT LINE VELOCITY AT INLET (INISEC)
C, PS = PROPELLANT VAPOR PRESSURE (LB/IN='Z)
C. ROIN = RAOIUS OF CENTER OF STREAM TUBE ANULUS AT INLET (IN)
C, = R3 (MNM)
C, RHOT(I) = PROP. DENSITY VALUES NEAR SATURATION (I=t,KKL) (LBIIN3
C, HT(I) = PROP. ENIHALPY VALUES REF. TO HOIN (I=%,KKL) (FT/SEC
C. PT(I) : PROP. PRESSURE VALUES NEAR SATURATION (I=I,KKL) (LB/INZ
C. PSI(I,J| = STREAM FUNCTION VALbES AT GRID POINTS, BOUNDARY
C. CONDITIONS OR INTERIOR POINTS DEPENDING ON FLAGIINPUF)
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C
7997 FORMAT (8J10)
7998 FORMAT(1HI,IOX_8AtO}
7999 FORMAT (lgX _8AtO)
8000 FORMAT(6IS_SFtO.4)
80 01 FORMAT C4Elq. 3)
8002 FORMAT (3E10.3)
8003 FORMAT(3IS_/_(IOE8.3))
800k FORMAT (10F 8. 3)
8009 FORMAT(t_SHRS = FIO.h_tOH THETS = FlO.4_8H ES1 = F10.4)
8010 FORMAT(tXSHRP = FtO.4ttOH THETP = FtO.418H EP2 = FlO,k]
8012 FORMAT[ll(SHRC = FtO.4_IOH THETC = FtO.4_8H EC1 = FrO°h)
8011 FORMATtBHON = IZ_IH L = I2_7H K = I2p8H NN : I2_8H LL = p
I I2_8H NNM = _I2_tI5H B = FtO.4_lH O = FlO.4_8H RT = FtO.41
2 8H ENC = tFiO°4_8H PNC = _F10.4 I/)
8013 FORMAT(IX 5HR3 = FIO. 4_tOH B'D = FIO.W_IOH $IAO = FtO.4_
10H ED = FrO,I* )
8014 FORMAT(IXBHOELTA = FtO.419H THESL = FIO.W_BH E = FlO°498H THJL = F
110.4_6H 'JL = I_6H IL = II*_7H II_ = I4/7H IIE = I4_/H JLE = I_]
8015 FORMAT (8E10- t*)
8016 FORMAT(tX8M KKL = _I2_IOH ZNPUF = _IZ_8H BN = _F10._TH WN =
1 FlO. 4_gH HOOT = _FtO._IOH RPOIN = pFtO.4t9H POIN = _FlO.4_9H
2 HOIN = 4FIO,Wt//ttlH VTHIN = pFIO,W_IOH VMOIN = _FlO.4_7H PS
3 = _FlO.4_gH ROIN = _FIO._tOH PSINU = _FLO._IOH PSIND =
k FIO,_)
0t) 17 FORMAT(1K9H RHOT = _FIO._7H HT = _FIO°_TH PT = _FIO._)
8018 FORMAT(//)
8019 FORMAT(1X&OHBEGIN MAIN PRCGRAM INCREMENT THETA AND THEN E]
8020 FORMAT(1KW9HSTEP NO. ONE COMPLETE INCREMENT E AND THEN THETA}
8030 FORMAT(1XBFII = I4_7H JN = I4/EH W = FtO.4_EH X = F10.4_
tBH Y = FtO. W_6H Z = FIO.W)
8035 FORMATKlXBHJJ = I4_9H IPIB = I_9H ISIL = I4/9H ESLI = F10.4_
I 9H ESLII= FtO.h_gH EPBI = FIO.h_IOH EPBII = FIO.e*)
8040 FORMAT(IXBHJJ = I4_H IPIB = I4_9H ISIL = I_/gH ESLI = F10.4_
110H ESLII = FtO.W)
C
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
_t
COMMON
C
C
C
/ ABC/
RHOT(lOO)_ HT(IO0) _ PI(tO0)
/ C8 AI
EI_C
/ NOG/
NNDG_ LNOGe KNOGt ILNOGe THETMINt THETMAX_ EMIN_
EMAX= ICNT(99)_ THETS(IO0)_ THETC(IO0} , THETP(IO0) ,
ECt(t. O0)_ EPZ(IO0)_ ESSI(tO0), KNTt_ KNT2
ISIL(150), IPI8(150)_ W(150)_ X(150)_ Y(I_O) _ Z(150)_
JTHL(150)_ JTHB[150]_ PSI[IO0_tO0)_
RS(I_O), RP(LO0), ESt(tO0)_ RC(tOO}_
ED(150)_ RD(150)_ 83(150)_ SIAD(150)_ PN_ IL_ JLt IIB_
IIE_ B_ OELTA_ RESIM_ OPSIP_ KK_ OEX_ ACC_ JLE_ BN_
PSIPR_ RHO(IO0_IO0)_ G_ WDCT_ WW, KKL_ RHOIN_ POINT HOIN_
ROIN, VTHIN_ VMOIN_ PS_ RR(tSO), BZ(150) _ SIA(150) _ RT_
I_PUF _ RRL _ITRIP_POEL _J]PL
READ IN_T DATA
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50
6O
C
C
C,
C.
C
100
200
300
C
C.
C
C
C
C
IF {EOF, 5)
CALL EX IT
WRITE (b ,7
READ(5,79
WRITE(6,?
RE AD (5,8
WRIIE (6_
READ (_,8
READ (5
RE _0 (B
RE AO (5
RE AD (5
RE AD (5
50,60
91) II_12,13, Ih _I5, I6,I7,18
999) II_I2,13, I4, I5, I6, I7, I8
000) N, ts k_ NN, llt MNMs
8011) Nt L, K, NNt LL_
004} (RP(I} ,I:l,l)
,80Ok) (RS(I) ,I:I,N)
,800_ } (RC( I ), I:i _K)
,800W) (THETS{I) _I=I,N)
,8004) (THETP(I),I:I,L)
_8004) (THETC(I), I=I,K)
MNM, 8, O, _r, ENC, BNC
READ (5
RE AO (5
4F
REA3 {5
,BOOt) (RD(I),BD(I),SIAD(I)rED(I} _I=I,MNM)
_8083) KKL, INPUF_JDPLp BN_ WWe WOOTt RHOINe POIN,
HOIN,VTHIN, VNGIN, PS, ROIN, PSINU, PSIND,PDEL
,8002} (RHOT (1)_MT(I),PT(I) _I=I,KKL)
TRANSFORM FRCM R,THETA PLANE TO E,THETA PLANE
FOR THIS CASE BOTH ARE LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS
DO iO0 "I = i, N
ESI(I} : RS[I)
THEIS(I) : THETS(I) 1 57.2958
CONTINUE
_0 200 I = 1, L
EP2(I) : RP(I)
THETP(I) = THETP(I) / 57.2958
CONTINUE
00 300 I = 1, K
ECI(I) = RC(I)
THETC(I) : THETC(I) / 57,2958
CONTINUE
OVER RIOE 8O INPUT
CALL TABL ( ESI(NIp RRLt ED, RDt t_ 1_ MNM )
DELTA : THETC(K) / D
WRIIE OUT INPUT DATA AND VALUES CALCULATED FROM INFUT
WR ITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRIIE
WR ITE
WRITE
WRITE
WRITE
wR ITE
4_
WRITE
(6, 8009)
(6_ 8018)
(6_ 8010)
(6,8018!
(6, 8012|
(6_ 801 8)
(6_80i3)
(E_ 8018)
(6e 8016)
(6_ 8017)
((RS(I},THETS(I),ESI(I)),I:I_N)
((RP(I},THETP(I),EP2(I) },I:l_t)
((RC (I) ,THETC(1) ,ECI(I) ) ,I:I,K}
[(RD (I) _BD(1) _SIAD (I),ED (I }) sI=I,MNM)
KKL_ INPUF_ BNs WW, WOOT_ RHOIN, PCIN_
VTHIN, VMOIN_ PS, ROIN_ PSINb, PSI.NO
(RHOT(I),HT{I),PT(I} _I=i. _KKL)
HOIN_
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C
C
C
C
THESL
JL
TH JL
E
IL
NN OG
LN_G
KN DG
IL NDG
THETMIN
THETMAX
PS IPR
DE L PS
: 0 '_'r)Et TA
= IFIX (THETP(L) I DELTA } + 1
= FLOAT ( JL - ! ) '_ DELTA
= -. FLOAT ( IFIX ( ENC / DELTA ) 4. I ) '_ DELTA
= IFIX ( (ECI(K) • ENC ) / DELTA ) • IFIX ( BNC /
DELTA ) ÷ I
= N
= L
: K
= IL
= AMIN1 ( THETS(1), THETP(1), TMETC(1) )
= AMAXi { THETS(N)_ THETP(L), THETC(K) )
= WDOT / BN
= PSIPR * DELTA / B
DO 500 IJK= 1, N
ESSI(IJK} = ESI(IJK)
500 CONTINUE
IIB
TIE
RESIM
DPSIP
JPTE
JL E
PE x
IILE
IF { PEX ,EQ, O. )
GC TO leo
= IFIX ( ENC / OELTA ) • 1
= IFIX (ECi(K) I DELTA ) + IFIX ( ENC / DELTA ) • 1
= Oo
= PSIPR / 20.
= IFTX ( B / OELTA) _ I
= IFIX(D) _ 1
= ( FLOAT ( IFIX (ECl(K) I DELTA ) ) 4 DELTA ) ÷
DELTA - ECI(K)
= IIE • I
GO TO 600
600 PEX = _ELTA
700 DEX = PEX / DELTA
IF ( THJL .EQ. THETP(L) )
GO TO 900
GO TO 800
800 JL = JL " 1
THJL = THJL - CELTA
900 THETA = -DELTA
WRITE (6,80Ih) 3ELTA, THESL, E, THJL, JLj IL, IIB, IIE_ JLE
WRITE (6f 8019)
C
C.
C.
C
INCREMENT THETA AND CALCULATE E DIMENSION BETWEEN GRID POINTS AND
BLA_E SURFACES
DO 2100 JJ= 1, JL
THETA = THETA + DELTA
IF ( ABS ( 1. - ( THETA / THESL ) ) - .0001 ) 1300, 1300, 1000
1000 IF ( THETA oCT. THESL ) GO TO 1300
C
C. E INCRENENT NEXT TC SUCTION SURFACE = Z(JJ)
C
1100 CALL TABL ( THETAt ESLI_ THETS, ESlp 2p ly N )
ISTL(JJ) = IFIX ( ESLI I DELTA ) ÷ IFIX ( ENC I DELTA ) • I
ESLTI = FLOAT ( IFIX ( ESLI / DELTA ) ) _ DELTA
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GO TO l_[J@
12_9 !STJ (''} - !S_LrJJ_ -" I
ESLII = ESLII " DELTA
GC TC L_'_O0
130C' ISIL_JJ} _ IL "
ESLII = O,
ESLI = DELTA
$WO0 IF ( THEIA ,GT. B ) GO TO 1500
IPIB(JJ) = 2
GO TO L60O
C
C, E INCREMENT NEXT TO PRESSURE SURFACE = X(JJ)
C
1500 CALL TA_L ( THETA_ EPBI, THETP_ EP2, 2, L, L )
[PI@(J.J) = IFIX ( EPBI I 3ELTA ) ÷ IFIX ( ENC / 3ELTA ) ÷ 2
EPBII = ( FLOAT ( IFIX ( EPBI / DELTA ) • L ) ) * DELTA
16_0 IPB - IPIB(JJ)
ISL = ISIL(JJ)
X( JJ) = I,
Z(JJ) - 1.
DO 2000 IN= IPB_ ISL
IF ( IN .EO. ISIL (JJ) ) GO TO 1/00
GO TO 1600
C
II00 Z(JJ) = ( ESLI - ESLII ) / DELTA
GO TO 2000
1800 IF ( ( THETA ,GT, B ) ,ANO, ( IN ,EQ, IPIB(JJ) ) ) GO TO 1900
GC TC 2000
C
1900 X(JJ) = ( EPBII - EPBI ) I DELTA
2000 CONTINUE
2_00 CONTINUE
WRITE (E,_6020}
C
C.
C.
C.
C
C
C
INCREMENT E AND I) LOOK UP STREAM TUBE OIMENSIONS_ 2) CALCULATE THET
DIMENSICN BETWEEN GRI3 PCINTS A_3 FJLA3E SURFACES_ AND 3) PROVI3E
FIRST GUEST; OF STREAM FUNCTION AND DENSITY AT GRID POINTS
DO 3800 II=i, IL
W(II) = 1,
Y(IT) = 1,
E = E * DELTA
CALL TABL ( E, RRR, ED, RDt Iv 1_ MNM )
RR (II) = RRR
CALL TABIc ( Et BZZ, E39 BO_ 1_ I_ MNM )
BZ {II) = BZZ
,_7(II) = (BO(M_P)/(RRR_ 2°) )_ (Rg (MNM)_2')
CALL TAPL ( E, S13_ EOe SIA3_ It L, MNM )
S!A(II) = SIDD
IF ( E .GI_ O. ) GO TO 2800
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C
C.
C
C
C.
C
C
C
REGION OOWN STREA_ OF 8LADES
THETA : -DELTA
EXTRAPOLATE BACK ALONG BLADE CORD LINE
CALL TABL ( E, IHEC, ECZ, THETC_ I, I_ K )
JTHL(II] = IFIX ( 8 ! DELIA ] .i I
BJL = FLOAT ( JTHL(II) - I ) * DELTA
JTHB( II ) = I
IF ( BJL ,EQ, B ) GO TO 2200
GO TO 2300
2200 JTHL(II) = JTHL(II) - I
BJL = B - JELTA
2300 IF { { ABS(E) ) ,LT. 0.0001 )
GC TO 25O0
21+00 THETA = O.
JTHB(II) = 2
2500 JIB = JTHB[II}
JTL = JTHL(II}
JJ = 0
GO TO 2_00
00 2700 JN=JTB, JTL
Jd = JJ ÷ t
THETA = THETA + 3ELTA
PSI(II_JJ)= ( THETA - THEC ) • PSIPR I B
RHO(II_JJ)= RHOIN
IF ( JN ,EQ. JTHL(II) ) GO TO 2600
GO TO 2700
2600 Y(If) = ( B - BJL ) J DELTA
2700 CONTINUE
GC TO 3800
C
2800 IF ( E ,GT, ECIIK] )
C
C.
C
C
C.
C
GO TO 3500
REGION BEW_EEN BLADES
CALL TABI, I E, THEIS, ES1, THETSt 2p 1, N )
THETA INCREMENT NEXT TO PRESSURE SURFACE = Y(II)
CALL TABL ( Ep THEIP_ EP2, THETPp Zp lp L }
JTHLIII) = IFIX ( IHEIF / CELIA ) + I
THL = FLOAT (JTHL(II) - t ) " DELTA
IF ( THL ,EQ, THEIP ) GO TO 2900
GO TO 3000
: THL - DELTA
= JTHL(II) - I
C
2900 THL
JTHL(II)
C
C. THETA INCREMENT NEXT TO SUCTION SURFACE = WlII)
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C
3000 JTHB(II)
THB
TH ETA
DE LTH
JT B
JT L
JJ
= IFIX ( THEIS / DELIA ) + 2
: FLOAT ( JTHB{II) - I ) " DELTA
= THFI - DELTA
= THEIP - THEIS
= JTHB(II)
- JT HL (II)
= 0
DO 3_00 JN= JTBp JTL
JJ = JJ • t
THETA = THETA * DELTA
PSI(IItJJ): ( THETA - THEIS ) • PSIPR / DELTH
RHO(II,JJ)- RHOIN
IF ( JN ,EGo JTHB(II) ) GO TO 3100
GO TO 3ZOO
3100 W(II) : ( THB - THEIS ) / DELTA
3ZOO IF ( JN °EQ, JTHL(II) ) GO TO 3300
GO TO 3_00
C
3300 Y(II) = ( THEIP- THL ) / DELTA
3400 COhTINUE
GO TO 3BOO
C
C. REGION EIP STREAM OF BLADES
C
3500 JTHL(II) = JL
C
C,
C
C
C
EXTRAPOLATE FORWARO ALONG BLADE CORD LINE
CALL TABL ( E_ THEC_ ECI_ TMETCy 1_ 1_ K )
J2 BLADE AND INLET FLOW SLOPE
3TDE = 1,7
ONOU = 3, 0
DELD = DWDU - DTOE
IF(E,LT,(ECI(K) + ,5)} THEC = THEC + i,_DELD=(E - ECI(K))'*Z
IF ( E°GE,(ECI(K}_,S)} THEC = TMEC *,?5_OELO • OELO_(E -ECt(K)-,5)
JTHB(II) = IFIX (O) * t
THETA = ( O - 1, ) '_ DELTA
JTB = JTHB(II)
JTL = JTHL (II}
JJ = 0
00 3700 JN= JIB, JTL
JJ = JJ • t
THETA = THETA + _ELTA
PSI(II,JJ)= ( THETA - THEC ) _ PSIPR I B
RHO(II_JJ)= RHOIN
IF ( JN ,EO, JTHL(II) ) GO TO 3600
GO TO 3700
3600 Y(II)
3700 CONTINUE
JL IM
= ( THETP(L) - THJL ) / DELTA
= JTL - JTB + I
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IF ( INPUF _EQ. I _ _EAO (51801_) ( PSI(II,JJ)_ JJ = 1_ JLIM )
3800 CONTINUE
IF ( INPUF ,GT, L ,AN_, INPUF ,LT, 4 )
3900 IF ( INPUF ,GE, 3 )
GO TO 4400
4000 PSIUP = PSINU
C
DO WIOO JJ= I_ JLIM
PSIUP = PSIUP t 3ELP$
PSI(IL_JJ)= PSIUP
WEO0 CONTINUE
GO TO 3900
C
4200 PSION = PSIND
DO 4300 JJ= I_ JPTE
PSIDN - P$IDN + OELPS
Pil(ttJJ) = PSIDN
k300 CONTINUE
C
4400 00 4600 I = 1_ riO
00 1+500 J = It 55
RHO(I_J) = RHOIN
_¢_00 CONTINUE
_GO0 COIwIINUE
C
RE TURN
EN D
GO TO 4000
GO TO 4200
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C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
RELAXATION SUBROUTINE
\
8001 FORMAT ( 20H ITERATION NUMBER = _ I4_ 14H RESIM = _ FiO.4 )
_n._2 F_.]i.}r._i_ ( • F, = ", L_IS,Z, " iN = ", I_ _ JC : ", I_+ • RHO
8._0_ FOR_I I. + RHOCM = ", E12.5, " P = ", E12.5_ " " IN = ", I5,
" " JC = ", I5 )
CO MMO._
COMMON
COMMON
DATA
]PL T/
R(IOO,LO0), RESID(LO0)
ISIL(150), IPIB(150)_ W(LSO), X(LSO), Y(ISO), Z(150),
JTHL(tSOI, JTMB(150)_ PSI(LOOpLOD)_
RS{IO0), RP(lOO)p ESL(LO0|I, RC(lOO)_
E_(150), RD(150)_ BD(I_O), SIAO(150)_ MNM_ IL_ JL, IIB_
[IE_ B, DELTA_ RESIM_ DPSIP_ KK_, DEX_ ACC_ JLE_ BN_
P_IFR_ RHO(iO0_IO0), G_ WOOT_ WW_ KKL_ RHOIN_ POIN_ HCIN_
RCiN, VTHIN_ VMOINI PSm RRIt50)_ BZ(tSO), SIA(150) _ RT_
I_PUF_ RRL+ITRIP_PDEL,JDPL
IABCI
RHOT(t00|_ HT{IO0}_, PT(_O0)
NUM I01
ARITHMETIC STATEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR INTERPOLATION
AA (DEX)
B8 (DEX)
CC (DEXI
tF
DO (DEX)
= { ( DEX I 3. ) + ( 0.5 " DEX "+ Z ) + { ( OEX "" 3 )
/ b, ) ) + ( -t, )
= ( ( 3, • DEX / 2. ) + ( 2. " DEX +" 2 ) + ( ( DEX +"
3 ) / 2. ) )
= ( 3. " DEX • ( ( 5, + DEX _" 2. ) / 2. ) + ( ( DEX
•_ 3. ) ! 2. ) ) • ( -to )
= ( 1° + ( tt. " DEX / 6. ) + { DEX "" 2. ) + { ( DEX
"" 3, ) I 6, ))
RESI2 = tOOOO.
ILMX = IL - 1
CKK = I.
CCC = 1,
I00 DPSIi = ( -11. " PSI{IL_X) ÷ tB. + PSI(IL-t_I) -9.
+ + PSI(IL-2,1) + 2o " PSI( IL-3_ t) ) I DELTA
VTHC = - CCC " DPSIt I (RHO(IL_t) * BZ(IL) " RR(ILI + 6. )
_ENO = I./(RHOIN'BZ{IL}'RR(IL ))''z"
BOIN = DENO " ( ( ( Ol÷ O2) I DELTA ) "" 2 + ( ( Et÷ E2)
+ I DELTA ) "_ 2 )
DO 3400 JJ= I_ JL
IPB = IPlB(JJ)
ISL = ISIL{JJ)
II = 0
DO 3300 _N= IPR, ISL
I[ - 11 • i
_RI; = JJ - jTHB{IN) * i
JGIFI = JJ - JTHB(IN+t) ÷ t
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C
C
C
C
C
JC IHt = jJ ® ,)TN_ [k-t) { 1
IF ( ( IN .IT. IIB ) .OR. ( IN .GI. IIE ) )
ZOO IF ( JJ .EQ. jTH_._N) ) GO ;c_ ]CO
GO TO 500
GC TO 1100
300 PSIJ = O,
R_41J = RHO(IN,JCi " ( I. ÷ W(IN| ) - RHOilN_JC÷I) • W(IN)
IF ( IN .EQ. ISIL (JJ) J GO TO 400
GO TO 2ZOO
_00 PSII = O.
RHII = RHO(INpJC) _ ( 1, * Z(JJ) ) " RHO(IN-ltJCIMI) * Z(JJ)
BIJ = BZ (INi
BII = ( I. - Z(JJ) ) " BZ(IN) ÷ Z(JJ} " BZ(IN+I}
GO TO 2ZOO
500 IF ( IN .EO. IPIq(JJ) )
GO TO 700
GO TO 600
600 PSI(IN-ItJCIMI)= PSIPR
BII = BZ(IN.I)
BIJ = BZ (IN)
RHO(IN-I_JCIMI)= ( I. ÷ X(JJ) ) • RHO(IN,JC) - X(JJ) •
_HO(IN÷IpJCIPI)
RSIJ = PSIKINtJC-I)
RHIJ = RHO(IN_JC-I}
BSII = PSI (IN*I, JCIP1}
RHII = RHO(IN÷I,JCIP1)
IF ( IN .GT. IIE _ GO TO 2100
700 IF ( JJ .EC. JTHL(IN) ) GO TO 800
GO TO 900
800 PSI(IN,JC÷t)= PSIPR
RHO(IN,JC÷I)= RHO(IN,JC) • ( 1. + Y(IN) ) - RHO(IN_JC-1) - _(IN}
900 IF ( IN .EQ. ISIL (JJ) ) GO TO 1000
IF ( IN .EQ. IPIB(JJ) ) GO TO 2200
GO TO 2_00
I000 IF ( IN .GT° IIE ) GO TO 2000
PSII = O.
BII = ( I. - Z(JJ) ) _ 8Z(IN) + Z(JJ) * 8Z(IN+t)
BIJ = BZ (IN}
RHII = RHO(IN_JC) " ( 1. ÷ Z(JJ) ) - RHO(IN-I,JCIMI) " Z(JJ)
RHIJ = RHO(IN,JC) • ( I. ÷ W(IN) ) - RHO(INtJCtt) " _(IN)
PSIJ = FSI(IN,JC-I)
GO TO 2_00
C
II00 IF ( JJ .EQ. JTHB(TN) )
GO TO 1600
IZO0 JJl = JTHL(Ik) - JThR(IN) + I
PSIJ = PSI(IN_JJL) - PSIPR
RHIJ = RHO(INyJJL)
W(IN) = Y(1)
IF ( IN ,LT. lIB )
GO TO 1200
GO TO 1300
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C
C
C
C
GC TC 1400
1300 DEX = 1,0
PSIJ = _, _ PSI(IN_JC+I) - 6. _ PSI(IN,JC+2} + W.
" PSI(IN,JC÷3) - PSI(IN, JC*4)
RHIJ -- &, _ RHO(INIJC_I) - 6, _ RHO(IN,JC+2) + 4.
" RHO(INtJC+3) - RHO(INpJC+4)
IWO0 IF ( ( IN .EQ. ISL ) ,AhD_ ( IN .LT. lIB ; ) GO TO 1500
GO TO 2100
1500 PSII = O.
RHII : RHO(IN,JG) _ ( 1. + Z(JJ) ) - RHO(IN-1,JCIMI) " Z(JJ)
BII = { 1. - Z{JJ) ) _ BZ{IN) * Z(JJ) _ BZ(IN*I)
81J = BZ (IN)
GO TO 2200
1600 IF ( JJ .EQ, JTHL (IN) ) GO TO 1700
GO TO 2000
1700 PSI(IN,JC+I)= PSI(IN,l) + PSIPR
RHO(INpJC+L) = RHO (IN, 1)
IF ( IN ,LT. IIB )
GO TO 1900
GO TO 1800
1800 DEX = Y(t)
PSI(IN,JC+I)= AA(DEX) _ PSI(IN, JC-3) + BB(DEX) _ PSI(IN,
" JC-2) * CC{DEX) * PSI(IN_JC-I) * DO(OEX) _ PSI(
" IN,JC)
RHO|IN_JC+I)= AA(DEX) _ RHO(INgJC-3) $ BB(DEX) ,w RMO(INpJC-2) +
CC(OEX) " RHO(IN,JC-£) + OO(OEX) " RHO(IN,JC)
RH IJ
2100 PSII
BII
BIJ
RHII
C
2200 WWW
XXX
YY Y
ZZZ
1900 IF ( ( IN .EQ. IPIB(JJ) ) .AND. ( IN .GT. IIE ) )
2000 PSIJ = PSI(INtJC't)
= RHO(I N_JC-1)
= PSI (IN÷I_JCIPt)
= BZ (IN+I)
= BZ (IN)
= RHO(IN+I_ JCIP1)
= 1.0
= 1,0
= 1.0
= 1.0
IF ( JJ ,EQ. JTHL(IN) )
IF ( JJ ,EQ, JTHB(IN) )
IF ( Itw .EQ. IPIB(JJ) )
IF ( IN ,EQ. ISIL(JJ) )
01
4_
DZ
Et
4_
E2
YYY = Y(IN)
WWW = W(IN)
XXX = X(JJ)
ZZZ = Z(JJ)
= ZZZ • (PSIKIN-ItJCIMt) - PSI(IN, JC| } /
( XXX _ ( XXX + ZZZ ) )
= XXX _ ( PSI(IN,JC} - PSII ) I ( ZZZ " ( XXX *
ZZZ ) )
= YYY • ( PSIJ - PSI(IN, JC) ) / ( WWW " ( YYY +
WWW ) )
= WWW * ( PSI(IN_JC) - PSI(IN,JC*I) ) /
( yYy • ( YYY + WWW ) )
GO TO 200
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C
C IF((IN.EQ. ISL}._N_]. r,ISL,EQ. ILMI).AND. (JG.EQ.3)) GO TO 2210
C GO TO 2220
C2210 BOIN = DENt _ (((DI,_2)/DELTA)**2+K{EI*E2}/DELTA)_2)
2220 IF ( ITRIP ,EQ. 0 ) GO TO 2600
WRSQ : ( ww - RR(IN) ) _ 2
OENO = 1, i ( RHOIN • BZ(IN) " RR(IN)) "_ 2,
IF(IN.LT, IIE) GO TO 2300
COIN = BOIN - ((RR(IN)'WW)'_2,)
GO TO 2_0 0
2300 COIN - BOIN - ( ( RRL " WW I _" 2, I
2WOO 30IN = COIN + ( POIN • 2, • G / RHOIN )
P = RHOIN • ( DENO • ( ( ( D1 • D2 ) I DELTA ) _ 2
( ( El _ E2 ) I DELTA ) _ 2 ) - WRS_ - DOZN ) _ ( -I,
) / ( Z. • G )
WRITE (6 _8 002)P _IN pJC, RHO(IN tJG)
IF((IN,EQ.ISL),AND,(ISL,EQ. ILM1))GO TO 2510
IF(PoLIoPOIN) GO TO 2510
GO TO 250 0
2510 WRITE{6_BOO2IB_INpJCpRHO(INpJC)
C
2500 IF { P ,tT, PS ) GO TO ZTO0
GO TO 3300
2600 RHIJ = AMAX1 ( RHIJ_ 0,000006 )
RHO(IN_JC•I)= AMAXt ( RHO(INtJC•t) _ 0.000006 )
RHII = _MAXL ( RHIIt 0,000005 )
RHO(IN-X_JCIMX) = AMAXX ( RHO(IN-XtJCIM1)p 0.000006 )
C
C
C)
C
C
AI.
,U.
Cl
C2
R:I
4F
R2
R3
R_
C3
C_
= ! 2. " (RR(IN) _ 2 ) " WW " 8Z(IM) _ RNO(IN,JC)
* SIA(IN) ) " DELTA _ DELTA
= ZZZ _ ( ALOG (RMO(IN-I_JCIMi) _ BIJ ) " ALOG ( RHO(IN
tJG) " BZ(IN) ) ) / ( XXX _ ( XXX • ZZZ ) )
= XXX * ( ALOG (RHO(IN_JC) " BZ(IN) ) - ALOG ( RHII "
6II ) ) / ( ZZZ " ( XXX • ZZZ ) )
- (PSI(IN-ItJCIM1) - PSI(IN_JC) ) I ( XXX _ (
XXX + ZZZ ) )
- (PSI(IN_JC) - PSIl ) / ( ZZZ " ( ZZZ • XXX ) )
= (PSI(IN_JC+I) - PSI(IN,JC) ) / ( YYY • ( YYY •
WWW ) )
- (PSI(IN_JC) - PSIJ I / ( WWW • ( WWW • YYY ) )
= WWW • ( ALOG (RHIJ) - ALOG (RHD(IN_JC) ) ) i ( YYY •
( YYY • WWW ) )
= YYY * ( ALOG (RHO(IN_JC)) - ALOG (RHO(INtJC+I) ) ) I
( WWW = ( ¥YY • WWW ) )
R(IN,JC) = - ( A1 ÷ ( 01 _ D2 ) _ ( Ct + C2 ) = CCC - 2. = ( ( R1
- R2 ) * CCC * ( R3 - RW ) _ CKK ) • ( Ei • E2 ) _ (
C3 ÷ C4 ) * CKK )
IF ( ITRIP .EQ, 0 ) GO TO 3300
IF{P.GT,POIN ) GO TO 3300
WRITE (6_B002) P, IN, JC_ RHC(IN_JC)
GO TO 3300
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_fiJi] CALL I'AE!_ ( F_ P_IF'_ PT_ RHOT_ 11 1_ KKL )
IF _RHI_L |,. 000006} RHIP=.O00006
HRITE (6_fi002) P_IN_JC_RHIP
RH0(_H_,.JC) = RH_P
GO TO 3300
GO TO ;_710
,.,- ....((RHIP/RHO(II_pJC))-I,0}.LT,,O01] GO TO 2710
RHO(IN,JC) =.5"(RHO(INyJC) +RHIP)
RH OCM= RF_O ( IN _JC)
OENO=I,/(RHOCM'_I_Z(IN) _RR(IN))_2
P = RHOCH _ ( DEN0 " ( ( ( Ol + O2 ) / DELTA ) "= Z + ( (
* Et + E2 ) / DELTA ) _" 2 ) - WRSQ - ODIN } _ ( -1, )
,_ / ( 2. '_ G )
GO TO 2700
27'05 WRITE(6,BO02) P,IN,JC,RHIP
GO TO 260 0
2_'10 WRIIE(6_8002) P_IN,JC,RHO(IN_JC)
GO TO 2600
IF ( RHIP .LE. O. )
C
"''" "'_ "'_''''''" _" RELAX
2800 RHOCM = RHIP
IF ( ITRrIP ,EO, I ]
WRITE {6_8003) RHOCM_ P_ IN_ JC
IF ( ITRIP. EQ. I )
C
C
RHIP = 0.000006
RHO(IN,JC) = RHOCM
GO TO 3300
DENO = 1o I ( RHCCP '_ BZ(II_) " RR(IN) ) ='_ Z.
PCAL = RHOCM * ( DENO "_ ( ( ( Ol + 02 ) / DELTA ) "_ 2 + ( (
'_ E1 + E2 ) / DELTA ) "" 2 ) - HRSQ - DOIN ) _ ( -1o )
•, t ( 2. • G )
IF ( ITR_P .EO. 0 ) GO TO 2900
WRITE (E,8002) P_ IN_ JC_ RHO(IN, JC)_ PCAL
2900 IF ( ( ABS ( PCAL / P ) - I. ) .LT. 0.0001 ) GO TO 3tO0
IF ( FCAI: .LT. PSAV ) GO TO 3000
RHO(IN,JC} = RHOCM
GC TO 3tO0
3000 RHO(ZN_JG) = RHOIN - 0.05 _ (RHO(IN_JC) - RHOCN )
IF ( RHC(II_JC) °LT° 0,00002 ) RHO(IN_JC) = RHOTN
GO TO 2600
3100 IF ( RHCCM .LE. O. )
3ZOO RHO(IN_JC): RHOCM
GO TO 2600
3300 CONTINUE
3G00 CONTINUE
IF (ITRIF.NE. O) GO TO _800
3500 DO 4300 JJ= I, JL
IPB = IPIB(JJ)
ISL = ISIL (J J)
II = 0
DO _00 I_- IPB, ISL
II = !I + l
RHOCM = 0,000006
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C
C
WHW = t,,0
XX X = 1.0
YYY = 1.0
ZZ Z = 1.0
IF ( JJ ,,EG. JTHL (IN) )
IF ( JJ .EQ. JTHB(IN) )
IF ( IN .EQ. IPIB(JJ) )
IF ( IN ,EQ, ISIL(JJ) )
YYY = Y(IN)
WWW = W(IN)
XXX = X{JJ)
ZZZ = Z (J J}
JC
JClPt
JCIMt
OP SI
R( IN, JC )
= JJ - JTHB(IN) + I
= JJ- JTHB(IN+I) • 1
= JJ- JTHB(IN-I) + t
= R(IN_JC) I ( ( I. I WWW ) + ( I. / XXX } + ( I. / YYY
) • ( 1. / ZZZ ) )
= 0,,,,
PSI(IN,JC)= PSI{IN_JC) ÷ OPSI
IF ( ( IN .lT. lIB ) .OR. ( IN .GI. IIE ) ) GO TO 3600
IF ( ( JJ .EQ. JTHB(IN) } .AND. ( IN .EQ. ISIL(JJ) ) ) GO TO 4100
IF ( JJ .EQ. JTHR(IN) ) GO TO WOO0
IF ( IN .EQ. ISIL(JJ} ) GO TO 4100
GO TO 3900
3600 IF ( JTHB(IN) .EQ. JJ ) GO TO ]700
IF (JTHL(IN) .EQ. JJ ) GO TO 3800
GO TO 3gO0
3700 JJl = JTHL(IN) - JTHB(IN) + t
JB = JTHL(IN)
R(IN_JJI) = R(IN,JJL) + OPSI " ( t. / YYY )
IF ( IN ,EO. ISIL(JJ) )
GO TO 4000
C
3800 JJB = JTHB(II)
RIIN, t; = R(IN, I) + OPSI
R(IN,JC-t)=R(IN,JC-I)+OPSl _ (I./VWW)
GO TO _000
C
C
GO TO QIO0
3900 R(IN_JC-t)= R(INtJC-I) ÷ DPSI * ( I. ! WWW )
_000 R(IN+%_JGIPI)= RIIN÷t,JCIFI) + ORSI _ ( %. I ZZZ )
4tO0 R(IN_JC-I)= R(IN_JC*I) * DPSI * ( I. I YYY }
R( IN-I_JCIMI )= R(IN-t_JCIMI) + DPSI * ( t. / XXX )
WZO0 CONTINUE
4300 CONTI NUE
IlM1 = ll - 1
DO W500 II: 2, ILMI
RESID(II) = O.
JJ = 0
JTB = JTHB(III
JTL = JTHL(II)
C
O0 W=,OO JN= JTB, JTL
JJ = JJ ÷ 1
IF ( ( AB$ (R(II_JJ) ) ) .GTo RESID(II) )
4400 CO_II_UE
RESI C(II)= ABS (R(II, Jj) )
4500 CONTINUE
C
DO 4600 II= 2_ ILMI
IF ( RESID(II) ,GI, RESIM )
4600 CONTINUE
IF (RESIM. GI. REST2) STOP
RESI2=2.0_RESI M
IF ( RESIM .GT, ACC )
GO TO _80 0
C
W?O0 NUM = NUM * 1
WRITE (6_8001) NUM_ RESIM
RESIM = O,
IF(NUM.E_.50) GO TO _710
GO TO 100
_TltO CALL PREWRT
CALL WRTOUT
GC TC 100
C
_,800 NUM = NUM * 1
WRITE (6_8001) NUMp RESIM
RESIM = O,
RETURN
END
RESIM = RESID(II)
GO TO W700
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C
C
SUBROUTINE PREWRT
ROUTINE TO CALCULATE OPSIDOt DPSIOUt AND PHI VALUES BEFORE
GC[KG INTO WRTOUT
800t FORMAT ( ##/I'_ .,._.e_.4.tt
COMMON
it.
,e.
VOLUME = =t ELZ,5 )
ISILILBO)t IPIB(150)_ W(LBO) t X(LSO) t Y(150)t Z(150)t
JTHL([SO)_ JTHB(150)_ PSI(lOOtlOO)t
RS(LO0|_ RP(tOO) t ESI(IOO)t RC(ZOO)t
ED(150)_ RD(150)t B0(150)_ SIAD(150) t MNMt ILt JLt ZIBt
IIEt Bt DELTA_ RESIM_ DPSIPt KKt DEX_ ACC_ JLEt BNt
PSIPRt RHO(IOO_IOO)t Gt WDOTt WWt KKLt RHOIN_ POINt HOIN_
ROINt VTHINt VVOIN_ PSt RR(150)_ BZ(150)t SIA(150) t RT_
I NPLk¢ t RRL tITRIPtPDEL t JOPL
COMMON / CB.A /
• E NC
COMMON /NDG/
q' NN3Gt LN3G_ KN3Gt ILNDGt THETMINt THETMAXt EMIN_
EMAXt ICNT(99)_ THETS(IOO)t THETC(IO0) t THETP(IO0) t
ECl(lOO)t EP2([OO)t ESSZ(IOO)t KNTI_ KNT2
HDELTA
SU M
ILL
E
= DELTA _ 0,5
-" 0,,
= IL " L
= -( FLOAT ( IFIX ( ENC / DELTA ) ) _ DELTA ) - DELTA
C
30 3000 II: It ILL
E = E * DELTA
JT8 = JTHB(II)
JTL = JTHL (II)
JJ = 0
O0 2900 JN= JTBt JTL
JJ = JJ ÷ L
C
2tO0 COSA = COS ( ASIN (SIA(II) ) )
THETA = FLOAT (JN-1) '_ OELIA
IF ( II ,LE, IIB ) GO TO ZZOO
IF ( JN .EQ, JTB ) GO TO 2400
IF ( Jfl oEQ, JTL ) GO TO Z600
r;
C
C
VOLUME = DELTA I COSA '_ DELTA _ RR(III " BZ(II)
GO TO 2800
2200 DELT = OELTA
DELE = DELTA
IF ( II ,EO, I ) DELE = HOELTA
IF ( JN ,EQ° JTL ) DELT = HDELTA _ DELTA _ Y(1)
IF ( JN ,EQ, I ) DELT = HDELTA
VOLUME = DELE / COSA 'p RR(II) " DELT _ BZ(II)
GO TO 2800
2300 DELE = DELTA
IF ( IT ,EQ, ISIL (1) ) DELE = HDELTA * DELTA _' Z(I)
195
VOLUHE --.DELL / COSA '_ RR(II) • HOELTA '_ BZ(II)
GO TO 2800
C
Z_O IF ( IT .GT, lIE ) GO TO Z500
EUi = E 4. HDELTA
_ii.i:. = E. - H_LIA
C;ALL I"A{_ ( EUL_ THETUI, ESSL, THETS_ 2, tp NNDG )
CALL TABL ( EL1, T_ETLI_ ES$I, THET$, 2, I, NNDG )
C
C
THEIU2 = IHETA + H3ELTA
THETL2 : THETA - HDELTA
GALL TABL { THETU2, EU2_ THETS, ESS1, 2, I_ NNDG )
CALL TAB_ ( THETL2, EL2_ THETS_ ESS1, 2_ It NNDG )
EULC = AMINt ( EU1, EU2 )
THEILC = AMIN1 ( THETUt, THE'[U2 )
EHGT = ( EULC -" ELL ) / COSA
TLNGTM = (( THETU2 - THETLC ) • ( THETUZ - THETL1 )) / Z,O
VOLUME = EHGT 4 RR(II) * BZlII) " TLNGTH
GO TO 2800
2506 VOLUME = '_ELTA / COSA '_ RR(III • HOELTA • BZ(II)
GO TO 2800
C
2600 IF ( II .GT, IIE ) GO TO 2700
EU1 = E _" HDELTA
EL 1 = E " HDELTA
CALL TAP.L ( EU1, THETU1, EP2t THETP_ 2_ It LNDG )
CALL TABI_ ( EL[_ THETL]._ EP2j THETPI 2t 1, LNDG )
C
THETUZ = THETA ÷ HDELTA
THETL2 = THETA - HDELTA
CALL TABL ( THETU2_ EU2_ THETP, EP2, 2, I, LNDG )
CALL TABL ( THETL2, EL2p THETP, EPZt Z_ tt LNDG )
EULC = AMAXI ( ELI_ EL2 )
THETLC = AMAXI ( THETL%, THETLZ )
EHGT = ( EUI - EULC ) / COSA
TLNGTH = (( THETU1 - THETL2 ) _" ( THETLC - THETL2 )) I 2.0
VOLUME = EHGT '* RR(II) • TLNGTH • BZ(II)
GO TO 2800
2700 OELT
VOLUME
= HDELTA + DELTA • Y(II)
= DELTA / COSA • RR(II) • DELT • BZ(II)
C
2800 VOLUME
$U M
2900 COhTI_UE
._000 CONTINUE
WRITE (6G 8001)
RETURN
EN D
= VOLUME • RHO(II_JJ)
= SUM • VOLUME
SUM
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SUBROUTINE WRTOUT
C
C ROUTINE TO PROCESS AND PRINT OUTPUT
C
8001 FORMAT ( 5H E : tF10.4_lH I = _I4tlH R = _FtOoZ*vTH
•499H SIA = tFtO._)
8002 FORMAT(IXGHPSI = FIO. NtIOH THETA = FJLO.4pSH PFI = F IO.4_EH
• FtO.WtBH U : FtO.4)
8003 FORMAT( _ IJK IS GREATER THAN 2E • )
C
C
C
C
C
B = _FIO.
V =
COMMON
COPHON
COMMON
COMMON
ISIL(tSO), IPIB(150)_ k(ZSO)9 X(150), Y(l_O) _ Z(tSO)_
JTHLttSO)_ JTHB($50)_ PSI (tOQ_tO0)
RS(IO0)_ RP(tOO)t ESt(tOO)_ RC(LOOIp
ED(150)_ RD(150)_ BD(150) _ SIAD(tSO) p MNM_ IL_ JL_ IIBt
IIE_ By DELTA_ RESIM_ OPSIP_ KK_ OEX_ ACC_ JLE_ BN_
PSIPRp RHO(IOO_IOQ)_ Gp WOOTt WW9 KKL_ RHOINt POINt HOIN_
RCINt VTHIhp VMOIN_ PS_ RR(150)_ BZ(150) _ SIA(150) _ RT!
INPUF_ RRLtITRIP_PDEL_JDPL
/FLT/
THT _( tOO )
I OB AI
ENC
/ NO G/
NNDGt LNOG_ KNDG_ ILNOG_ THETHIN_ THETMAX_ EMIN_
EMAXt ICNT(99)t THETS(IO0)_ THETC(tO0)_ THETP(tO0)_
ECI(tO0) _, EP2(lOO) _ ESSt(tO0) t KNTt_ KNT2
ARITHNETIC STATEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR INTERPOLATION
AA (DEll
BB (DEll
CC (aEX)
_F
DD (DEll
E
ENIN
ECCt
THETCC
THETPP
= ( ( DEX / 3. ) * ( 0.5 • OEX ** 2 } * ( ( DEX •" 3 ) /
E. ) | = ( -1. )
= ( ( 3. _ DEX / 2. ) • ( 2, * DEX _= 2 ) • ( ( DEX =v 3
) I 2. ) )
= ( 3. _ DEX • ( ( 5. * OEX _" 2, ) / 2. ) * ( ( _EX _
3° ) l Z, ) ) '_ ( -1, )
= ( 1. • ( 11. _ DEX / 6. ) • ( DEX •• 2. ) + ( ( DEX _
3. ) / 6. ) )
: -( FLOAT ( IFIX ( ENG I DELTA ) ) = DELTA ) - DELTA
= E • DELIA
= EC 1 (KNDG)
= THETC(KN3G)
= THETP(LNDG)
IJ KNDG : 160
SIMIN = -L,05 _ I}SIPR
KNT1 = 0
KNT2 = 0
LF ILE : 9
ILL = IL - t
O0 TOO IT= It ILL
E : E • DELTA
CALL TABL ( E_ RPRNT, EO_ ROy 3_ t_ MNM )
CALL TABI_ ( Et BPRNT_ ED_ BD_ 3t t_ MNM )
L97
C
C
C
C
C
KKK = 0
LLL = Q
JTB = JTHB(II)
JTL = JTHL(II)
JJ = 0
MM = 0
DO 500 jN= JIB. JTL
IC = II - IPIB(JN) + I
JJ = Jd • %
MM = MM • t
IF ( ( II .LT. IIB ) .OR. ( II .GT. IIE ) )
IF ( JN .EQ. JTB ) GO TO 100
GO TO 300
GO TO 300
100 THTA(MM) = ( ( FLOAT(JN-1) ) - W{II) ) " DELTA
DEX = W(II)
RC(MM) = AA(_EX) * PSI(II_JJ•3) _ BB(DEX} * PSIIII,JJ•2) •
CC(DEX) " PSI(IIgJJ+I) • DD(DEX) " PSI(II.JJ)
MM = MM + 1
GO TO 300
200 MM
THTA (MM)
DE X
RC (MM)
GO TO (,O0
= MM + I
= ( (FLOAT(JN-I) ) + Y(II) ) * DELTA
= Y( If|
= AA(OEX) * PSI(II_JJ-3) • BB(DEX) * BSIIII,JJ-2) +
CC(DEX) " PSIIII,JJ-t) + DO(DEX) " BSI(II,JJ)
300 THTA(MM) = (FLOAT(JN-1) ) * _ELTA
RC(MM) = PSI(II_JJ)
IF ( JN .EO. JTL ) GO TO 200
400 K = MM
50O CONTINUE
PSIP = SIMIN
JJK = 0
DO 600 IJK= It IJKNDG
PSIP = PSIP • OPSIP
IF ( PSIP .LT. -O.O001 .AND. E .LT. EOC1 )
IF ( FSIP .GT. BSIBR .AN_. E .GT. O. )
GO TO 600
GO TC 700
CALL TABL ( PSIPt THETA_ RC, THTAp 3, 1, K )
IF ( THETA .LT. O. .OR. THETA .GT. THETPP )
IF ( E .(_E. ECCt .AN_. THETA .LT. THETCC )
IF ( E ,LE. ESSI(1) ,AND, THETA ,GT, THETP{I} )
GO TO 600
GO TO 600
GO TO 600
IF (MODIIJK,2) .EQ. 0 ) GO TO 600
IFILE - IFIX ( ( PSIP • PSIPR ) / ( DPSIP • 2.0 ) • 9.25 )
ICNT{IFILE) = ICNT(IFILE) • 1
IF ( IFI[E .EQ. 44 } IFILE = 2
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C
CALL ALTFILE ( LFILE, IFILE, NODM )
LFILE : IF][LE
WRITE (IFILE) E, THETA, PSIP
600 CONTINUE
lO0 CONIINUE
CALL ALTFILE (LFILE_ 9_ NOUM )
EMAX = E
CALL PLCIrT
KK = 1
RE TURN
EN O
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C
C
C
F,
C
C
C
SURROUT!NE TO PLOT OUTPUT DATA
COMMON /PI T/
F.(;?[_3_,_ THETA{200) , PSI{200)
/,_JPG/
t4K_7)G,LN_G, K_GG, ILN_G, THETMIN, THETM_X_ EMIN,
EMAX, ICNT{99) _ THETS(IO0) _ THETC(IO0) _ TMETP(LO0}
ECI (I00) , EP2(IO0), ESl(tDO) _ KNTip KNI2
3ATA KNTO / 0 /
IF ( KNTO .NE. O )
GALL INIT 280
KN TO = t
[00 CONTINUE
GO TO 100
E,_IN
EMAX
THETPP
CALL SETUP
= AMINI ( EMINt ESI(t)_ EPZ(1)_ ECt(1} )
= AMAXI ( EMAXp ESX(NNOG)_ EP2(LNDG)_ ECI{KNDG) )
= THETP {I}
O0 ?O0 I = 1p NNDG
E(1) = THETS(I) + THETPP
200 E{I+IO0} = EMAX - ( ESt(I} - EMIN }
DO 300 I = I_ LNDG
THETA(I) = THETP(I) - THEIPP
300 THETA{I+IO0) = EMAX- (EP2(I) -EMIN )
O0 400 I = I, KNOG
400 PSI(1) = EMAX - ( ECI{I} - EMIH )
O0 500 I = 1, 2
CALL LINES ( E{IOI)_ THETS(1), NNDG )
CALL LINES ( THETA{t01)_ THETPII}t LNDG )
CALL LINES { PSI{t}, THETC(1), KNDG )
CALL LINES ( E{tOt), E(1), NNDG )
CALL LI_ES ( THETA(I01)_ THETAtt)t LNOG )
CALL LINE ( E{tOt}, THETPP, EMAX_ THETPP )
CALL LI_E ( EMAX, THETFR, EMAX, THETMIN )
CALL LTNE ( EMIN, THETP(LNDG), THETA(LNDG*IO0) p THETP(LNDG) )
CALL LIKE ( EMIN, TMETC(KNDG) p PSI(KNOG}_ THETC(KNDG) )
500 CONTINUE
LF ILE = 9
30 800 I = 9, 99
IJK = TCNT(I)
IC_T(I) = 0
IF ( IJK .EQ. 0 )
IT = I
IF { I ,EQ, 44 )
CALL ALTF!LE ( LFILE, II, NDUM }
LF ILE = II
REWTN3 IT
IF { IJK .EQ. I )
GO TO 800
II : Z
GO TO 800
2OO
C
C
DO 600 J = I_ IJK
READ (II) E(J) , THETA(J) p FSI (J)
E(J) = EMAX - ( E(J) - EMIN )
600 CONTINUE
REWIND II
DO 700 d = lp Z
CALL LINES ( E(1)_ THETA(1)_ IJK )
700 CONTINUE
800 CONTINUE
CALL ALTFIIE ( LFILEt 9_ N_UM )
CALL FRANE
RE TURN
EN D
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C
C
C
C
SUqROUTIK£ S C _'_dF
SUBROUTINE TO SETUP GRID FCR PLOTS
COMMON INOG/
Nk3G, LN_G_ KN3G_ ILNOG, THETMINr THETMAX, EMIN,
EMAXp ICNT(99}_, THETS(I_O) r TI'dETC_.J_O), lrHETP(ICO) _
ECL(|.O0), EP2(IOO)9 ESi(:t. OO) t KNII_ KNI2
CALL CHAROPT ( Ot Or t, Or 0 )
CALL LINEOPT ( Ol 1 )
CALL ABSBEAM ( ,tSr ,993 )
CALL ABSVECI ( .tSr .21_ )
CALL ABSVECT ( .930, .214 )
CALL LINEOPT ( Or 0 )
CALL MAP (EMINr EMAXr IMETMIN_ THETMA×I, ,1_, ,,930, .21h, r .993 )
DO tOO K = 1_ 2
CALL ABSBEAM ( .St ,15 )
CALL SYMBOL ( 3HEI. )
CALL ABSBEAM ( ,OSp .6 )
CALL SYMBOL ( 3HF|. )
CALL ABSBEAM ( °_, .08 )
100 CALL SYMBOL ( 2THCOOROINATES IN Er F PLANES. )
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX F
!_,_t Data Interpolation Program
For all of the turbopump inducers analyzed in this study,
b tade geometrical data was derived from inducer design drawings.
This data is normally tabulated on the drawing for only a few
blade sections at a constant distance off the inducer hub. A
computer program was written to provide input data for additional
blade sections located at a constant percent of blade span.
Figure F.I illustrates this procedure. Sections R.± and R 2 repre-
sent tvplcal blade sections for which blade geometrical data is
supplied. This data is linearlzed to yield associated geometry
for blade sections at 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of the blade
span, shown as dashed lines in this figure.
Figures F.2 through F.6 show a typical sequence of data
manipulation for the J-2 LOX inducer, Figure F.2 is a plot of
the tabulated data given on the inducer design drawing (Figure
5.1). This data is normallzed to the blade leading edge
(Figure F.3), non-dimensionallzed (Figure F.4), and linearly
interpolated (Figure F.5) to yield the required input data for
the five blade sections (Figure F.6). The final form of the
data is then punched on computer cards for input to the turbo-
pump cavitation compliance program.
The following pages of this appendix present a listing of
the input data interpolation program. The liberal use of
comment cards makes the program operation self-explanatory.
Sample input/output listings are also provided.
C •
C.
C.
C,
C.
C,
C.
C,
S,
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C,
C.
Co
C,
C.
I0
C •
_e
15
2O
J.
203
P_JGRAM BL. ADE_(_NPUT_OU[PUT,TAPES=INPUTpTAPES=OJTPJT,FIL_PLpPUNCH)BD2
P_JGRaM TO INrE_POLAT£ BLADE li4PJf DATA F3_ fgO SECTIONS BD2
:Ji_'}El"-.IOf,_ [1[.i_5,_ f[rL>'<8), X{5(|)_ Y1_(53), Y!2{SJl_ Y2[{63), _ :) .I._[] ,_
12(50; _ YIUJM(]O)_ _'?_]UI(_O)_ YJD!JI(50) , Y_OU_I(SJ)t XL(5O) _ X2(5JI_BOZ
2 TE_ {5) _ WILEDG(5_ t <:1_15_1) _ YLEDG(_) _ KT(Sl; _ Y[ t1151) _ YTL2(_l)BO_
L,13)_ YRL_) _ YR2I _; _ f1(5_5t) _ Y2(S_Jl) _ YCS(5I) _ TPAC(SL) _ AXIjL) BO2
OL::_NI F[-_ OF 11PJ[ DATA
_'&R9 L T![L£ : TIT_.E COM!O:I TO A_.L C;&SES (_ALJ FORMAT)
:]aR._ _ rZrL7 : rIT_E _EC'JLI]AR TO EACH I;ASE (651:] FORMAT)
,-._:?L: 3 IPJNCI_ _NTZRP ;1015 FORMAT)
11_dNCH = FLAG [3 _O_ITROL PUNCHING OF OJTPUT DATA
INIERP= FLAG r] 2,3NTROL INTERPOLATION 3F INPJI DATA
CArD z+ ALFI_ALF2_FSR_HL_HX (5;10._, FORMAT)
AL;I = H(_i.F-_;ONE ANGLE OF HOB {OEG)
AL.F2 = ANSLE 3F B_.ADE LEAJING EDGE LOCUS _3ES)
t S_ : FE,LOLI_F J_ST_,EAM P,A]IUS (IN_
H.. : FOQWA-_U _IJ9 P,ADIUS (IN)
HX = H J3 EQUIVALENT L_NSTH (IN)
CAP] 5 SI_3-P_K_CLFC (SFI'J._ FORMAT)
31 = LOCATIJN 3F INNERMOST 8LADE SECTION (IN)
S? = LOC{_TIDN 3; OUTER')DOT BLADE SECTI0t [IN)
XSSLFC: FLaG [0 CORRECT INPUT DATA IF Z Mc.&SUREO
PARALLEL TD CEN[ERLINE (NO)
,]AR3 6 BNJI_DSINC_ENC_BNC_,STWNOM (5_'10.q_ FORMAT}
BNU_ = NLIHJER OF BLADES
OGINC : NUM_F-R OF 3RID INCRE'4ENTS
ENC : UPSTR£AM EXTENSION 9 p FLOWFIELD SOLUTION
8N._ : D]NNS[R:_AH EXTENSI3,_ JP FLOWFI-LO ._OLUTION
STWNOM: NDMINA_. NIDTH OF STR--&MTUBE
CARD I X_¢IL,YL-_Y-_._Y22
R-AD (5_755) IIT_t
REAO (5_255) Tit.. _
IF (TITL2.-Q.STOPl GO f/) 205
_LAO _5_280) IPUNSH_INTERP
KE_[_ IN INDUCER GEOHETRY OAIA
REAO (5_260) &L.FL_aL=-_FSR_'_L_HX
_A9=5 ? • 29518
&NGLI:AL:I/RA3
ANSL2--.t_ LF 2/PA O
I MLTAI_=AOS (TAN(A_GLt) )
TMLCSN=ABS (COS (A_S_t))
FSL=_'SR-HL
HI=HX_'IHLTAN÷HL
FS f =,--"S R-HT
(SFIO.W FORMAT}
BD?
BD2
332
B.O2
BD2
.302
BD2
BD2
BD2
BO2
BO2
802
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BO2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
3D2
BD2
BD2
BD2
8D2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BO2
BD2
BD2
8D2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
2
6
tO
12
16
18
ZO
XZ
2_
26
28
30
32
34
36
_2
_6
_8
50
52
5,,
56
58
6O
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
_6
88
90
92
9_
96
96
R,--'A9 IN IN]UC-{ AIALYSIS DATA
READ (5_26J) _NU'_]OINJ_ENC_BNC_STNNOM
DO 15 I=t_50
IF {X(L).L[.O,) SO fa ZJ
CUNT INUE
'4#/S= [-1
A_L INPUT COHP.[IE - PRODUCE EC,HJ PRINTOJT
a_ITE (6_265) TIILL,[If,2
DO2 lOO
BD2 102
BD2 10_
BD2 106
B02 136
802 110
BD2 112
DO2 114
BD2 116
BD2 118
2O4
C@
3J
_O
C,
C.
_.wo
C.
C.
C@
3.
35
_0
C.
r_
x.# •
C,
C.
C@
WRIT_ (6_260} (X(I),¢£I_I) _YI2(1)IY21(I;,Y22(1),I=I,N_TS)
I_ (_SCLFC.LE.O.) 30 TO 3J
GJRREGT INPJT D_rA FOR Z MEASURED PARALLEL TO CE_TERLINE
30 25 I=IoNPTS
12(I} =Y12(11 /TM.ggN
YZt(I) :¥Z1(II ITM.gSN
V22(I)=_22(II/TM.33N
SONTINUE
_RITZ (b,2651 TI[-i,TIT_2
WRIT5 (69213)
WRIT_ (69270) SIPS2
WRIT£ {69260] IX(IJoflt(1)oYI2(1)_Y_t[I),YZ_(IIoI=t_NPTS}
_ONTINUE
TPI=X(NPT3)
IYI=fL2|NPTS)
TP2=X(NPIS}
Tf2=Y22|NPTS;
aRITE (69215) TPL,IYL,FP29T_2
EjHO OF INPUT COMPLETE
LINEARIZE RfZ V£RSUS ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT
_AX=_SL/TMLCSN
RMIN=FST/TMLCSN
_LSQ(I;=XiII
KLSQ(2}=X(NPTS)
_LSQ(1)=RMAX
YLSQ(21=_MIN
gALL _SQ% (29XLSO_YLSQ_RNAU[oRSLOPE_EoSRSQ}
LINZARIZATION 33MPLETE _*_ R(PHII = RNAUT + R__jPE_PHI
PLJT INPUT DAr_ NJN-NORMALIZE9
$AuL PLOTRI (KoYIIo¥I2p_21_Y229NPTS,TITLI_TII_291}
NJRMALIZE _LL INPU| T9 TR:ILIN_
30 35 I=I,NPTS
JEND:NPTS÷I-I
XI(I)=X(NPTS)-X(_E_D)
¢IDU_(I)=YI2(NPTS}-YII_JEND)
I_DU_(II:YI2(NPTS_-YI_(JENO)
_gDU_|II :_22{WPT$)-Y2t(JEND)
SONTINUE
30 40 I=IoNPT_
X(I_:XI(I_
wil{l} =_IDUM(II
f12(I_ :Y2DJM(I)
_21(I)=Y3DUMII!
¢22(1)=YWO_M(I)
33NTINUE
WRITE NORM_LI_ED INPUT DATA
WRITE (6_265) TITCI_FITL2
_RITE (69215}
WRIT£ (692601 (X(
NORMALIZATION
£]GE 330_31NATES
11 _YII(I] 9_ 12(I),Y21(II 9Y2Z(II 91:IoNPTS)
SOMPLETE
P:OT NORMALIZE] INPUT 9ATA
_ALL PLOTRI (XoYLIowL_Y_I_Y229NPTS_TITLI_TIT_292)
IF (INTE_P.LE.O} G3 TO 150
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
E,_D2
8D2
BDZ
8D2
BO2
BD2
BD2
BO?
BD2
BD2
P_D2
BD2
BD2
8D2
8D2
B92
BD2
BD2
BD2
BDZ
,_D2
BD2
B02
BO2
BD2
BD2
BD2
F3D2
BD2
BD2
DO2
B02
E)D2
BD2
BD2
9DL
BD2
BD2
892
BD2
8D2
BO2
BD2
8D2
BD2
BD2
BD2
_02
BD2
BDZ
_D2
BD2
BO£
_D2
BD2
_5
50
55
68
b5
3.
70
C.
O.
C.
8J
_5
90
95
NON-DIMENSION_LIZ. z. ALL INPUT DATA WITH RESPECT TO CHORD L-ZNGTH
_0 q5 I=2,NPTS
IF (YLI(II.EQ.YI-_(1)_ GJ TO 53
CONTINUE
NPAIRSI=I
03 55 I:_oNPTS
IF lfZI(II.EQ.Y2.)(1)) GO TO 50
CONTINUE
NPAIRS2=I
i)O 65 I=I_NPTS
XI(I| =XKII /XKNPAI_SI)
X2{l) =X(l! /X(NPAIRS2J
IF (X_(1).GT.I.) X2(1)=t.O
_ONTINUE
STORE LEADING EDGE AXIAL COORDINATES FOR ,aTEP CURVE FIT
YLDOL:Yll |NPAIRSX )
Y LOG2 =_ 21 (NPA IRS2 )
NJN-DIMENSION_IZZ ALL INPUT DATA WITH RSS_E_T T3 AXIAL CJORJ
30 lJ I=I_NPIS
YIIILI) :YIIilJ /YIL_N>AIRSI}
Y12(I)=_12(I} /YI _.(N_AIRSI)
Y2I(I)=Y2I(I)/Y2L(4_AIR$2)
Y22(I; =Y22(1)/Y2. _(NPAIRS2)
IF (v2I(I).GT.I.I YZI(I)=I.
IF
CO
(Y22{I).GT.I.I f22(l|:L.
NTINUE
WRITE NON-DIMENSI34ALIZEJ INPUT DATA
WRITE (b_2651 II[LLg[ITL2
WRITE (6_220)
WRITE (6t2_5) (XL(1)_ILII),YI2(I}_X2(II,Y21(1),Y_2(I)_I=I_NPTS)
PLJI NON-DIME_SIO_ALIZED DATA
CALL PLOTR2 (XIpVIIgYI_X_21_22,NPAIRSI_NPAIRS2_TITLI_IITL2,1)
NO_-OINENSION_IZATID_ IS NOW OOMPLETE
BEGIN INTERPOLATIJN
YfiX(t):%ll(1)
_T%2( iI =Yt2 {II
YT21(I} =YZt(I}
YT22{tI=Y2_{I)
NSEX=51
83 95 J=ZINSEX
XINC=J-I
KT(JI =.O+.02_XINC
DO Z5 I=I_NPAIRSt
SCHEME
IF {XI|I}.GE.XTIJ9 ) GJ TO 80
C3NTINUE
fTZI(J)=YII(I-I)_((II¢II-YXI(I-I))_{XT(J)-Xt(I-t)) /(XtKl)-Xt(I-£))
Yf12(J)=_12(l-l)f (_t-_(II-Yiz(I-I)) _(Kf(Jl-xt(l-t)) /(XI(1)-XI(I-I) }
DO a5 I=t,NPAIRS- _
IF (X2II)._Z.XTCJ;) 33 TO 9J
30NTINUE
VTZI(J)=_ZI(I-I)_It2I(I)-Y2I(I-I)}'(XT(J}-X2(I-I)) /(X2{I)-X2(I-I))
YT22(J)=rZ2(l-l)_If2- _(1)-Y22|I-t))*(XT{J)-X2(I-t}) /(X2¢I)-X2(I-I}}
OONTINUE
WRIT- (6_265} TIfLL,TIT._
WRITE (6_230)
WRIT_ (6_2601 {XT(I)_¢T[I(I]_YTI2(I),YT21(I),_I_;2(1)_I=t,NSEx)
DALL PLOIR2 (XT_fTI£_Tt2_XI_YT21,YT?_2_NSEX_NSCX,TITLI,TIIL2_2)
30 105 I=$_NS-X
RSTRZAM(I| :RNAJT_RSLD_E_XT {I) _X{N?AIRSI}
205
BD2
BD2
BD2
_3b ..:'
_D2
B02
_02
BL]2
BD2
_D2
BD3
8D_
B02
B02
_302
BD2
502
602
BD2
UD2
B D__
BD2
BD2
B02
BD2
BD2
BD/
9D2
BO2
BD2
_O2
8D2
BOZ
BO2
b D3
BD2
BO2
BO2
9OZ
BD2_
_D2
_D2
8Od
B02
BO2
B02
_D2
DO2
O [32
(_ [)2
B D -_"
t-_DZ
2,_2
? .**
25 C_
262
2.55
2_>2
2bt+
Z;;b
ZT'O
2 ,'Z
27E_
_ )U
2._,2
2 C'+
2_b
25B
29J
2 '._2
294
296
298
33 J
3O2
304
336
30_
3tO
5t2
,314
3[&
3_0
3_2
324
3Zb
3:_0
332
3_q
336
3_0
3_2
5 t+E_
35O
35 it
356
35 ,_
206
tO0
I]5
II0
£.
C.
_e
C.
I15
C.
120
C.
125
130
135
RSTREAM(2I =RNAUTeRSLOP._XT (If "X(NPAIRS2)
RAD (t }=S I/RST REAM (£ )
RAO (2 } --S2/RSTREAM (2}
fLSQ(I) =YTII(I)
iLSQ(2) _YT2I(II
SALL LDQI (2_AO,YLF_]_ ZSRI_SLPtpPEpSRS_)
YL3;_{Z) =YT12{I)
YLSQ(2) =_'T22(I)
_ALL LSQI (2tRAD_f.SQpYZER2_YSLP2_PE_SRSC_)
O0 lOO J:I_5
RINC_J-I
RADIJS=.IJ+.ZO_R[NC
_l(Jr I) =YZ-RI+YSLPI_RADIUS
YZ (Jr I) =YZER2+_'SLPP-fRAJIU5
C_DNTI NJE
CONTINUE
_RITE (6_265) TIFLI_TIIL2
aRITE {6_235)
DD 113 I=I_NSE_
_.IIE (6s24_) (XTtl),YI(J_I)_Y2(JII)_J=ItS!
gDNTI_UE
P_OT _ON-DIMENSIO4ALIZEO DATA FOR INTERPOLATED
CA_L PLOIR3 (Xlj¥1__P_NSEX_TIILI_TITL2_I)
LS_ FIT TO LE_DING EOG£ CDORDI.NAIES
YLSQ(1) =X(NPAIRSI)
fLSO( 21 -W( NPAIRS. >)
RSTREA_(1)=RNAUI+R_LD_Z_X(NPAIRSI)
RSI"REAM{_P) =RNAJI_=_LJ}-_-_X(NPAIRS2)
XL_Q(I} =SI/RSTREAM(I)
XLSQ(_)=S2/RSTREA_(_)
L;ALL LSOl (2,XLSQ,Y_SQ,YL_Z,YLES,PE_SRSQ}
30 1_.5 J=_5
XM=J-I
XINC=, tO+.20_XM
XLEDG (J_ =YLEZ+_LES_ XINC
_,ONTI NUE
LS] FIT IO LE_DIN; E]GE AXIAL COORDINATES
_'LSQ(I) =YLDGI
YLS_{ 2) :YLDG2
{;ALL LSQI (2,XLSQ_YL_O,YLDZ,YLOS_E_SRSQ)
O0 l__O J:l_5
XH:J-I
XINC=. IO+.20_XM
_LEDG(J) :I'LDZ+¥LO_XI4C
SDNTINUE
COMPUIE INTER)D-AT-.D B.AOZ SECTIONS
DO l_O J=l_5
09 %7_5 I-%_NSEX
XBS(Jr I) =X[ (I)_XLEDG(J)
SON[14UE
CONTINJE
O0 I_0 J=l_5
DO t35 I=i_NS-X
YI {J_ I)=_l {Jr I)_KL:DG(J)
f21d, l)=fZ(J_I)'fLE]SlJ)
CO:_T I_U6
gO,_[INUE
WRITz {6_.755) TIfLI_TITL_ 2
BLADE SECTIONS
802
BO2
BO2
BD2
802
BD2
B02
BD2
BO2
BO2
BOZ
BO2
BDZ
BD2
BD2
B02
BD2
BDZ
8D2
B02
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BDZ
BD2
BD2
BD2
802
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
802
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BO2
BD2
BD2
BD2
8D2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
B02
BD2
_D2
BD2
BD_
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
36.]
362
364
366
368
320
372
374
376
378
38O
382
.]84
386
388
390
,:392
394
396
398
_OZ
_08
kl2
k18
423
422
_26
428
k.30
k.32
k,34
_36
k,38
k.46
,+50
_52
_56
,_58
462
_7_
47_:
5 I]
55
5U
_5
'0
WRITE (Qp2WS)
30 Iw5 I=ttNSEx
WRITE _250J CXSSI J,ii,Vt (J_I),Y2(J,I),J=I,,5)
......... :.. !J i _!:,:: ,_i_,_fE _t_TA
_ALL _LOT,_4 lx.-i,_,_t_r ,_ NSEX II[=1 TITL2 iI
3ONf r "_d E--
IF _ZPL, b_:."._ ....... ji J [3 1,.,'!
NSEX=NPI S
LINEARIZE "',/Z VE_3J_ AXIAL DISPLACEMENT
×LSQ(1):D,
YLSQ(£) :FS_
CALL LSQ1 (2,×LSQ,Y_SQ,R_XZ,RAXS_PE_SRSQ)
LINFARLZATI.gN 30MP.EIE *_ R(&KI=RAXZ+RAX_AX
JEI _I__ Ax HATR[x 3F aXIAL DISP'..ASEMENIFS
_,-31 _C*_r T3 +66 PR:;NF SECTIONAL
AX(£} =-HXI _i,
t_A(t'IS:.X) =5,_HXI3,,
XNPI =NSL. X-t
AxoE...T=IAX (NSEX) -A_(t) ) IIXNPr)
90 1)5 I=E,NSEX
AXII) =AXII-t)*AxDELI
30NI I '_ !JE
SPA N)
C3 IPUIE RX HAFRIX
30 160 I=I,NS_X
RX(I) =_AXZ+R_×S*_X(I)
SONTI_IUE
OF FREESTREA_ _ADIAL OIMENSIDN_ AS FIAX)
PJISH [NPUI FDR 3A¢£1ATION PRD:3R&_ _ Yt=PRESSU_EgVZ:SUC[ION
B£_t] = 2, '_ :: S :#.
NOUM= 1
BANG= 5,28] 18/BNU I
PUNC_4.:'95_ ;[ [TL t
PUNCH?. b _ _ r IlL. ?
<STPR/=5
IF (I_TE,_P,GT,_) G3 r3
KSIP_I=?
K.--I
_J 165 I=i._"._IS
Y1 (K, £1 ::YI t (l)
XBS(K_I) :x_l)
CONTINUE
K=2
J3 II] I_L_NPIS
tt(K_I) :_J.t (I)
Y_(K_I) = ,' .: ::' ( ]: )
CON! 1 N b._
J/3 200 ; :! _.SfPRI
IN,'.;:: _ r], (F,-- 1.J _2_
J_!N,,r_/:;? 9 [NC
t?O
.-'U '4L_:4 j'" ] _,t4 SEX _ 1SEX _ N_EX _,NDUM_ NDUI_ NSEX, _ANG 9 ]SINC_ :I;_AD _ E'4C 9UNC
PC'4.:H {-_krSS,IR;-_ _,_L ,.;3DROINAIES
PJNCi_dUL_ _YI _K, I/ _ [:t _,NS-E.X }
207
802 480
BD2 482
!_,n? q#b
BOZ _90
BO/ _98
E_O2 ,_9_
BO2 496
BD2 _,98
b:)3 '!_LIO
'3D_ 532
BO2 SOu,
BO2 506
B[)2 538
BUE 510
BD2 512
BD2 51_
BD2 516
BDZ 518
BD2 520
BD2 52Z
BD2 52q.
BO2 526
BOP. 528
BD2 530
BD2 532
BO2 53#
BD2 536
BO2 538
BD2 5q. 3
BD2 5_2
802 5_4
BD2 5_6
BO2 5_8
BD2 550
BD2 552
BD2 55W
802 556
BD2 558
BD2 568
BD2 562
B02 564
_D2 566
BO2 568
BD_ 5_0
BO2 572
802 _T_
BD2 576
BO2 578
BO2 580
BD2 582
BD2 584
BDZ 586
B02 588
BD_2 5 _0
3D2 592
DOE. 5")4
BO2 596
BO2 598
t75
C.
C.
C,
1o0
g,
C,
185
C.
190
t95
200
2J5
C
210
215
220
225
zao
235
2_0
250
255
20O
2_5
270
PUN
aJNCH2
COH
3_J t75
YSC(I}
SON[IN
PUN
PJNCH_P
PU_I
mUNCH?_.
C3_q
O3 l_O
_,H SUCTION R,Z COORDINATES
95_(_2(K_I) yI=I,NSEX)
PUTE CHORD CO0_OI_AIES
I=I_NS-X
=ifllK_l) +f2{Kj i) |I?.
UE
CH CHORD R,Z C,33RDINATES
95_ (YCCII),I:Z,NSEX)
CH SUCTION /4ERA COORDINATES
95, (XBS (Kt I) ,I=t, WSEX)
_UTE PRESSURE &_SULAR COORDINATES
I=I_NSEX
TPAC(I}:K_StK_I)_J53.Z3NJM
CONTINUE
PUNC_ PRESSURE TH!rA S33RDINATES
PJNCH295_(TPAC(IIpI=t,NSEX)
PUNCH CHORD rHE[A C33ROINAT£S
_UNCH295_{XOS(KpI}_I=t_SZX)
CJMPUIE RD MATRIX OF STREAMTUB£ _AOlI
XJ=K-t
XINC:,ZO÷._D_XJ
03 185 I:I_NSEX
_D(I_=RX(1)_XINCeH.+(_-AX(I))_TMLTAN
C3NTtNUE
COMPUTE DO(I) = S[{EAMTUBE WIUCH AS
NNID=NSEX/2
RMIO=RXINMID)
O0 %_0 I=tpNSEX
BD(I)=STWNOM_RX(II/R_ID
S3NTINUE
DYBETA=RD(t)-RDINS£_)
DXBE[A=2._HX
BETA=ATAN2IOYOET%_DXJ£IA}
SIAD=SIN(BETA)
DO t95 I=$_NSEX
_UNCH_J3_RO(I)_B](I)_SIAD_AX(I)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
GO T3 13
STOP
FORMA
)
;ORM&
2HY$9
_ORMA
EOGE
FORM&
;ORM&
;J_HAT
;O_MAT
FORMAT
;ORMAT
FO_ PRCNf BLAD£ SECTION
F(AX)
BO2
BO2
BD2
8D2
[?O2
_3O2
BD2
E_D2
8D2
802
BD2
BO2
8OZ
802
_DZ
802
BD2
BD2
802
B 02
B02
_302
BO2
SO2
8D2
aDZ
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BO2
BD2
BD2
BDZ
BDZ
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
BD2
T (/2XSIHCORRECT£O INPUT DATA _OR Z MEASJRE_ PARALLZL TO SIL/BO2
BD2
T (2XWJH_OR_AL[ZED INPUT DATA F3R SECTIONAL ]ATAoI6X2HX _2(8X_02
8X2_Y2)/) DO2
T _2XTOHWON-]IMENSI3NALIZED INPUT DATA N3RMALIZEO T3 TRAILINGBO2
FOR SECTIONAL INPUT_/2(BX2HX ,8X2HYt_BX_HY2)/) BD2
f |5F10.4) BO2
T (2X_SHI_CRE_£NTAL _ERCENT ]H3_O DERIVE_ DAIA POINTS_/OX2HX B02
1_2[8KEHYIoBX2HY2)/) _02
FORMAT {2XW8HBLAOE SECTI3NAL DATA EXTRAPOLATE9 FOR 5 SECrIONS_/5(38D2
IXZHXT_SX_H_I_6X2HY_)I) BD2
=ORHAT (15FB.W) BO2
FORMAT (2X53HNOR_ALIZED I_PUT DATA FOR INTErPOlATED 3LADE SECTIONSBD2
I_15|6X2M_ _6X_HYt_BX_HYE)/) BO2
:3RMAT (5{FB,_gF8._} } _D2
(6A10) DO2
(SFI_,W) BO2
(1HtoBAIJZlBAt3f/) BD2
(4X53HINPJT DATA FOR ]ONTINU3US 6LAOE 3ECTIO_S AT LOCATIONSSD2
6
6
6
E
t
E
6
E
E
E
e
6
e
e
6
E
e
E
E
E
e
E
e
E
E
E
e
E
7
7
7
?
?
2O9
'/5
_80
285
290
295
300 FORMAT(4[IO.3)
END
1,/1BXSHR1 ---,F5.3,1DXSHR2 - ,F5.3,/5XBHPHI,2,.18X2HY1,BX2HY2)/! BD2 720
FORM'_T 14_._,LHT_',_P_;I IR_ILXN3 EDGE CO()RDINAT_, ZFIO.4,F]_,_;,,'f:I_,,'_. >'_,:_)272L"
IGX,F15.4) BD2 12_
FORMAT (I015) _D2 72'G
FORMAT{_X32HINPUT DATA FOR BLADE SECTION AT ,I3,1X14HPERCENT RADIABD2 728
$L i L_D2 I 3C
FORMATIGIS,5FIO.q) BD2 732
FORM_ T (1OF 8,-._) gDZ _'3_
bD 2 ¥36
8DZ 7WO"
SUBROUTINE LS_I (N,X,YtA,B,PE,SRSQ)
LINEAR LEAST SQUARES SUBROUIINE FIT
R A ZEHNLE ..... NOVEMBER 1968
EQUATION...YzA+BX
PROORAM VARIAatES
N NUMBER OF PAIRS OF DATA POINTS (X,YI
X ARRAY OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES "
y ARRAY OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES
A,_ CONSTANTS OF STANDARD FIRST ORDER Eg_ATION
PE PROBABLE ERROR OF FIT OF DATA TO CURVE
SRSQ SUM OF THE RESIDUALS SQUARED
DIMENSION X(1), Y(1)
IF (N.LE.1) GO TO 15
SXZO.
SXSQZO.
SYzC.
SXYZD.
SRSQZO.
DO 5 I=itN
SYZSY*Y(IJ
SXYZSXY÷X(II*Y(I)
SXzSX+X(I)
SXSQ=SXSQ*X(I)o*2
DZNoSXSQ-SX*SX
Az(SXSQ*SY-SX*SXY)/D
BZ(N*SXY-SX,SY)/D
. DO IO I=I,N
. 10 SRSQzSRSQ+(Y(1)-A-B*X(1))*'2
• PEZ.G75*SQRT|SRSQJ(N-2})
REIURN
ERROR MESSAGE INDICATOR
5 WRITE (G,20l N
RETURN
FORMAT IIX36HERROR IN INPUT TO LSQI
END LSQI
N INPUT' AS ,ISl
L@I i
LQ1 Z
t.Ol 3
LQ1 4
LQI 5
LQI
L QI l
LQI 8
LQI 9
LQI I0
LQ1 11
LQ1 12
LQ1 13
tO1 lh
LQ1 15
LQ1 16
LQI 17
LQ1 18
tOl 19
LQI 20
LQ1 21
LQI 22
LQ1 23
LQ1 24
LQ1 25
LQI 26
LQI 27
LQI 28
LQI 29
LQI 30
LQ1 31
lQl 32
LQI 33
LQ1 3k
LQI 35
LQI 36_
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SUBROUTINE
DIMENSION
ST]'TL1| 8) ITITLT_ (8) wTi 1..(9)tTL2(9)
DATA IL 1 I 9 I _ IL 2 {9 ),"iTi_:"_p,,_2H$. /
DAIA XSYHbtY_Yi'I,C/I_},trHL_A 2" $.4
CALL INIT28n
DO ] T:] ,8
TLI{I )-:TITL1 (I)
1 TL2 t I }:-"TTTL2 |Ir|
XMINZU.
YMINzD.
XMAXzX{1)
YMAXZY12 (1)
DO 2 I--2,N
IFIXIII.GI.XMAX) IXMAXZX(i)
IFIY12(I).GT.YMAX) YMAX-YI2(I!
2 CONT I"NU[
CALL
CALL
CALL
C_,L L
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
IF (ISoEg.1} CALL SYMBOL
IF (IS.EQ.2) CALL _YMBOL
CALL CHAROPT( Ot {ItIt loCI)
CALL ABSb£AM_ .C)1, °5 )
CALL SYMBOL(YSYMd}
NST-N-1
DO q5 I-1,NST
IF((Y11(II.EQ.D.).OR°{Y11(I*lI.EQ.O.)) GO TO
IF(YLIII}.EQ.YlZ(I|) GO TO 44
CALL LINE(X (II,Y11(I) iX4 I+1) ,Yl1{I÷1))
CALL LINLIX(II,YI21I),X(Iel)tY121I+1} !
_LI CONTINUE
q5 CONTINU?
DO q7 T--IPNST
IFt(Y21{I).EQ.O, J.OR.IY21(I÷I).I-Q.n,) ) GO TO
IFfY21{I).LQ.Y2211)) GO TO qE
CALL LINE(XII)fY21(!)eX(I*I)m¥21II*I) )
CALL LINL(X (I) ,Y22(1 ) ,X(I+I) ,Y22 I,I÷1) )
_G CONTINUE
LI7 CONTINUE
CALL FRAME
RETURN
END
PLOTRI(X,Y11,YI2*Y21tY22tN,TITL1tTITL2,IS|
X(lieYll(1)eY12(l)tY21(1)eY22|l)i
_.,I_HAXIAL
MAPG !XMINtXMAXeYMIN,YMAXo.Io.9,.ISv.g)
LINLOPT|O_I)
CHAROPT(UtC,I,O,OI
ABSBEAMI.U1_.98)
SYM_OL(TLI)
AB_BEAMI.DltoSq)
SYM_OL(TL2)
ABSBZAM(.SIo_7)
SYMBOL|XSYH_!
A_S6EAM (olD,.D2)
(36HECHO PLOT OF INPT DATA SECTIONS
(3EHDATA NORMALIZED TO TRLNG EDGE
q6
PLT1
PLT1
PL TI
PLT1
PLI1
PLTI
PL'I1
PLT1
PLT1
PLTI
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLTI
PLT1
PLTI
PLI1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLI1
PLT1
PLTI
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
$. I PLT1
$. IPL T1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT].
PLT1
PLI1
PL T1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PL T1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLT1
PLTZ
PLT1
PLT1
PLOTF_2(X1,Y11tY12tX2tY21,YZ2tN3PN2tT11T2tlS)
XI(1! tY11( 1}tY12!(1)tX2(1} tY21|li,TZ211) t?TI(8),T2(B),
SUBROUTINE
DIMENSION
XSYMB, ¥EY_Ib/IOHTH£ T A $.,I{]HAXIAL
XMAXzXI(II
YMAXzY12(I)
MAP.'.; (×HIN, XMAXf YM[Nf YMAX, .I, .gp. iL5w. 9 !
LINEOPI IC_I)
CHAROPT(C,O,IILI,OI
SV'M_OL ITLI)
A.B SBL t.,M (.01,.94)
SY M30L I TL,."))
ABSBEAM{ .5,.07)
SYMBOL(XSYM3}
AbS_EAM ( .I{_, ._2)
Z S J./
13GHNON-DIMEN DATA =OR INPUT DATA PTS $.1
13GHNON-DIMEN DATA FOR 51 DATA POINTS $.!
DATA
CALL I'NIT28D
D[' ! I_-!,8
TL.II[)ZTI(I)
YMI N ::[i o
XMAX-XI{I |
YMAX:Y 1Z (].l
DO 2 IZ2,NI
IF(X1 (I) .CT .XMAX !
IF (YIZ(;[).GT.YMAX)
2 CONTINUE
CALL
CAL L
CALL
CAL L
CALL
CALL.
CALL
CALL
CALL.
CALL
IF IlS.EQ,1) CALL SYMBOL
IF (IS.EQ.21 CALL SYMBOL
CALL. CHAROPTIO, g,l,l,0)
CALL ABSBLAMI.DI, .5)
CALL SYMBOL (YSYMJ)
CALL L IN[ S(XI,YII',N1)
CALL LINES(XIr Y12,NI)
CALL LINES( XZ,Y21;N2!
CALL LINLS{X21Y22,N2)
CALL FPAME
RE TUR _J
END
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PL T20l
PLT2 02
FL T2 [)3
Pt T2 C_
PL T2 05
PL T2 GG
PL T2 07
PLT2 D8
PL 12 09
PLTZ 1.0
PLT2 11
PLT2 12
PL T2 13
PLT2 1_
PL TZ 15
PLT2 16
PL T2 17
PLTZ 18
PL T2 19
PLT2 20
PL T2 Zl
PLT2 22
PL T2 23
PLT2 24
PL T2 25
PLT2 26
PL T2 27
PLT2 28
PL T2 29
PLT2 30
PL T2 31
PLT2 32
PL T2 33
PLT2 3_
PL T2 35
PLT2 36
PL T2 37
PLT2 38
PLT2 39*
212
44
6O
SUBROUTINE
DIMENSION
TITLII8I,TITLZI8I,TLI(gI,TLZlg}
DATA TLIIg),TLZIB_/2H$.,2H$.,/
$., I[_HAXi AL
PLOTR3 ( X, YI, YZ,N, TITL I tTITL2, IS)
XII),Ylf5,1) ,Y2(5,1),XPI51),YPI(L51) tYP2(51),
DATA XSYMB,YSYMB/I[JHTHLITA l' i;.f
CALL _NIT280
DO I 1:1,8
TLI(IIzTITLI(I}
I TL2II)-TITL2(I}
XMINZO.
YMINO.
XMAX-X (1}
YMAXZYI{I,1I
DO 2 I-I,,N
IF[X(II.OT.XMAX) XMAXzXII}
IFiYlfl,I).GT.YMAX) YMAX--'_YIIltII
Z CONTINUE
MAPG ( XMINt XMAX, YMIN% YMAX t. it .9,. 15 I .9 )CALL
CALL LINEOPTIO, I)
C_LL CHAROPT(D,O,lmO,O )
CALL ABSBEAM!.OIt. 98!
CALL SYMBOLITLI)
CALL ABSBEAMI.QI,. 9q )
CALL SYMBOL(TL2]
CALL ABS_EAM(.5,.071
CALL SYMBOL !XSYMEI}
CALL ABS_IEAM (.lO,.OZ}
IF (IS.EQ.1) CALL SYMBOL
IF IIS.EQ.2) CALL SYMBOL
CALL CHAROPT(OtO, ltltC )
CALL ABSBEAM(.OI,. 5)
CALL SYMBOL (YSYMB)
DO 6D J--1,5
DO 44 I-ltN
XPIII--X(II
YP1 (I! "YI (J,I )
YP2(I|zYZIJ,I!
CONTINUE
CALL LINESiXPpYPltNI
CALL LINLSIXPtYP2tN)
CONTINUE
CALL FRAME
RETURN
END
(3GHNON-DIMEN DATA FOR INTERP
(3GH
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PI. T3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PL. T3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PL T]
PLT3
PL r 3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLI3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
SEC T IONS$. )PL T3
$.IPLT3
PLT3
PLT]
PLT3
PLT3
PL13
PLT3
PL13
PLT3
PLI3
PLT]
PLI'3
PLT3
PLT3
PLT3
PLI3
q4
45
SU3ROUTINE PLOTR4 (X,YI,Y2,N,TITLI,TITL2,IS)
DIMENSION X{5,1),YI(5,1),Y2(5,1} tXP(511,YPI{51),YP2{51},
STYTt_IKS),TITL2KB},Tt.I_g),TL2{c_!
DATA ltl(CJ} _'(L24_}x_F_%,_ ,Z:I$o /
DATA XSYML_,Y.SYrIL_IICHTH_!r_ $,,£CHAXiAL _" %./
CALL INIT28I]
O0 I !Zl,@
TLI(IIzTITLIII}
TI.2II)zTITL2{T)
XMIN:_.
YMIN:O.
XMAX:× (111)
YMAXZYI{I,I)
DO 2 !:1,N
IF(X{I,I) .GT.XMAX) XMAX:X{I,I}
IF(YI(1,I}.GT.YMAX) YMAX:YI{1,I}
CONTINUT-
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
C_L L
CALL
CALL
CALL
IF {IS.[Q.I) CALL SYMBOL {3GHNRMLZD DATA FOR 5 INTRPLTD
MAPG ( XMIN, XMAX,YMIN,YMAX, . i,-9,- 15t.9)
LINEOPT(O,I}
CHAROPI (0.0. I, 0,0 |
ABS_EAM{. 01,. 9B )
SYMSOL {TL1)
ABS_EAM |. 01,. ')4. )
SYMBOL !TL2)
AEJS_ E AM |. 5,. 07 )
SYMBOL (XSYM5)
A_S3EAM {.I0,-02|
CALL CHAROPT(O, 0,I,i,0%
CALL ABSBEAM|.O!,.5}
CALL SYM3OL(Y_YM_ }
DO GC J-I,5
DO 44 Izl p N
XP(!IZX(J,I)
YPIIII-YI (J,I)
YP2(I|-Y2(J,I)
CONTINU-
JL:l
K: JL+ i
IFI{YPltKI-YPI(JLI).GT.O.} GO TO 48
JL:Jl+l
GO TO _5
48 CONTINUZ
NP:N
IFKJL.EQ.I| GO TO 50
49 IKZI+JL-1
XP(I)zXP(IK)
YPIKI}zYPI|IK)
YP2(1)zYP2{IK)
NPZI
I=I+i
IF(IK.LT.N) GO TO _9
50 CONTINUE
CALL LINES(XP,YP1,NP)
CALL LINLS|XP,YP2,NP!
5G CCNT!NUE
CALL FPAMZ
RETURN
END
SECTS
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PLT4
PLTq
PLT o,
_iL._'_
PL T
PL14
_LTq
PLT4
,OLT4
;_L 14
ic_L T _
PLTq
PtTq
PLI4
PLT4
PLT4
PLT4
PLT4
F;LT4
PL lq
PLT4
PLIU,
PLT4
PLT4
PLT4
PL T4
PL T4
. )PL T@
PLT4
PI.14
PLT4
PLTq
PLT4
PLT4
PLT4
PLI4
PLT4
PL T4
PLT4
PL T4
PLT@
PLT4
PLT4
PLT4
PLT@
PLT4
PLT4
PLT4
PLTq
PLT4
PLT4
PLTq
PLT u,
PLT4
PLTq
PLT4
PLTN
PLTq
PLT4
Ol
02
03
OG
07
OS
09
iO
II
12
13
14
15
il
19
20
2.t
22
23
24
25
2G
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
3G
37
3B
39
4O
42
q3
q4
45
4G
47
48
4g
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
51
56
59,
214 Sample Input Data
TURJ3PUIP IN]JC_R CAVITATION ANALYSIS FOR
F-I LO×, 2 /NPJI T_L&OE [ ICI:ON_ INTERP3LAIE3
NA_B-__6266 F/O, ir
[) iO, 30,50,/0,90
JAN 1972
PRCNI SECTION
INPUT OATA FO_ _ONT['_LJOdS BLADE
PHI _i Y2
3ECTIONS AT LOCATIONS
R2 -- 4.500
YI Y2
13. 0000 ,?Z50 .6250 0. O.
15. 0000 .5293 .6953 O. O.
20. 0000 .6_05 .8514 O. O.
25. 0000 .r_9 l. O03t O. O.
30. OOOO .822_ t. 1502 O. O.
35. 0000 ._3_ 1.2937 O. O.
40, 0000 ,9678 1.4_0/ O. O.
45. 0000 l.O+6u t.5640 O. O.
50. 0000 t.i->_3 1. _927 0. O.
55. 00_0 1.2l,+ _ t.816G O. O.
60. 0000 I. _]5_ t.9359 O. O.
65. 0000 I.(+0 lr_ 2. 0505 O. O.
70. 0030 1.50_2 Z.loOZ 1.8300 1.8300
75. O00O 1.6081 2.2680 1.8806 1.9973
80. 0000 1.7158 Z.3T60 1.9489 2.1462
85. 0000 1.5_57 2.4543 Z.0280 2.28_I
90. 0000 1._50 2.5930 2.1181 2.4110
95. 0000 2.0445 2. 7019 2.2196 2.5269
lO0. O000 2.IJ43 2. F_III 2.3289 2.6364
105. 0000 Z.2543 2. 9206 2.4397 2. 7462
420.0030 2.5_65 1.2508 2.7699 3.0773
135. 0000 2. -)]09 _.5838 3.1037 3. 4111
150. 0000 3.2582 $. Q197 3.4403 3. 747G
165. 0000 3. 608 t 4. 2583 3.7791 4.0870
180. 0000 3..)51$ 4.6000 4.1220 4.4293
195. 0030 4.2_72 4. '3447 4.4673 4. 7746
210. 0000 4.6_63 5.2926 4.8158 5. 1251
225. 0000 4._86 5.6439 5.1676 5.47_9
240, 0000 5,354._ 6.9_85 5. 5228 5,8300
255, 0000 5. 71 35 _,3569 5,8_16 6,15_
270.0030 6.3765 6. 7190 6.2_41 6.5514
285.0000 6._35 7.0853 6.6108 6.9180
300. 0000 co.'JL47 7. t+545 6.9817' 1.28_0
305.0000 G.]_+33 7.6701 7.1063 7.4136
310.0000 7.0_11 7.6_79 7.23_0 7.5_19
315. 0000 7,2_86 /'. 7718 7.3694 7. 650 _,
320.0000 7.._700 7.8699 7,5100 7.749S
325, 0000 7.5150 7. 9500 7,6350 7, 8550
330.0000 7.G550 _. 0150 7.7600 1.9500
335.0000 7._501 _,. Of SO 7.9000 8.0300
340.0030 8.0500 8.1250 8.0600 8.1150
INPUT TRAILINS ED$E-; 3OOROINATES
3(+0. 0000 8.1250
34.0. O00D 8, i150
[ t,I P-,C,O F _tH F
I L3X.
r !i 7 ',,I
• tiI_
.55 U
,T]31
r.q UC[ n
" ":!PUT ]Li 9r7 ]- _JI [:lr_ _
....... : . q'i,; ' oG'. _:
. i ........ < q. Li .... "t. i 7'
Sample Output Data For 1 Blade Span
C:,'_]T.",T!,'.IH ANAL YLI'; FOR 14A_,b-2GZGG
I'IT_PC{iLt, T[-3 O l q, 33,
l"[r 2[ [_T !{a!;' ,%k
4']. 3 17,: i '5.
.: . 142
.'. ? / 4
'i,_32 ;
b.322
215
JAN ! 97Z
PPCNT SECTIONS
::'.5_';_'[--{ I l.£7"_
2.q71 :;-ql i . t73
2.[1";::7-[7 ; i._ l'J
_.7_ 247-!21 I. 17 :
'.:' q: -ql I. ]l ;
-[_l-i .7:27F-fil
-'3i _,.! J "[-31
-dl _,2! Ji ,!1
-d2 I. [ 2'':i +;'['
-t)! l .',_ ' ? {- +:' ]
--[,i 1 . 74.[ *_ :
) -- ] "
L{-+[,!! 2. 7'": '' , , • : :
qg _[,_i . ,; ,. ,'r -_ _ .': , •
--;'I ' j ] : _! r ,
-, . '. :i,i_ _,::I
• " ' f 4' " "
42 ?
P,T5
212
710
131
9E+Q2
37+SO
!g_LO
2_'*33
7[ * 50
4_ ,S3
5[; * SG
7:*_3
q- +,,g
GE+CG
? E + [;?,
;'"*:]7
47.[,:I
1.7[[:L-F,i 1.gT9i -ui-2.57,7[*[,%
1 . ??1[--]i I . gTqf-dt-2.2537*:3:]
1.q177 91 1 ,_7nL-[iI--1.OS1L+G9
I . q4417- 71 1. ;7 _ -_ll -1 .L:4;LT+'J3
I. 9 _EE-_I I.S /0[ q!-I.771[ _f_U
_'. )'?:';E-]l ,. q7 22-_1-i.2127 7;+0-_
I.'}5,:i7 -r i i .9,7'>i -bi--7.1:_TE-gl
I . 17.".:-Ji I . qTq/-dl-4 .IZI?(-,]I
:,.G47 1 ;.2:;q lq.92_: 2%.371 ]5.214 zq.g5g tiG.qg£ 53.!_2 59.?85
7 ]._?S 77.713 t6.155 f]2.9"3 09.641 I[36.284 112.927 119.5d9 12G.212
130.4n8 lqb.lq,q IE2._;;Z lq".qPg lgg.t[5 172.711 17.3.354 185.9'31 102.633
2_5. 9,"'; 217.55 'n 21 3.?1_; 275.<i5] 232.496 239.139 245.751 252.424 25:1.1157
277.3%2 27!i.;':'. 28r,.[;7£ 2';2.2':1 2'Jg.923 3k;r,._gb 712.289 318,851 325.45q
' _ C} ) -_ r - ,
..... 37
't_"7 ? ,_., _vO 7 _. 71 _ ]b. ;53 3,7. ,_'3
8[;5 17'?. 4"ft &q;_. =4[i IS . 7 L_G 15q.4;;'G
c :t 251q 5 1 'J , S ?1 q
_I0, 27 _. .._i<? 27_,. <,,,. .; _"fiS,.¢ ;e,j 2c'_2_I,
137
OPO l"C. 64' 173.2 r _ 5c; r'-,q., 1/4_ _7,
427 193.g73 tq3. 71" ..... "_;.,.15:; _l'.qDq
_.SD ,-,,.4 ._A 2(;(o14r;: _"?,i'.7__._. ,_"], .¢2_.
:?f;,_" x,?q. ]-,.c, 31 '.. 3LS 3; q.. _'_!:]. _,l;;.'lr._3
71G 392 _'-_ ?':,_.'i ''_ 45'_, _ ...... "' _ .., .,.,3,3 qi".2_l
i_7
3,.,.7t4 39.85G _G.quo 53.142 59.785
5_.641 106.284 112.927 113.559 126.212
ibf,.[ig8 172.711 179.354 185.997 192.639
232._3G 230.139 2q5.78i 252.424 259.057
238._225 255.[GC 312.209 3!£.851 325.494
1[,Z.2'14 ISq.ss5 1gC.4_9 17Z.lq2 179.785
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